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THE NEW 1 9 3 8 ULTRA STRATOSPHERE
21/2 to 4000 METER TRANS -RECEIVER (TRANSITS
*Ten tubes.

12an75METERS)

1-6K7 Regenerative Tuned R.F.
Amplifier.

1-6.17 Regenerative Detector.
1-6J5G Super Regenerative Detector & Transmitting Ose,
2-6C5 P.1a, 1st Audio Stage.
2 -23L6 P.P. Beam power output
stage & modulators.
2 -2126 Parallel Rectifiers,
t -665 Electronic tuning indicator & R meter.
to 9000
*Receives from 2
meters,
*Transmits on 21% & 5 meters.
*8', Dynamic Speaker.
*Calibrated 1t.1. (lain Control.
* A.1-'. Gain Control.
17 ! í.r x 19 %rr -16 gauge
*SIri
metal.
*Tone control.
*R.F. Resonator control.
*Separate electrical bandsprend.
* Vernier plamctary drives on tuning Cond.
*Large 8" tuning dials.
*May be used for I.C.W. and
Winne trauma' .Ion and as a
code practice oscillator. Only a
key required,
*Standby switch.
*Antoniatie Phone jack.

I

*Built -in A.C.& D.C. Power supply
w
Complete kit of parts, includ95
ing 8" Dynamic Speaker, un- S
1
wired, less tubes and accessories

I
Kit of 10 matched Sylvania tubes....56.95
.30
Set of 4 coils-21e to 15 meters
2.20
Set of 8 coils -15 to 550 meters
2.00
Set of 4 coils -550 to 4000 meters
2.95
American S. B. Handmike
4.50
Wired and tested extra

Price complete. lesa mike $34.90
Shipping weight

SENSATIONAL ULTRA A.

C.

-F

D. C.

2 -TUBE

TRANS -RECEIVER

2'2

36 lbs.

Meters

to 4000

FEATURES

TRULY A SENSATION
the new 615G super triode tube which is the
equivalent of acorn types
Never before was a unit of this type available at

Uses

*

any price. This compact and self-contained unit
will receive from 21/% to 4000 meters with a high
degree of excellence. Will receive foreign stations. amateurs, police calls, broadcast, press, airplane and weather reports, time signals, and all
ultra high frequency stations. As a 2% and 5
meter transmitter surprising results will be obtained when calling friends from afar.

Automatic
per,e entra.
eters
do
2t sto 15
home corncation
Plate modulation
Polar
^supply (any cycle)
Complete kit unwired less tubes, CO,), cabinet, S715

T,aeen,Ra from at a to 5
from 2./z
Rene ces
4000 meters (12 bands)
Separate electrical and
vollumeed
mechanical

Mat ched set of tubess

95

WiredAandJ tested.. 2.00
Set of
cois (25z
.30
to IS meters)..

Battery

Mouse

model

200 meters)
(ï0Ó 95
eters). 1.75

settoof
to 4000
American
5

-

s

Hand-

Magnetic Speaker 1.25

same

price.

SPECIAL HEAVY DUTY POWER SUPPLY
OUTSTANDING FEATURES

ULTRA DUPLEX 6 TUBE MOBILE OR A.C.
21/2 to 5 Meters 56 to 120 M.0 This unit uses six of the latest 6 volt tubes in a
circuit which may be operated from a 6 volt auto-

mobile battery or by substituting power supplies
from 110 volts A.C. Receiver uses 1 -6J5G as a super regenerative detector, l -6C5 1st A.F. stage. 1 -6F'S output stage. Transmitter consists of 1 -61'6 oscillator,
1 -6C5 speech amplifier, 1-6L6 class A modulator. Power
output of transmitter is 10 watts l00',$ plate modulator. Separate antennas are used for peak efficiency
of both units regardless of frequency settings. Changeover from 6 volt to A.C. operation is extremely simple.
All that is necessary is to remove the built in genemotor and insert the A.C. power supply.
Supplied complete with all coils including coil for
10 meter reception.

615G- 6C5- 6F6 -6E6-

6C5-616
Built in
filtered

Built

350

wired
Complete,
tested with
and

Tapped extremely heavy duty power transformer
allows operation on any line voltage from 95 to
250 volts, 25 or 60 cycles.
Ideal for medium powered transmitter or P.P.
6L6 amplifier or modulator.

volts at 6 amps.
400 volts D.C. at 250 mils.
Encased in handsome black c ackle metal finish
cabinet 123/4"x71/8"a33/8" overall dimensions.
6.3

volt

150

mil

genemotor

in dynamic speaker
watts power output
plate modulation
Absolutely independent receiver and transmitter
10

100%

Negligible remiser radiation
Ailtnmatie phone jack

llltra

0 tube Duplex complete

with built In dynamic speaker.
and

v
28s9e

yA.td,

inet.d.'

aÌ5'
and
andaa henna
complete with
Ultra
built in dynamic
motOr.
with cabinet, leas

mike less

wired

ke
.........

padrone tell

antenna

.$35.45

tubes
of
hand
Adjustable 8 ft. antenna
Set

>>

5 95

1.50

tifier

523

tubs

$4.95

recand

cabinet

Ultra 4A-4-Tube A. C. Operated Transceiver
2iß to 5
Meters)

In the design of
Ultra 4.5.
the
operated
A.C.
elver.
transceiver.
tradition
value et x
dio
liven a
led. Bualtdn dyspeaker.
mic
contained
heir
Ixm'er
Class A 10O.í
modulation
only
few not
outstanding
the
features of this

flr:

Freltra 'Belt
product.

quency.

all
new
used n follows: UFO. Class A modulatornl 1111Ms
A.F.
Power amplifier. t 005, high gain speech amplifier-1st
The tItra
fier 524. rectifier. OAO, Oscillatordelector.
t
rvimpletely filtered at both B.F. and A.F. Levels.
JA
completes
jack
on1,11)'
Ant oeteras
with
ithy aall
Supeli
walthc
walls
iO meter reception.
coils, including coils

The

i

I

d

el 5.95

all coils,
Complete kit of pans Including unwired..
less cabinet. tubes, microphone.
53.00
Wired and tested
2.50
Black wrinkle finished cabinet
Sylvania 0AO. 005, OFD. 57.4 matched set Of
4
lnbcs

:ti,ri r:,:, ill

ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY PRODUCTS CO.,
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Sylvania

Hand

\liki

2.95

123 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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/ STARTED WITHOUT`

FRED, WHERE

D/D YOU GET
THE MONEY
TO

T
5

-J

RT

YOUR OWN

RADIO
SUS/NESS?

-J

/

--

FACTORY-

1

/ NEED. /

GREAT.

.

CAN DO

MAKE SOME
MONEY IN MY
SPARE TIME

TO

SAYS NF TRAINS

AND TEL

MEN AT NOME TO
MAKE MONEY IN

I'LL BE READY
WHEN TELEVISION
NEEDS TRAINED

RADIO

MEN

SO

"'HERES' 1b.O°

N/CE JOB.
TN£ RADIO

NEVER
SOUNDED
BETTER

I'VE PLENTY OF

I'D NEVER BEEN
ABLE TO 6E7' THIS

RADIO WORK NOW
GUESS I'LL Cs /VE
UP MY PART TIME
JOB AT THE
FACTORY AND
START MY OWN

/i

RADIO WORK
I/ E. SMITH NADNT
SNOWED ME NOw

j

TINS N. R. /. COURSE AS
I'M LEARNING PLENTY
/ NEVER KNEW
ABOUT RADIO

//ERE 'S JUST WHAT
KNOW'
G ABOUT
:R
AD /O
RADIO
E SM /TN

/'M ON PART TIME
AGAIN. WONDER
WHAT

--

CAP/TAL, JOAN
J E SM/TH SHOWED
/WAS
MEHOW
WORK/NG AT THE

JOIN, / STARTED MY

,

-4

`

AND Irouú 3E
READY WREN
7ELEY/7ION IRR /YEf.
700, FRED. THE
FUTURE LOOKS
SO SR /GST

OWN RADIO lr/S /NEST ON
THE MONEY / MADE IN

SPIRE 7/ME RADIO WORK.
./ E SM/rN CERTAINLY
TRA /NS MEN 70 MAKE

MONEY IN

:

/O

BUS /NESS

Make me prove

in spare time

I

can

for

train you at home

a GOOD RADIO

JOB

J. E. SMITH, President

will prove that I can train you at home in your
spare time to be a RADIO EXPERT. I will send
you a sample lesson FREE. Examine it. read it,
see how clear and easy it is to understand-how
practical I make learning Radio at home. Then
you will know why men without a knowledge of
Radio or electricity have become Radio Experts
and are earning more money than ever as a
result of my Training.
Get My Lesson on Radio Servicing Tips FREE
I'll prove that my Training gives practical.
money -making information. that it is easy to
understand--that it is just what you need to master Radio. My sample lesson text, "Radio Receiver
Troubles-Their Cause and Remedy." covers a
long list of Radio receiver troubles in A.C.. D.C.,
battery. universal. auto, T. R. F.. superheterodyne.
all-wave, and other types of sets. And a cross
reference system giver you the probable cause
and a quick way to locate and remedy these set
troubles. A special section is devoted to receiver
check -up. alignment, balancing, neutralizing,
testing. You can get this lesson Free by mailing
the coupon.
I

Many Radio Experts Make
$50, $75 a Week
Radio broadcasting stations pay engineers- operators. station managers up to $5.000 a year. Spare time Radio set
x30,

Save Money - - Learn At Home
Money Back Agreement Protects You
am sure I can train you at ,tome surressflllly. I will
online to fund every geniis' 'oll pay Me if M.
caret i
are not ni satisfied with ¡ny Lessons and Instrurt ion Sent.
when yoll finish my Course. I'll send you a copy of this
agreement mdth toy Iurok.
I

and for Television; coming opportunities
National Radio Institute
Established 1914

It satisfies your needs for professional servicing after you
graduate -can help you make extra looney servicing sets
tIhite training.

t11ii time
servicing Dari a much as $211.1 to t Iii .,
luth as 831,. $ :m, $? )aasteak. Slant
servicing i's,° a
Rollin Experts operate their n n business. :Manufacturers
and Jobbers employ testers. Insperinra. foremen. engineers
serrleenleii. paving Ill, In 96.090 a )'ear. Autotrobile,
polite avia!Inri. rommereial Radio. and loud speaker sys
lems are newer dells offering gland Iltrportunit les now and
for the twine. Telesis but promises many gIa1i logs warn.
Sieri I 1,11..4 hale gaol Jobs In lhrse brandies of
Itaillo.

Many Make SS, 510, 515 a Week Extra
ing
in Spare Time While
Atonal etcry neighborlossi n ads a gnat spur time sen.
enroll I Tart sending Extra :Matey
iceman. 111e day n
Job Sheets Shooing i Inn to do Radio repair jobs. Thvougli
out your training I send plaits and ideas that trade paid
a year-for
spare Ilote mnmy ass tooth s $.al to t.ilal
nd S I lai Radio F 1111 ru rot to , ndurt
hendreds. I
experhinans, 111111.1 ii.lui t.. gel Inarnral rvperirm1e.
I ALSO GIVE YOU THIS PROFESSIONAL
SERVICING
P`.
INSTRUMENT
instrument
even' Radio Expert needs
Here

is

and wants

the

in

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept. SFB3
Washington. D. C.

Mail this Now

Get 64 -page Book

FREE

E. SMITH. President
National Radie Institute.
Dept. SFB3. Washington, D.C.
J.

f

Without
ithe SatuleLesson

nga
book

a

and
about the
and
II time
how
o u nrortuniies. and

free

ITallime
i can
are
Wit 111,/

tone

them

write
Age.

Address:

It
contains
Instrument.
necessary
to
everything
pleasure A.C. and D.C. voltages and
current; to test tubes. resistance;
adjust and align any set, old or new.

it

In addition to my Sample lesson I will send you my
bl.page book Rich Itewanls in Radio.' Both are FREE
to anyone over ie years old. My book points out Radio's
spare tune and full lime opportunities and those coming
in television: my Training in Radio and Television shores
u letters from men I trained. telling what tiler are
doing and earning; shows nay Money Back Agreement.
SI.Lii. THE COUPON In an envelope. Or paste it on a
penny filstrard.

Name

-an

All- Purpose- Set Servicing

Please say you saw

Get Sample Lesson and 64 -Pap Book
FREE Mall Coupon
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for recording
programs at the German shortwave station in Berlin. The records
are broadcast later.
Two machines used

Certified Circuits
When you see this seal on
a set it is a guarantee that
it has been tested and
certified in our laboratories,
as well as privately in different parts of
the country. Only constructional--ex-

perimental sets are certified.
You need not hesitate to spend
money on parts because the set and
circuit are bona fide.
This is the only magazine that ren.ders such a service.

By Doing Actual Jobs -Not Correspondence -On Modern Radio Equipment

TRAIN IN

12 WEEKS
In the Big

Chicago Shops of
COYN E

View of Students operating
our Television Camera
and Scanning Unit

Students operating our
modern Transmitter

FOR

TALKING PICTURES

TELEVISION

No Advanced Education or Previous Experience Needed

to Obtain Coyne Practical Training-NOT A CORRESPONDENCE

"Learn by Doing" methods train you for RADIO. TELEVISION and SOUND EQUIPMENT
A CLASSROOM -you DON'T NEED
COURSE -NO BOOK STUDY -YOU DON'T HAVE TO RECITE LESSONS INdaylight
shops on Radio, Sound and Tele.
modern,
advanced education or previous Radio Experience. You are trained right in
work you will meet out in the field
vision equipment under the personal supervision of expert instructors on the sort of similiar
a short time. SPEND ONLY 12 WEEKS
on a real job. That's why Coyne Practical Training is able to prepare you intosuch
job and a real future. Do radio wiring
better
a
your
start
for
ready
be
you
should
and
AT
COYNE.
WORK
DOING ACTUAL
sets, oscillators, analyzers
Superheterodyne
variety
of
wide
a
Work
on
servicing.
and
repairing
and testing. trouble shooting,
test and service public
to
install,
transmitting
equipment;
and
receiving
television
to
how
operate
and test instruments. Learn
Amateur, Broadcast,
as
examination
license
for
a
government
to
qualify
Prepare
address systems and sound picture equipment.
er Telegraph Radio Operator and to know code and Dept. of Commerce rules.

ff!
ß
YOQ6091E
Umaqiiiq

A1Y F0ß

in

balance in small monthly payments. This plan has enabled hundreds of
can
ambitious fellows to get Coyne Training with very little money. Itextra
do the same for you. Many of our graduates have found their
earnings more than enough to cover the small monthly payments.

Learn
Don't let lack of money stop you from sending in the Coupon.
bow you can get your training first-Then take over one year to pay
after your
tuition after you graduate. Make your first payment 60a days
regular I: Week, Trai fling iwri,al.nde. Tlnn take over year to pay the

Earn Living Expenses
While You Are
Training !

If you need part-time work to
help pay your living expenses
while training, my free employment service will help you get it.
The Free Service of our Employment Department has enabled
hundreds of deserving students
to get part time jobs and earn
part or all of their room and
board while training in the great
Coyne Chicago Shops.

Electric Refrigeration
Training Included
Without Extra Cost

Home of Coyne Shops
wherein is installed thousands of dollars
worth of Radio equipment of all kinds.
Every comfort and convenience has been
arranged to make you happy and contented during yuur Training.

COYNE

RADIO DIVISION
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
5005.Paulina St.. Dept.

ff. C. LEWIS

President

AS -2K,

Chicago, Ill.

Please say you saw

it

in

Graduate

Our Graduate Employment Service will
give you employment service as often as
you need it. You will also get free
consultation service and advice tvhenever you want it.

This combination Training (Radio and
Refrigeration) can be of great value to
you. Whether you go into business for
yourself or get a job working for a Radio
Sales and Service organization, the fact
that you are trained in servicing Electric
Refrigerators will be profitable to you.
Many Radio Manufacturers also make
Electric Refrigeratorsand men with this
combination training are much more
valuable to these employers. You can
NOW get t histrniningwitbnut e<rra cnst

This is our fireproof modern building

You Get Employment
Service After You

Mail The Coupon

Get the new "Coyne Opportunity
Book" giving all facts about Coyne
Training. Photographs of Shops showing students at work on modern
Radio equipment under the personal
supervision of Coyne Expert Instructors. Also details of our Part Time
Employment Service, Pay After Graduation Plan and Graduate Employment
Service. Yours without cost. Simply
mail the coupon.

H. C. LEWIS. President -RADIO DIVISION
Coyne Electrical School, Dept. AS -2K.
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago, Ill.
Send me your Big Free Book about Coyne Training and give
regarding your Part Time Employment Service and Pay
ation Plan of easy. monthly payments.

me all details

After Gradu-

AGE

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
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.SEE this remarkable

book

at your dealer

Glance over its 148 pages
containing over 150 diagrams
and halftone cuts. Read step
by step how you can obtain
the foundation of a short
wave radio education

This hook represents the biggest
value you ever received for 50e
A new book that will appeal to tens of thousands
An essential book for all beginners-

SALE

ON

FOLLOWING

THE

Canton Radio & Supply Co.,
11411 Tuscarawas Street.
Canton.
United Radio. Inc.,
1103 Vine Street.

Third Street,
Hannibal
Burntein- Appiehee Co..
1012 -14 McGee Street.
Kansas City.
Van Sickle Radio Co..
1113 fine Street.
4u9 No.

-

CALIFORNIA
Scott Wholesale

Radio Co.,

Fourth Street.

Long Reach.
Offenbach Electric Ca.. Ltd.,
1152 Market Street,
San Francisco.
Zack Radio Supply CO..
1426 Market Street.
San Francisco.

St.

Radio Inspertloe
o.,
Asylum Street,
Hartford.
Stern Wholesale Parts, Inc.,
Stern Bldg.. 210 Chapel St..
Hartford.
227

ILLINOIS
833 West Jackson Blvd..

Street.

Inc

227 Fulton

MASSACHUSETTS
Greater Boston Distributors.
40 Waltham St.,
Berton.
H. Jappe Co.. 46 Cornhlll,

MICHIGAN

City.

WASHINGTON
Spokane Radio Co., Inc-,
611 First Avenue,
Spokane.

tn..

Street,

WISCONSIN
Radio Parts Co.. Inc..
'36.5:8 W. State Street.
Milwaukee.

New York City.

Thor Radio Corp.,

Cortlandt St.,

New York City.
Try -Mo Radio Co.. Inc.,
$5

Inc..

Wholesale

Radio Service

100 Sixth Avenue,
New York City.

INDIA

Empire hook Mart,
Box 631.

Bombay.

MEXICO

American Bonk store, S. A..
Avenida Madero 25.

CO.,

Ine.,

Radio Parta & Equipment Oa,
244 Clinton Avenue No..

Avenida Juarez, 4, Apartado 2430.
Mexico. D. F.

NEW ZEALAND
Te Aro Book Depot. Ltd..

Courtenay Place.
Wellington.

64

SOUTH AFRICA
Technical Book Co..
147

longmarket Street.

('ape Town.

SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION.
SW-6-38
99 Hudson Street, New York City.
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith my remittance for 50e, for which please send me
toy copy of the "RADIO AMATEUR COURSE" postpaid.

Rochester.
M. Schwartz & Son,
710.712 Broadway.
Schenectady.

OHIO

Name

News Exchange.
51

So.

Akron.

4

Mexico City.
Central De Publicaciones,

WE WILL CREDIT HIM WITH YOUR ORDER. PLEASE FILL OUT
IF NOT AT YOUR DEALER'S. PLEASE SEND HIS NAME AND ADDRESS
COUPON BELOW.

Main Street.

Address

Be sure to see future copies of Short Wave & Television
for additional names of dealers handling this hook.
99 HUDSON ST..
SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION,
NEW YORK CITY
td

News Agency.
9a. Oreen Street, Leicester Square,
London, W.C.2.

AND

Cortlandt Street,

New York City.

Springfield Radio Co.,
Dwight Street.
Springfield.
H. Jappe Co.. 37 Mechanic Street.
Worcester.
Bisai Brothers. The.,
5027 Hamilton Ave.,
Detroit.

South Main Street.
Salt Lake City.
Radio Supply. Inc..
46 Exchange Place.
Salt Lake City.

Terminal Radio Corp.,
PO Cortlandt Street.
65

(lorringé a American

UTAH
315

Jae,

ENGLAND

O'loughlin's Wholesale Radio Supply,

New York City.

Indianapolis.

CUBA

The Diamond News Co..
Palacio Asturiano, Por San
Habana.

Providence. R. I.

Harrison Radio Co.,
12 Peat Broadway.
Sun Radio

Van Sickle Radio. Inc..
34 West Ohio Street,

Radio Service Co.,

York

('n..

W. A. Edwards Co..
32 Broadway.

Cortlandt Street,
New York City.
Federated Purchaser. Inc.,
23 -25 ('ark Place,
New

nrouu.

RHODE ISLAND

New York City.

INDIANA

397

Inc

P4

Company,

Street.

Co

111.r

1124 -26 Market Street,
Harrisburg.
M. & H. Sporting Goods Co..
12 Market Street,
Philadelphia.
('a meradlo Co.,
963 Liberty Ave..
Pittsburgh.

Bronx.
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc..
90 -08 166th Street.
Jamaica. L. I.
Rion. The Radio Man.
64 Dey Street.
New York City.
F.agle Radio Co..

Allied Radio Corporation.

110 Federal

PENNSYLVANIA
Radio

NEW YORK

Wholesale Radio Service Co.,
430 W. Peachtree St., N.W.,
Atlanta.

Winnipeg.
Manitoba.
Canadian Electrical Supply Co.. Limited.
285 Craig &feet W.,
Montreal. Que.
Metropolitan News Agency,
1248 Peel Street,
Montreal. Que.

Portland Radio Supply Co.
1300 W. Itmo.Id, Wr,,t

1holesale Radin Service Co., Inc.
42 E. Fordham ltd.,

GEORGIA

CANADA

The T. Eaton Co.. Ltd..

Portland_

NEW JERSEY

Areo Radio Co.,
227 Central Avenue,
Newark.
Wholesale Radio Service
219 Central Avenue,
Newark.

McGill'a Agency.
183.184 Elizabeth Street,
Melbourne.

OREGON

NEW HAMPSHIRE

CONNECTICUT

Service Co..
Blvd..

NEBRASKA

Radio Service Laboratoty.
1187 Elm Street,
Manchester,

Auto Equipment Co.,
14th at Lanr ttce.
Denver.

AUSTRALIA

The Hughes- Peters Electric Corp..
178 -18U N. Third Street,
Columbus.
Standard Radio Parts Co..
133 East Second Street,
Dayton.

,

COLORADO

Chicago.
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-

Shigeru Okamoto,

of the International Telecommunications Company, Lfd., of Japan

IN Japan, or Nippon, as we call it, m
radio activities are under government
control. All broadcasting activity is handled
by the Nippon Hoso Kyokai, or the Broadcasting Corporation of Japan. This is a
privately owned monopoly under governmental supervision.
Oversca radio communications were.
until recently, the domain of two different
companies. The telegraph services were
operated by the Japan Wireless Telegraph
Company and the short -wave radio phone
services were operated by the KokusaiDenwa Kaisha, Ltd. In March of this year
a consolidation was effected so that now
these two companies are known as the
International Telecommunications Company. The activities of this company are
widespread. Direct radiophone service is
operated by short -waves from Tokyo to
San Francisco: Bandoeng, Java: Manila,
P. I.; Saigon, Indo- China: Bangkok, Siam
Shanghai, China; Hsinking, Manchukuo:
Berlin. Germany: London, England; Cape
Town; Buenos Aires via London; and ship to -shore telephone service is maintained to
two ships, the Chichibu Maru traveling
from Yokahama to San Francisco and the
Yasukuni Maru traveling between Yokahama and London.
Transmission to the ships and to foreign
countries is carried out from the transmitting plant at Nazaki, Japan. Here a large
group of short -wave transmitters are located together with directional aerial
;

.

4

systems.
Overseas Short -Wave Broadcasting

Short -wave broadcasts for listeners
abroad are now sent out daily by cooperation of our company and the Broadcasting
Corporation of Japan. Programs originate
in the Tokyo studios of the Broadcasting
Corporation and are sent out from our
short-wave transmitters at Nazaki. At the
present time there are several 20 kw. transmitters and one 50 kw. unit at Nazaki. The
50 kw. station was designed for the express
purpose of sending short -wave broadcast
programs abroad. It is usually operated on
JZJ, 11.8 mc. The other channels used for
short -wave broadcasting employ any one
of the 20 kw. transmitters normally used
for radio telephone work.
These short -wave broadcasts are sent out
for

June.

;t various hours during the day, using
directive antenna systems to insure proper
reception in various parts of the world.
Short -Wave Listening Forbidden

Interesting to Americans no doubt is
the fact that short -wave listening is forbidden in Japan except by a few hundred
licensed amateurs. To get a license from the
Ministry of Communications is not so
difficult, but amateur activities are not so
extensive as in this country. The ordinary
listener is not allowed to operate receiv-

ing equipment which will tune in short waves; in other words, he must use only
simile -band receivers. However. I believe
that this law will be modified in the near
future to permit Japanese people to listen
to short-wave stations as there is considerable interest in this popular hobby.
Television

Television experiments have been going
on in Japan for about ten years. Several
organizations have done considerable research in this field, the most notable being
\ Waseda University at Tokyo. the Hamamatsu Higher Technical School, the Eke
trotechnical Laboratory of the Ministry of
Communications, Tokyo Electric Company
and The Broadcasting Corporation of
Japan. The Hamamatsu school was formerly most active in this field.
At present, the Broadcasting Corporation
of Japan is doing most of the television
experimentation and it is expected that
television broadcasting will be put on a
public scale in 1940 at the time of the next
Olympic games in Tokyo. Television development has followed a pattern similar
to that in other countries in that the first
work was clone with mechanical scanning
systems. We now make use of cathode ray
systems for transmission and reception;
the iconoscope is used for picking up
images. At the present time the Japanese
Broadcasting Corporation has a small experimental transmitter in operation for use
in conducting private field tests. A mobile
television station has also been constructed
in anticipation of the Olympic games.
The mobile system consists of four

Eighteenth of a Series of
"Guest" Editorials

Mr. Okamoto, a member of the I.R.E. and an
engineering representative of the International
Telecommunications Company of Japan, is
spending several years in the United States
doing research work.

trucks. one containing the picture transmitting equipment. another the camera and
the other two containing voice transmission equipment and voice reception equipment. The camera employs an iconoscope
while the transmission system operates on
a baud 3 mc. wide at a frequency of 58 mc.
441 -line definition is achieved with 25
frames per second. In the receiving set a
Braun cathode ray tube is used for reproducing images, giving a blue -white picture. The screen of this tube has a diameter
of about 12 inches.
Ultra Short -Waves

The Ministry of Communications, which
controls all telephone lines in Japan, operates several ultra -short wave radiophone
circuits to bridge water gaps between the
numerous islands which make up Japan.
These systems are automatic in operation,
supplementing submarine cables, and in
some cases are the only means of corn(Continued on pale 128)
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A view in the
television control room
at the National Broadcasting Co., in Radio

City,

New York, is
below. Usually
there are three men in
the control room; one
monitors the sound, the
second is the program
director and the third
checks the image.
shown

Above, we see the rear
of a television studio
camera and the reversed
image on the ground
glass, just as the television camera operator
sees it. The small picture
shows the television image
as it appears before the
control room operator
(right). The wave -like
image alongside of the
girl's face is the television
signal as shown on a
cathode ray oscillograph,
part of the checking system followed by the control room experts.

Bÿ
C30.

photos above and
to the right show three
The

ways in which the television image may be

picked

A-

up.
studio
pick -up with television
cameras; B -movie film
pick -up (above);
spot news pick -up from

C-

A

mobile television truck.
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following the large
arrows across the se-ies
of pictures, the path of
the television image is
easily traced. Below, we
see
the image and
sound signals passing
through the transmitters
located in the Empire
By

State

Building. The
image is "piped" from
the NBC studio in Radio
City through a coaxial
cable fo the Empire
State Tower.

Above -Top pictu e shows actual
photo of modern 441 line television
image, while the photos immediately
above and to the left show front
and rear views of an experimental
RCA television receiver. Photos
courtesy Nat'l Broadcasting Co.
THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGE. THIS
TELEVISION IS STILL IN
ARTICLE GIVES THE LATEST TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON
THE SUBJECT. HOME TELEVISION WILL NOT BE REALIZED FOR
SOME TIME TO COME-
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transmitting and
receiving the television image, as well as
the sound is shown in the diagrams above
and to the left. The lower diagram is presented for the general reader who may
find it difficult to follow the more technical
diagram above. Note how the image, as
well as the sound currents, is
continuously amplified.
The process of picking up,

H V SUPPLY
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A combination ultra -high frequency, ultra.
violet ray machine for medical therapy.
UHF currents excite mercury vapor in
quarts tube, causing radiation.
courtesy of Lebel Iluh Frequency

a

I

Short Wave

Television rehearsal in London. Tap dancing
before the BBC television camera.
Below -part of the power -control panel of
the new CBS teleslslon transmitter, N. Y. C.

FOTO
NEWS

U.H.F. tube uses a glass cup as
base to which copper terminals are fused.
Courtesy of WeatInghouse Flee. Mfg. Co.
Below -NBC televises the Big Apple. A
scene from a television production.
This new

Left -portable radiophone equipment used
by the Loyalist troops in the Spanish War.
Internet tonal News Photo
Below -a machine devised by RCA for
studying electrons in motion.

í

>t

`
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i
I. -High

power units at NBC's short-wave station W3XAL -Right to !eft -rectifier,
kilowatt rectifier at W3XAL.
modulator. power amplifier. 2.
3. -Part of the antenne system.

-2

W3XAL's Short -Wave Voice
Reaches Every Clime
1Ew1ERE ¡Il

the

wilds

Africa,
Belgian
region.

party

of

in the

Congo

a

small

of men

of

trudges out
the forest into a
clearing. W h i l e

porters busy

themselves at the
task of setting up
camp, the white
leader, an official
of the Colony, drops to the bank of a brook
and quenches his thirst. Beads of perspiration drop from his forehead and disturb
the smooth surface of the water.
Behind him, in the center of the native
village, a tall black unstraps a pack from
his back. He sets a small, oblong box on
the ground. Two sticks are rammed into
the soft earth, and wires are strung. The
white leader steps forward and turns a knob
on the front of the box, then another, all
the while listening intently. Residents of
the village stand off at a short distance,
awe -struck.
Suddenly, from the box comes a voice!
It is French! The white man smiles appreciatively; the blacks roll their eyes in
amazement and something akin to fear.
The voice from the box says, In French:
"This is Station IV3X.4L. National
Broadcasting Company, a service of the
Radio Corporation of America. You are
about to hear

..."

The white man relaxes as he listens to
news highlights from all over the world.
for
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east in French is understood perfectly. You
have is YCry good alt nU1111Cer.
"I am an official in the Colony and am
located in the. wilds at about 100 kilometers
to Ilre North -East of Leopoldville, the

to foreign language announcers on W3XAL's staff,
Thanks

the whole world now listens
to American short -wave programs. American jazz is as

popular in Timbuctoo
in New York.

as

it

capita' of the Belgian Congo.
tion on an Amer-

is

ican

radio

with
tery.
places

6 -volt
s
1

1

get recep-

set,

bat-

hi f t

every

aceek and the set

No longer is he in a remote section of wild
Africa. Through the magic of radio. he
has come into immediate contact with the
important events of the world and his feeling of loneliness is broken. Later, music
pours forth from the box on the ground
and the faces of the natives light up with
pleasure and their
bodies sway in
rhythm with the
tune.
*

*

Weeks later. a
secretary in the
N

13

C

Interna-

tional Division,
Radio City. New
York. takes up a

letter from

a

large assortment
of mail. The letter is postmarked
"Maluku, Belgian Congo." It reads. in part:

"This day, the 6th of December. 1 have
got reception of your broadcast in the Bel!Am Congo on the short -wave baud .
you are heard very clearly and the broad.

is carried on the
hack of a man.
Upon arrival of
the caravan in a

village two policemen put up the
antenna on two
sticks and in !eat
minutes the set is
operating
"on February 14. 1938. I shall be at
300 kms. (180 miles) from Leopoldville,
right in the heart of the equatorial forest,
and 1 shall hear your broadcast at 9:00
o'clock in the evening Central European
Time."
r
The Belgian Congo official's letter, like
hundreds of others, came front a land far distant from the skyscrapers of Manhattan.
.

.

During the last six months of 1937, a total
of 2.697 letters from seventy -five different
countries and possessions was received by
W3XAL. They bore postmarks of countries in Europe, Africa, Asia, the Indian
Ocean, the South Seas. Australia, and
(Continued on page 107)
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being used
-mug transmitter survivor.
so- called beer
flood
-The
a
Above
description by
to broadcast a

the beer -mug
Close -up of

transmitter.

BROADCASTING

S p of
With the

-

News
Beer -Mug Transmitter

AS one of the accompanying photos shows, the brrr-nn,g transmitter as perfected by the engineers of NBC is a most useful instrument. Neighing less
than eight pounds, its tiny case contains a battery-powered transmitter which
enables the spot news radio reporter to relay his voice to some nearby pick -up
station. The range of this miniature transmitter is about one -half mise, and in
some cases it has been used over even greater distances. The brrr -may transmitter was so named
because of its general
Beer-

Above
mug transmitter,
self -powered by
the battery fitting in the bottom of the case.

resemblance in size
and shape to the well known container for
the famous beverage,
and it is one of the
pets of the NBC laboratory engineers.

Left-The opposite side of the
transmitter, showing the mike at

the

left of the
instrument.

Nr
OSCILLATOR

AND

CRISTAL

DDUE LER

1114G TOBE

Spot news -caster in full
swing with the 5 -meter
transmitter. News event
is picked up by a relay

station

and finally
broadcast over the NBC

MODULATED
PM Pu GIER
G TUBE

network.

IRE

4
MEROPRONE
4 CRYSTALS
IN SERIES

MODULATOR

GAill

A

CONTROL
VOLTAGE

AMPLIFIER

1609 TUBE

VAC
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(201100E1
1FT

G

TuBE

AUTOMAnc GAIN

MDR();
WIG Tust

LLNTROE

!ABLE CON ,ROL vOLTAGE

-

Left
Diagram of tiny
transmitter recently perfected by the engineers
of NBC, through whose
courtesy these photos
and descriptions were
made available.
Diagram J.

L.

Hathaway, NBC Staff.
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How the

FRENCH

Televise
IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL STAGE. THIS
TELEVISION
IS
STILL
ARTICLE GIVES THE LATEST TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON
THE SUEIECT. HOME TELEVISION WILL NOT BE REALIZED FOR
SOME TIME TO COME.

Above -Front of the television pavilion in
Paris Exposition where television was demonstrated to the public.

-A

view in one of the television
Right
studios where an iconoscope picks up the
image. Note the mike suspended above
the speaker.

Above -Control switchboard for both
image and sound.

-A

peek into the television
Above
broadcasting studio at Mount Rouge.
Note the banks of powerful lights.

-A

corner of the television control
room, showing meters, etc., including film
transmitter and its transmitter tube mounted in the oblong box at the left.
Below

Below-Public television demonstration
room with large projection tube, which
produces an image about 3 ft. square.

Above -Interior of one of
the television booths. Projector lens is just visible in
the opening at the right.
Above it we see photo -electric ce Is. Through the window
at the left the image of the
person spoken to is visible.
for

June.
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Wedge - Crystal
Gives High-Fidelity Tone
plus Sharp Tuning
W.

E. Schraye

French invention broadens reception band of radio receivers without sacrificing

(Fig. 6) Alexis Guerof the Paris
University Ecole, who
invented the wedge shaped crystal.

selectivity.
IT'S happened to all of us sometime or
other. We've tried to "slice" a specific
broadcast station from an overcrowded part
of the short -wave or broadcast range, and
received an awful mixture consisting of the
programs of several adjacent stations.
In such a case there arc generally two ways
open to the unlucky short -wave listener.
Either to give up at once or, when fishing
for a precious and extremely rare station
for veri -ing purposes, "to cut the crystal
in." But don't ask about the result. One
would receive something which might be
termed -in the accommodating language of
fish s,ithout head or tail!
the fisherman
the crystal
Expressed in radio terms
would, of course, eliminate the interference
from adjacent stations, but another trouble
would occur. The high and low tones would
be cut off, and thus music and speech would
sound terrible.
Nevertheless, there are a few in the vast
guild of the SWL's who can decipher

-a

bilsky,

Fig.

1,

great
passed

below, shows
band - width
wedge by

crystal and how ordinary crystal excludes
many desirable notes.

WIDE BANO

Left -(Fig. 5) Close.
up of new wedge shaped crystal.

RECEPTION WITH WEDGE SHAPED CRYSTAL

111118UIUIIIIIIUNN11118UBIBINI811

-

TRIANGLE
FLUTE

OCTAVE

VIOLIN
CLARINET
LO
SAY OP

E

BASS
v OLIN

lj

o4uM
PIPE OAGAN

NARROW BAND
TELEGRAPH RECEPTION WITH
PLANE PARALLEL
GROUND CRYSTAL

Below (Fig. 8)-How first I.F. transformer of
ordinary receiver is modified to take wedge shaped crystal, effecting a five -fold increase
in selectivity.
1

sT.

I.F. TRANSFORMER

what's what from such an awful mess, and
land a handsome verification card from
Timquaquica, or somewhere else. However, the majority of us, not gi fted with a
miraculous ear, will give up and wait for
better "weather" in the hope of obtaining
the desired veri -card at some later time.
So much for the veri -card hunter. Th^
complete loser is the straightforward
broadcast or short -wave listener. His main
interest centers around the program and its
instantaneous entertainment value, because very few programs are repeated.
Thanks to a French invention interference
of this type will probably be a forgotten
trouble in a few years. We shall be able
to "slice" from an overcrowded wave -band
just the station desired, and interference
by adjacent stations will be rejected with

existence. The Paris engineer, Alexis
Guerbilsky, was very much upset by the
fact that a considerable percentage of all
radio control crystals produced had to be
discarded. A few of them could be sold as
second or third choice, but as a whole business was not as good as it should have been.
The thrifty Monsieur Guerbilsky thought
the natter over, then he experimented for
a few years, and finally perfected what may
indeed) become a million dollar invention,
which proves again that thrift when combined with ingenuity is still the most desirable prerequisite to becoming a successful inventor.
Guerbilsky tried first to find out why
tuning circuits equipped with crystals of
not exactly parallel sides could not be made
to behave as desired, i.e.. to oscillate at
one specific frequency. He found no solution for this problem but this ingenious
(Continued on. page 113)

below- Chassis of

standard American
superhet. fitted with wedge -crystal.
Wedge- shaped crystals when available can be
installed at slight cost, with great boost in tone
quality and selectivity.
Fig.

7,
7 -tube

1

ease.

This invention has, like other great inventions, a very human reason for its very
for

June,
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France and U.S. Combat
S-\X/ Propagasters
Recent interesting developments in the field of short -wave
propaganda broadcasts. For a more complete discussion of
this subject, refer to the article on page 666 of the April issue.

Above -The receiving equpment in the French station at
Bicetre

which

eavesdrops

Linguistic

stenographers
transcribing broadcasts
picked up at Bicetre. Stenographic notes of all political broadcasts are taken.

on

broadcasts of European stations. Receivers are operated
by remote control from Paris.

Phonograph
records
are
made of important
speeches.

Right -Aerials at the Bicetre
receiving station. This building
is

an

has

old
been

fortification which

converted into
receiving station.

a

THE French government

has erected a receiving station near
tion. Copies of all transcriptions of this nature are turned over
Paris for the purpose of checking un the propaganda broadto the French foreign office for investigation.
casts sent Out by foreign countries. The photographs at the top
of this page show several views of the plant. A number of specially
U. S. Expands Pan -American Broadcasting
designed receivers pick up the signals of the principal European
\s a result of the inc easing short -wave propaganda programs
broadcast stations. :\ corps of
directed at South America by GerNORTH
special stenographers un twentyman) and Italy, the F.C.C. reAMERICA W2XAF-W Y.W2XAO
four-hour duty transcribes all broadcently made a temporary allocation
casts of a political nature for future
of four short -wave channels which
reference. This special staff, of
had previously been reserved for the
course. must understand the numeruse of a projected Pan American
ous languages used in broadcasting
broadcasting station to be operated
in
Europe.
Important
political
by the United States government.
speeches are generally recorded as a
Two of the channels (15.13 and
future check.
11.73 mc.) were loaned to station
It is interesting to note that some\VIXAL at Boston, which as you
dines the versions of speeches by
may know, is operated by the \VorldEuropean leaders. as given out to the
\Vide Broadcasting Foundation. The
foreign press by the government
other two frequencies (9.55 and 21.5
censors, are considerably milder in
Inc.) were assigned to the General
tone than the actual speeches were.
Electric
station,
\V2XAD,
at
The French receiving station has
Schenectady, New York. The use
provided a check several times in
of these channels was granted on
this connection. A speech broadcast
condition that commercial broadcasts
in a foreign country contained reof any type were not to be made.
marks which were slurring to France.
\V2XAD has now been put into
Although the version of the speech
service with a special beam directed
released to the press omitted these
at Brazil and the eastern part of
remarks, a record of the speech made
South America and presents special
at the time of the broadcast conprograms in the Portuguese Lantained indisputable proof that the reguage from 7:30 p.m. -12 m., on 9.55
marks had actually been made. As
mc. \V2XAF on 9.53 mc. has a new
The coverage obtained with the new South American
a result of this record, protests were
beam which is directed at Argentina
beams of W2XAF- W2XAD. The German station's beam
lodged with the government in quesis also shown.
(Continued on page 128)
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WOULD you like to win one of these
beautiful silver trophies It is very easy
to do so- simply send the Editors, a good,
clear photograph of your Ham station. If
your station photo is selected as the best
of those submitted each month, you will be
awarded one of these handsome silver
trophies with your name engraved on it.
The winner of the first trophy award
will be announced in the July issue, and the
closing elate for the first contest is May 10.
The deadline thereafter will be the first of
the month.
The judges of the contest will be the
Editors of Short iVavc & Television. In
the event of a tie, duplicate prizes shall be
awarded to the contestants so tying.

New Silver
Trophy
to be

AWARDED MONTHLY

Note these important rules!

The photos must be sharp and clear and
preferably not less than 5" x 7 ".
The pictures will be judged for the general layout of the station, the quality of
workmanship exhibited, and the appearance
of the photograph itself. The judges will
also consider neatness as an important
point:

When you submit the photograph of
your Ham station. send along a brief description not longer than 300 words, describing the general line -up of the apparatus employed, the size, type and number of
tubes, the type of circuit used, name of
commercial transmitter -if not home -made,
watts rating of the station, whether for
C.W. or phone or both, etc., also name of
receiver.
Important-Don't forget to send along
a good photograph of yourself, if your
likeness does not already appear in the
picture.
The Editors will not be responsible for
photos lost in transit. Do not send small,
foggy -looking photos because they cannot
be reproduced properly in the magazine. If
the picture you have or may take of your
station is not thoroughly sharp and clear
and at least 5" x 7 ", it would be best to
have a commercial photographer take a
picture of your station.
Address all photos and station descriptions to Editor. Ham Station Trophy Contest, c/o Short Wave & Television. a')
Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.

for the

Best

HAM

Station

Photo
Hams
in this
photos
simple

everywhere are eligible
monthly contest and the
will be judged by the
rules given

IN"

high
This beautiful silver trophy stands I
and is to be awarded monthly by SHORT

WAVE & TELEVISION magazine for the best
photo of a Ham station. The silver statue
stands on a handsome bakelite base on which
is a silver plate. The name of the winner will
be engraved on this plate before the trophy
is sent to him. The photos for this contest must
be as large and clear as possible and the
degree of workmanship and the quality of the
apparatus in the station will be judged, as well
as the clearness of the picture. Come on boys,
let's see some good Ham station photos!

First Ham to Talk with Pitcairn Island

Ham station W8CNA first to contact Pitcairn Island.

for

June.

1938

I:. \lliu amateur Ferris W. \Volfinger of Binghamton, N. Y.,
reand a house guest, Joseph Phennicie, of Waterloo, Iowa,
cently experienced the "thrill of a lifetime."
Mr. Wolfinger, sitting quietly in his home with his friend, Mr.
Phennicie, was twirling the dials on his short -wave set; just
another "ham" -next minute he became the first person in the
outside world to contact the isolated island of Pitcairn in the
southern Pacific, by radio.
Pitcairn Island, known only as the little paradise where the
mutinous men under the leadership of Fletcher Christian and
Edward Young settled with their Polynesian wives in 1790. They
found this island after they had set Captain Bligh afloat in a
boat asid had taken command of the H.M.S. Bounty.
Out of the speaker in Mr. \Wolfinger's receiving set a voice
suddenly came through repeating the call letters "VR6AVR6A." Mr. Wolfinger, never having heard this call letter before,
immediately consulted Isis log book. Not finding the station corresponding with these letters, he very quickly responded with his
(Continued on page 124)
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Charles Stephens, Randolph, Mass., this
month's winner of prize -one year's subscription fo S. W. & T. for best
"Listening Post" photo.

Wants More Constructive Articles
Editor,
Since I sent the photo of my S \VL corner I have received the following cards:
SABC, So. Africa, which comes in just
as loud as the locals. Amateur ZS2N ;
HC2RL, YVIRA, COCD, also PCJ, and
last but not least -EAR, card which had
been opened and censored by the Spanish
officials. The photo directly over the S - \V
Converter on the wall is my Commercial
Radiophone License.
I have just made the Power -Supply and
the Two -in -One receiver which was described in the May 1936 issue of Short
Wave Craft. I have read many other magazines and with due respect to them, I can
not find any to be compared with Short
Wave & Television. My only fault to find
is: leave out all this baloney about hearing
Mars, as I think Dr. Tesla had a nightmare.
Put in more constructive articles and put
Doerle back to work. Your best department is run by Joe Miller. New Experiments ..pith Radio Apparatus is very good;
Short Wave Kinks are also very good.
Your What Do You. Think Dept. is just
about the Nerts. I must close now as it's
time to put on the "feed- bag."
CHARLES STEPHENS,

Ex- Amateur U1CFJ,
40 meter C \V.1925 to 1927.
(Thanks for your suggestions, Charles,
and we will endeavor to publish as many
construction articles as possible -Ed.)

He Likes Television Articles
Editor,
May I offer a few suggestions for the
improvement of your F.B. magazine.
experienced keen disappointment in
1

Ilong on the smart squirts, and boiled
short-wave bootleggers in transformer oil I
But those days and practices are gone forever and QSL-ing is in the same antiquated
category. (Speaking of both the Amateur
exchanging of QSLs and the SWL-QSL)
In the spark days it often took a postal
card to complete a contact. But now with
radio, the most modern means of communication, we can easily obtain more information direct than the other fellow could
possibly send on a card. And still, with
this modern means of communication at
hand, we revert to the most primitive means
of communication, a postal card.-We don't
talk to Chicago or London on the phone,
as I.
And now for a few bouquets. Your ar- and then send a post card along to conticks on one. two, and three tubers are sure vince the other fellow that we actually
talked to him. We don't follow up a telegram with a card. But that is just what we
do in Amateur Radio. There are a few
occasions where a QSL card is justified,
and one of the reasons will not be the mere
desire of some SWL QSL card collector
seeing how many cards he can gather. The
only real use for a QSL card is in confirming a REAL DX contact.
Now for this Irish soldier with the
medals, Mr. J. Daugharty. Just what mental process do you use in arriving at the
asinine conclusion that my statement re
SWL-QSL cards is "keeping many a wellmeaning lad from going after a ticket "?
Does the SWL, upon applying for a license,
exhibit a handful of QSL cards to the
Radio Inspector and thereby obtain ten or
twenty free points on his license exam?
Does the collecting of cards from PHONE
Short -Wave Listening post of Otto A. Weiss, stations teach the embryo "Ham" the funda536 State St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
mentals of radio? Does it teach him the
code? It is about time that someone wised
you up, Mr. Daugharty.
There are only two things necessary to
appreciated. I am particularly referring to obtain a license. You must be able to copy
"The Switeh -Band 2" in the February issue. code at thirteen and a half words per minThis little radio is "tops" in my estimation ute. (Code, Mr. Daugharty, is those funny
little dots and dashes that annoy you so
and beats those larger sets to pieces.
Keep on printing pictures of the foreign much when you are looking for phone stashort -wave stations and their antenna sys- tions to send cards to.) And you must
tems. 13y all means. don't slight the Tele- know elementary radio theory. Well, Irish,
vision .vide of your nsaga:ine. We always
(Continued on page 106)
read those articles regarding new developments in television. We always read Joe
Miller's department and derive a lot of
good from it.
your March 1938 issue when viewing the
listing in the Short Wave Station List. It
is difficult to distinguish between the broadcasters and the commercials due to irregularity in the boldness of the type. The
former method of listing was much better.
Since so many of the DXers have dials
on their receivers calibrated from 0-100,
why couldn't you leave space in a separate
column next to the frequency listing in the
Station List for us to put the number in
which that station appears on our dial. It
would facilitate logging immensely. I wish
you would consider the above very seriously
because there are many who think the same

Your mein cover certainly shows up the

mag. and sure is fine. Keep up the good
work and we won't miss an issue.
PAUL E. TRIED,

Tribune, Kansas.

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION
FREE
for Rest "Listening Post" Photo

Closing date for each contest-75 days
preceding date of issue; May IS for Aug.
issue, etc. The editors will act as judges
and their opinions will be final. In the
event of a tie a subscription will be given
to each contestant so tying.

Mr. Fiege Answers
Editor.
Well my S \ \'l. friends: Here is the old
Ogre of the "Ham" bands back to gobble
up a few more smart (r) young squirts.
Too bad we are not back in the good old
days when the "Hams" used the ¡l'onfj-

eo

Here's a swell "listening post " -all fitted up
with A -I receiving apparatus. Note the HRO
receiver at the left. Owned and operated by
N. R. Thornton, Somerville, Ohio.
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The
Listener
Questions asked by not -so- technically inclined

listeners are answered in Ibis department.

HOW SHORT WAVES TRAVEL
noticed in listening to short -wave
stations that receptioiu is much more erratic
than from broadcast stations. This I ant
told is quite normal, but I'm curious to
know why the short -waves should act in
this any. Just how are short -waves supposed to travel front a radio station to a
receiver?

A.

Radio waves ordinarily follow two
routes from the transmitting aerial of a
S -W broadcast station. A reference to the
illustration will make this clear. One type
of radiation is known as the ground wave
radiation. As its name implies, it is a
radiation along the surface of the ground
from the transmitting station. This ground
wave does not travel any great distance
from the station and is absorbed by the
surrounding terrain. The actual distance
which a ground wave will travel depends
upon the operating frequency of the station.
The higher the frequency (shorter wavelength) the smaller will be the distance it
travels before disappearing. Thus the
ground wave is only good for reception
within a very short distance from the

transmitter.
The second type of radiation is known
as the sky rave. As reference to the sketch
again will show, the sky wave travels up
from the aerial of the station until it
reaches a radio -wave reflecting layer a
good many miles above the earth's surface.
This reflecting laver is made up of electrically charged particles which have the
peculiar property of reflecting radio waves
much as mirrors reflect light. Actually
there are several of these layers at different heights above the earth's surface and
waves of different lengths are reflected by
different layers.
After the waves are reflected by this
layer they return to the earth's surface once
more and are reflected from the earth back
to the reflecting layer again. This bouncing
from the earth's surface to the reflecting
layers is the way in which waves travel
great distances. As the sketch shows, the
radiations from the transmitting aerial
strike the reflecting layer at many different
points, causing a multitude of reflected
waves to return to the earth at different
points. The reflecting layers sometimes become quite unsteady and move up and down
a considerable distance, frequently with
great rapidity. When this occurs, the waves
reflected to the earth become unsteady, and
fading and fluttering of distant signals is
the result. At other times, magnetic disturbances will cause the reflecting layers
to lose their reflecting power completely
and the waves will pass off into space infor

June,
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corm of a flat top aerial consisting of a
wire from the end of which another
single wire called the lead -in goes to the
receiver. The receiver is also connected to
a good ground connection. This type of
aerial is simple to erect and is only slightly
directional as reference to the drawing on
this page will show, and is not critical as
to length.
The lead -in, as well as the flat -top, picks
up signal with this type of aerial. So, if
there is any electrical interference generated close to the receiver, although it may
not be picked up by the flat -top of the
aerial, it will undoubtedly be picked up by
the lead -in.
To overcome this difficulty, use is frequently made of a lead -in system whose
only function is to conduct the signal from
the aerial to the receiver. A lead -in of this
type will not pick -up any signals by itself.
A lead -in of this type may take the form of
a twisted pair of wires or two wires run; ingle

Q. l'zc

How short-wave signals travel from a transmitting station to your receiver.

stead of being reflected back to the earth's
surface. When this occurs, long distance
reception becomes impossible.
TYPES OF RECEIVING AERIALS

Q. I haie

heard »zany opinions expressed
concerning the relatv,e merits of different
types of aerials for use with .short -wave
receivers. Everyone scents hr hase a differ eut opinion. Could you set me right on the
advantages and disadvantages, if any, of
the commonly used short -wave receiving
aerials?

A. There are several

basic types of
aerials in general use for short -wave reception by the general public today. First.
there is the Marconi type, which has long
been used for reception of ordinary broad casting stations. This generally takes the

ning parallel to each other, but separated
several inches by means of spreaders and
periodically transposed with respect ta each
other. With this arrangement ther#ls no
grounding of one end of the system. This
type of antenna system is known as the
Hertz.
There are a large number of variants of
the Hertzian type, but the most commonly
used for short -wave broadcast reception is
the hàlf -wave doublet. This type system is
highly efficient at one particular frequency
and only moderately efficient at all other
frequencies. The frequency at which it has
its highest efficiency is dependent on the
length of the two wires making up the flattop of this antenna. A doublet antenna is
ordinarily made up of a length of wire
broken in the exact center by an insulator. Each side of the doublet should
have a length of % of the wavelength
of the signal to be received at maximum
efficiency.

Diagram showing directive characteristics
Marconi and Hertz aerials.

o

For example, if you are interested in
receiving a station operating on 31 meters,
the length of each half of the doublet
should be !Q of 31 meters or about 744
meters (251/2 ft.). This aerial will be efficient for picking up signals of 31 meters
avelength. It will also give good reception
i signals at half this wavelength. At all
ether wavelengths its efficiency will not be
cry great and. in fact, will be considerably
less than the Marconi type.
The two wire lead -in system is connected
v, the center of the doublet as shown in the
drawing. The mains advantage of this aerial
is that the lead -in does not pick up electrical interference. The doublet is also quite
directional and by erecting it in a certain
position reception frort any desired point
can be improved.
el
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JOY-Manchukuo. A very striking card comes from this Oriental
in four different colors.
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"DX" Editor

XU3FK -An interesting snapshot of this amateur in China.

HERE we are in mid -April, with DX conditions getting better
all the time, this mostly on the amateur 10 and 20 meter bands,
where, what with the recent Amateur A.R.R.L. DX Contest, most
of our attention has been centered, as with all other DXers
interested in improving their VAC and VIC ratings.
A number of new countries have been logged on 20 meters,
also some on 10 meters, and the bands, especially 20 meters, being
FB for good long distance reception, some really fine DX catches
have been heard during the Amateur Contest.
We have quite some time yet to look for gond DX reception,
as the Javanese and other Asiatic amateurs will be heard still
more consistently than in the last month for the duration of
April and most of May. This Asiatic reception, of course, for
the hours between 6 -8 a.m. with a peak around 6:30 -7 a.m.
E.S.T. From the latter part of May, Asiatic DX will not be heard
quite as well, coming through only on certain days, these conditions continuing until the approach of September.
The inroads of approaching summer conditions in the form
of increased QRN on the lower frequencies have made DX on
these frequencies unprofitable, continuing thus throughout the
summer. This "noisy" range extends, on the S. \V., from about
3 -8 mc.

Asiatic reception on S\\' -BC and commercial 'phone bands
has improved lately, with signals that really "pound in" from a
number of Oriental countries. Reception of the Javanese SW -BC
stations from PLP and P11f1Q down to YDC have improved a
good deal, and all should take the opportunity of logging these
82

"easy" Asiatics and earning some of those hard -to -get Asiatic
QSL's.
Say, fellows! How many of you really tried for CR7BH, as
per our tip of last month? We are wondering, as we have received
practically no reports on.this tine catch, which is still "pounding"
in nicely afternoons.
It would seem that some of the tips published in these columns
are thought of as too difficult for many fans to hear, and that
special DX receivers and beam antennas are necessary to log
such stations.
This may he the case with some rarely heard stations, but
very few, and certainly not with CR7BH! Quite a number of
our friends have tuned in CR7BH with only ordinary receivers,
and a length of wire on the roof, so well does this signal penetrate the East Coast.
So take a tip from us, OM's, and do try, and try lard, for the
stations mentioned monthly in our columns, as most can be heard
with a little patience, and the effort will certainly be well worthwhile when a nice QSL arrives in your mail a few months later.
Too much is the trend toward the amateurs, in DXing today,
often leaving such FB DX as CR7BH going begging a few mc.
away, while ye DXer keeps combing 20 meters.
\Ve can't particularly blame the new DXer for his undivided
attention to the "hams," as he couldn't begin to identify the other
DX stations to be heard by the hundreds most of the day, but
ZS3F -South West Africa. This is

a QSL all should have! Extremely
striking, with deep blue letters on orange band.
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everyone who has been in the game for some time should pass
over 10 and 20 meters once in a while, just to see what he's
missing! As it is, though, most all of our reports received here
monthly are exclusively amateur 1)X.
It is no small wonder then, that many amateurs whose "sigs"
are well heard throughout the world, are forced to ignore the
hundreds, and often thousands, of reports received upon their
transmissions, as it seems that everyone listens to 10 and 20
meters only, when they DX. And these DX amateurs, were they
to answer all reports as soon as they could, would have to devote
much, if not most of their spare time to just sending out cards,
instead of being on the air. One notable example, VQ4CRO,
Fred Gilfillan, of Kenya Colony, told us that he was forced to
stay off 20 meter phone, due to his being "swamped" with report.
whenever he was on the air! And ZT6Y of South Africa sends
us a plea to inform S \CL's that if they must send him reports,
to send him good ones, not of the "1 heard you 05, R9, ps; Q.i L'
variety.
Hugh (ZT6Y) outlines his idea of a good, useful report as
follows: "Give exact time of report, and date, freq. heard, correct
rept. of sigs. (RST), details of contact heard, type of receiver and
antenna used, and most important, enclose a reply coupon, and an
addressed envelope." Hugh suggests that a gummed label with
address of listener be enclosed with report, if not an envelope.
simplifying the amateur's reply considerably. It must be borne
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ship, "S.S. Kanimbla." A floating DX
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just consideration due them tchen reports are mailed to them.
As mentioned before. the Golden Rule certainly applies here,
as much as in any other instance. And now for DX:
CEYLON

VPB, now on 6.11 mc., at Colombo, has been heard, but poorly,
several mornings lately. This is a rare DX catch, to be heard
only on the best of mornings. and has yet to be reported in

the East in '38. Daily sked is 7 -9:30 a.m. and on Sundays
6:30 -9:30 a.m. QRA is Radio Club of Ceylon and South India,
P.O. Box 282, Colombo, Ceylon.
JAVA
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TX CO- FD -PA,
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50 WATTS

KALLEMAA.

PLQ, 10.68 mc., Bandoeng, is being heard quite frequently of
late. usually near 7 a.m., with a really good signal. This station
can he easily spotted as they are just to the H.F. side of JVN,
10.66 mc. The usual fare is inverted speech, and when PLQ is
on. one may also hear other East Indian islands, such as YBG,
PNI, YCP, YBB, etc. YDC, 15.15 mc., PLP, 11.00 mc., and
PMN, 10.26 mc., are all being heard well lately and seem to
be improving all the time, as summer permits these Orientals
to be heard with their best signal strength.
JAPAN

ES5D- Esthonia A handsome QSL from this

FB

OM, red letters

on

light buff card.

amateurs have little time to spend answering
reports, as ZT6Y, whose station was one of many well heard from
South Africa this Fall and \ \'inter, alone received 536 reports
from all the tvorkl, with 355 from the United States, besicles
working 1212 1)X stations, 8911 of them \ \ "s. There are 1748
cards to mail, right there! And ZT6Y is only one amateur of
inane who also faced the task of answering a thousand or more
reports and QSO's with their QSL :s!
So, DXers, please try to be fair to the amateur. they're all
FR OMs, and du t'.teir best, but very often do not receive the
in mind that most

Latest authentic data on the daily broadcasts from Japan, as
heard over the air by Harry Honda, our Pacific Coast Japanese
correspondent, are as follows:
Trans. 1- Europe: JZJ, 11.8 mc. and JZI, 9.535 mc., 2:30 -4 p.m.
Trans. 2-So. America: JZJ, 11.80 mc.. and lZ1, 4.30 -5.30 p.m.
Trans. 3-No. America: JZJ, 6 -6:30 p.m.
Trans. 4-No. America ( \Vest Coast) and Hawaii, JZJ, 12:301

:30 a.m.

Trans. 5 -North America -IZJ, 7 -7:30 a.nt.
Trans. t> -Asia, Australia -JZJ, 8 -9:30 a.m.
JVO. 1(1.37 mc., Nazaki, heard daily 'phoning TDE, 10.065 mc..
.Manchukuo, as early as 3:50 a.m., up to 8 a.m., during past
month, though never in clear speech.
(Continued n page 125)

ean Vou -Onscve7 ikñeie )Qd0 2ueitkni?
short -wave listening permitted in Japan? See page 69.
How does the operator in charge of a television pickup
camera in the studio, know whether he has the image properly
framed and focused? See page 70.
3. Why would a French explorer in the heart of the Belgian
Congo be interested in listening to the American short -wave
station, W3XAL? See page 73.
4. What is the "beer -mug" transmitter and how did it get its
name? See page 74.
5. How are strains in the glass of a cathode ray tube easily
detected? See page 76.
6. What method is being used by France and the U. S. to
combat short -wave propaganda? See page 78.

I.

2.

Is

a single quartz crystal can be made
number of different frequencies? See page 77.
8. What was the outstanding short -wave DX catch last month?
See page 82.
9. Can you describe a simple method for recording the facsimile pictures now being broadcast? See page 89.
10. How can one tube be made fo perform dual purposes in
a receiver? See page 93.
II. What means are used to change the frequency of the
scanning for the "S.W. &T." cathode ray television receiver?
See page 98.
12. How may one milliammeter be used to measure the plate
current in several tubes of a transmitter? See page 100.

7.

Can you explain how

to respond to

a
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\X/orld Short Wave Stations
Broadcasters' Calls in bold typo
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Reports on station changes are appreciated.
Mc.

Call

31.600

W3XEY

31.600

31.600
31.600

31.600

31.600

Mc.

BALTIMORE, MD., 9.494 m., Relays
WFBR 4 pm -12 m.
W2XDV
NEW YORK CITY, 9.494 m., Addr.
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madison
Ave. Daily 5 -10 pm.; Sat. and
Sun. 12.30 -5, 6.9 pm.
W9XHW MINNEAPOLIS MINN., 9.494 m.
Relays WCCO 9 am. -12 m.
W3XKA PHILADELPHIA,
PA., 9.494 m.,
Addr. NBC. Delays KYW II am.9 pm.
WSXAU OKLAHOMA CITY. 9.494 m., Sun
12 n.l
pm., 6.7 pm. Irregular
other times.
W4XCA MEMPHIS, TENN., 9.494 m. Addr.
Memphis Commercial Appeal.

1

19.680

19.650

LSNS

19.620

VQG4

19.600

LSF

19.480

GAD

19.355

FTM

19.345

PMA

Relays WMC.

31.600

WBXAI

31.600

WBXWJ

31.600

W9XPO

26.400

W9XAZ

ROCHESTER, N. Y., 9.494 m., Addr.
Stromberg Carlson Co. Relays
WHAM 7.30.12.05 am.
DETROIT, MICH., 9.494 m., Addr.
Evening News Asen. Relays WWJ
6.12.30 am., Sun. B am -12 m.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 9.494 m., Addr.
Pulitzer Pub. Co. Relays KSD.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.,
11.36
m.,
Addr, The Journal Co. Relays
WTMJ from
pm.
SUPERIOR, WIS., 11.49 m. Relays
WEBC daily.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 11.49 m., Addr.
B.B.C., London. Operates irreg1

26.100

W9XJL

26.100

GSK

ularly.

25.950

W6XKG

21.550

GST

ANGELES, CAL, 11.56 m.,
Addr. B. S. McGlashan, Wash.
Blvd. at Oak St. Relays KGFJ

LOS

24 hours

21.540

WBXK

21.530

GSJ

21.520

W2XE

21.500

W2XAD

21.470

GSH

21.450

DJS

21.420

WKK

21.080

PSA

21.060

WKA

21.020

LSN6

20.860

20.700

EHYEDM
LSY

daily.

DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.92 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) Irregular at
present.
PITTSBURGH, PA. 13.93 m., Addr.
Grant Bldg. Relays KDKA 6.45 -9
am. Exc. Sun.
DAVENTRY, ENG. 13.93 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) 5.45 am. -12 n.
NEW YORK CITY, 13.94 m., Addr.
Col. Broad. Syst., 485 Madison
Ave. 6.30 -9 am., Sat. and Sun.
7 am. -12 m.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 13.95 m.,
General Electric Co., 8 am.-12 n.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 13.97 m. (See
26.100 mc.), 5.45 am.-12 n.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 13.99 m..
Addr., Broadcasting House. 12.05 II am.
LAWRENCEVILLE N. J., 14.01 m.,
Addr. Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Calls S. Amer. 7 am. -7 pm.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZ., 14.23 m.,
Calls WKK daytime.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 14.25 m.
Addr. (See 21.420 mc.) Calls
England morning and afternoon.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 14.27 m.,
Addr. Cia. Internacional de Ra.
dio. Works N.Y.C. 7 am. -7 pm.
MADRID, SPAIN, 14.38 m., Addr.
Cia Tel. Nacional de Espana.
Works S. Amer. mornings.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 14.49 m.,

Addr. Transradio Internatl.
irregularly.

20.380
20.040
20.020

GAA
OPL

DHO

19.900

LSG

19.820

WKN

Tests

RUGBY, ENG., 14.72 m. Calls Arg.,
Brazil mornings.

LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN CONGO, 14.97 m. Works ORG morn.
NAUEN, GERMANY,
14.99
m..

Addr.

Re

ichspostzenstralamt.

Works S. Am. mornings.
BUENOS AIRES ARG., 15.08 m.,

Addr.

Call
CEC

19.260

PPU

19.220

WKF

m.,

17.760

W2XE

17.755

ZBWS

London 7 -8.30 am.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG.,

Addr. (See
irregularly.

20.700

15.31

mc.)

Tests

RUGBY, ENG., 15.4 m. Calls VQG4
7.30.8 am.
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE, 15.5 m. Calls

S. America mornings.
BANDOENG,
JAVA,
15.51
m.
Works Holland 5.30 -11 am.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZ., 15.58
m., Addr. Cia. Radiate'. Brasil eira. Works France mornings.
LAWRENCEVILLE N. J. 15.6 m.,
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Calls London
and Paris daytime.
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 15.62 m.
Calls OK mornings.
RUGBY, ENG., 15.66 m. Calls Australia -B am.
BANGKOK. SIAM, 15.77 m. Mon.

19.020

1-1S8PJ

18.970

GAQ

18.890

ZSS

18.830

PLE

18.680

OCI

18.620

GAU

18.480

HBH

18.345

FZS

18.340

WLA

18.310

GAS

18.299

YVR

daytime.
MARACAY, VENEZ.,
16.39
Works Germany mornings.

18.250

FTO

ST.

1

days 8 -10 am.
RUGBY, ENG.,

15.81 m. Calls S.
Africa mornings.
KLIPHEUVEL, S. AFRICA, 15.88 m.,
Addr. Overseas Comm. of S.
Africa, Ltd- Calls GAU 6.30 -7 am.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 15.93 m. Calls
Holland 6 -11 am.
LIMA, PERU, 16.06 m. Tests with
Bogota. Col.

RUGBY, ENG.,

16.11

m. Calls

N.Y.

18.135

PMC

18.115

15Y3

18.040

GAB

17.810

PCV

17.650

XGM

SHANGHAI, CHINA,

17.520

DFB

17.480

VWY2

17.310

W2XGB

17.120

WOO

17.080

GBC

16.835

ITK

16.270

WLK

16.270

WOG

FZR3

KKP

17.790

TGWA

I5.880

FTK

15.865

CEC

15.810

LSL

1S.660

JVE

15.620

JVF

15.550

CO9XX

GSG

JZL
W3XAL

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 18.44 m.,
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Works S.
Amer. daytime.
OCEAN GATE N. J., 18.44 m.,
Addr. A.T. &1'. Co. Works England late afternoon.
P. I.
18.47 m., Addr.
RCA Comm. Works Japan and
U. S. 5.9 pm. and early am. irreg.
SAIGON INDO- CHINA, 18.48 m.
Calls ITK 6 -9 am.
KAHUKU, HAWAII, 18.71
m.,
Addr. RCA Comm. Works Dixon
3.10 pm.
ST. ASSISE,
FRANCE. 18.9 m.
Works Saigon 6 -9 am.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 18.91 m. Calls

m.

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 16.84
m., Addr. Ministre De Fomento.
Irregular.
DAVENTRY, ENG.. 16.86 m., Addr.
B.B.C., London. 12 m. -2.15 am.,
5.45 am.-12 n., 12.20 -4 pm.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 16.87 m. Tests irregularly.
BOUND BROOK, N. J. 16.87 m.,
Addr. Natl. Broad. Co. 8 am:
8 pm.

m. Works

MANILA,

m.

America daytime.
RUGBY
ENG., 16.48 m. Works
N.Y.C. daytime.
BANDOENG
JAVA,
16.54
m.
Works Holland mornings.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 16.56 m..
Addr, (See 20,700 inc.) Tests
irregularly. Broadcasts 5.6 pm.
Friday.
RUGBY, ENG., 16.83 m. Works
Canada morning and afternoon.
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND, 16.84 m.
Works Java 6-8 am.

17

London 7 -9 am.
NAUEN, GERMANY, 17.12 m.
Works S. America, near 9.15 am.
Works Siam 6 -7 am., 8-9 pm.
KIRKEE, INDIA, 17.16 m. Works
London 7.30 -8.30 am.
HICKSVILLE, L. I., N. Y., 17.33 m.,
Addr. Press Wireless, Box 296.
Tests 9.30 -11.30 am. except Set.
and Sun.
OCEAN GATE N. J., 17.52 m.,
Addr, A.T.&t.Co. Works ships
irregularly.
,
ENG., 17.56 m. Works
ships irregularly.
MOGADISCIO, ITAL. SOMALI LAND, 18.32 m. Calls IAC around
am.

16.030

S.

m.,
am.

BANGKOK, SIAM, 16.91 m. Works
Germany 6 -7 am., 8.9 pm. Works
JVE II pm.-6 am.

16.233

16.43

16.9

4.10

End of Broadcast Band

RUGBY, ENG., 16.38 m. Calls N.Y.

FRANCE,

HONGKONG, CHINA,
Addr. P.O. Box 200.
Irregular.

HSP

KTO

ASSISE,

HOLLAND, 16.88 m.,
11.730 mc.) Daily
except Wednesday, 7,25.9.30 am.,
Sun. 6.25-9.30 am.
PARIS, FRANCE, 16.88,,. Addr.
(See 15.245 mc.) 8.30 -10 am.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
16.89
m.,
Addr. Broadcasting House. 12.05.
10 am.; also Sun. 11.10 am -12.25
pm.
NEW YORK, N. Y., 16.89 m., Addr.
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madison
Ave. Irregular.

Addr. (See PHI,

17.741

Peru

15.440

XEBM

15.450

IUG

15.415

KWO

15.370

HASS

15.360

DZG

daytime irregular.

BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 18.98 m.,
Addr. (See 21,020 mc.) Works
London mornings and Paris after.
noons.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 19.16 m. Works
Java and Siam early am.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 19.2 m. Works
Cal. near 5 am. and 8 pm.
TUINICU, ORIENTE, CUBA 19.29
m.

/6 #Qt. ßteacicaet iland
17.800

HUIZEN,

PHI

16.240

Works

GAW

17.770

daytime. Calls ZSS 6.30 -7 am.
GENEVA SWITZERLAND, 16.26 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Sun., 10.45.
11.30 am.
SAIGON, INDO- CHINA, 16.35 m.
Works Paris early morning.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 16.36 m.,
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Calls England
daytime.

17.780

mc.)

CUE

GAP

17.785

20.700

17.760

ORG

Tests

(See

TPB3

19.160

18.200

Call

17.765

19.200

LAWRENCEVILLE N. J., 15.14 m.,
Addr. A. T. & t. Co. Calls England daytime.

'regularly.

Mc.

SANTIAGO, CHILE. 15.24 m.,
Addr. Cia. Internacional de Radio. Calls Col. and Arg. deytime.
BUENOS AIRES ARG., 15.27 m.,
Addr. (See 21.020 mc.) Calls
Europe daytime.
NAIROBI, KENYA, 15.28 m., Addr.
Cable and Wireless, Ltd. Calls

Addr.

Frank Jones, Central

Tuinicu, Tuinicu, Santa Clara.
Broadcasts irregularly evenings.
MAZATLAN, SIN. MEX., 19.43 m.,
Addr. Flores 103 Alto. "EI Pre gonero del Pacifico." Irregularly
7 am.-I0 pm.
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA, 19.44
m. Works Rome 9.10.30 am.
DIXON, AL., 19.46 m., Addr, A.
T. & 1. Co. Works Hawaii 2 -7 pm.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, 19.52 m.,
Addr. Radiolabor, Gyali Ut 22.
Sun. 9.10 am.
ZEESEN, GERMANY,
19.53
m.,
Addr. Reichspostzenstra la mt. Tests

irregularly.
(Continued on page 86)
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Short Wave Kinks
Each month the Editor
wave kink submitted.

will award a 2 year subscription for the best shortAll other kinks published will be awarded eight

JACK"-

months' subscription to SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION. Look over
these kinks: they will give you some idea of what is wanted. Send a
typewritten or ink description, with sketch, of your favorite
to the "Kink" Editor.

AN ADJLTSTARLE 11111.E 1'I TTER

PHONE MONITOR
I et PRIZE

41/4"x

simplified phone monitor
can be made from an old loudspeaker output transformer. The
voice coil winding of this transformer is connected in series
with the center- tapped filament
of the modulated amplifier. A
pair of headphones is connected
to the secondary of this transformer with a 5.000 ohm potentiometer shunted across the secondary for controlling volume.
The arrangement will detect
carrier hum, distortion and imA

proper neutralization, -Carl
Ornehaug, 11'8CDh".

HSFORMER
WIT

C-

VOICE
I

COIL

'WINDING
¡PRIMARY

B-

VOICE COIL

PROTECTING
CONDENSERS
SOIRNG
ON

e

LEAD, A

EAAGONAL
NUT, B

METAL

WRSHER,C
FIBER

WASHER.D
BYPASS CONDENSER
OR RESISTOR, E

How many experimenters

have found that after using a
pigtail tubular condenser in several circuits the pigtail leads
break off flush with the side of

the condenser?
As illustrated, a fibre washer,
a metal washer and a hexagonal
nut are slipped over each end
of the pigtail condenser. The
nut is then soldered to the pigtail lead. After the condenser
has been used a few times the
pigtail lead will break off as
usual. However, it is now possible to unsolder the hexagon
nut and remove the washers.
exposing an unused length of
lead. -A. J. Denthiec, IV8PJK.
for
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A very useful adjunct to any workbench is this cutting tool for
cutting holes of various sizes in metal chassis. It is an improve ment over the tool described in the August 1936 issue of Short
Nate Craft. To adjust the radius of the cutting circle of
this tool loosen the nut, pull the cutting tool (B) down through
the hole and move it along to the desired position, then insert in
the hole at that point and retighten the nut. A drill rod should be
used for the cutting tool. The construction of the cutter is clearly
shown in the layout above. -Mitchell Wocniak.

When using the ordinary
headphone jack on a short-wave
receiver a considerable hum is
sometimes heard from the loudspeaker when headphones are
connected. This hum can be
disturbing to the listener, or
anyone else in the room. By employing a double circuit jack as
shown in the sketch, the voice
coil of the loudspeaker is opened
thus disconnecting the speaker
from the receiver and preventing hum from being heard.L. F. Schneider.

IRON HOLDER
USED METAL
SPOOL (SOLDER
WIRE SPOOL)

BEND OUT
SLIGHTLY

pirvuT

P HONES
E

A

/e'x

3

June,

DIRECTIVE ANTENNA

SHIELDED CHOKE

BALLAST TUBE
rotatable antenna mast suit- OLD ELEMENTS
REMOVED
able for ultra -high frequency
use in the 5 and 10 meter bands
R F CHOKE
may be constructed from an
PLACEO
INSIDE
automobile rear end assembly
The
picked up in a junk yard.
assembly is buried vertically in
the ground as shown. with one
METAL
wheel protruding above the
MOU
ground level. This wheel should
BRACKET
be of the wooden spoke type
with detachable rim. The rim
should be removed and bolts
OCTAL BASE
long enough to firmly secure the
platform to the wheel should be
substituted for the original
:\ new use for burnt out metal
bolts. The mast may be of any
convenient length. The type of ballast tubes is to use the metal
aerial array is left up to the con- shield and base as a mounting
structor. By mounting a wheel for a plug -in shielded R.F.
on the floor of the transmitting choke. Any R.F. choke of small
shack and attaching it by means diameter may be mounted withof a driving rope to the rim of in the ballast tube shield after
the wheel on the mast, it is pos- all the burnt out elements have
sible to turn the array without been removed. The leads from
going out of the shack. -Charles the choke are connected to any
convenient pins on the base of
Culley, 1f'5DOK.
the tube and the metal shield
should be connected to one of
A
AXLE BOLT
the pins for grounding purposes. One precaution should be
RIM
observed in using a choke in
BOLTS
this housing. If the choke diameter is large, so that the windAro EL
oa
ings are less than % -inch away
from the metal shell, the choking action will be seriously afC
COMPASS
w-LEL
fected and the choke's action

A

G

Our old friend, the soldering
iron holder, comes under a new
guise this month. This holder is
made from an empty solder
spool. As the illustration shows,
the holder may be secured to
the work -bench by wood screws.

-Bill

Knipe.

CARD MOUNT
A neat way of mounting QSL
cards on a wall is sketched.

Two parallel pieces of string
are run down the wall from the
picture moulding to the floorboard. The space between the
two strings must be less than
the width of the cards. To
mount a card, punch four holes
in it and cut out four slots as
shown. -11'. T. Murray.

REEF. EG

GROUND
LEVEL

DRIVE
ROPE

may be completely canceled.
The metal ballast tube shells
can also be used for housing
electrolytic condensers. John
Ferrell.

-
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Mc.
15.355

Call
DIXON CALIF., 19.53 m. Addr.
A.T.&'I. Co. Phones Pacific Isles
a -d Japan.

KWU

/9 Att. Ezoadcait iland
DJR

15,330

W2XAD
OLRSB

15.310

GSP

15.290

LRU

15.280

HI3X

15.280

DJQ

15.270

15.260
15.252

W2XE

651

RM

15.250

WIXAL

15.245

TPA2

15.230

HSBPJ

15.230

OLRSA

15.220

PCJ

15.210

W8XK

15.200

DJB

15.190

GERMANY,
19.56
m.,
Addr. Br'dcast'g House, 8 -9 am.,
4.50-10.45 pm.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y. 19.56 m.,
Addr. General Electric Co. Relays WGY 12.30 -7 pm.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
1958 m. Addr. (See 11.840 mc.)
Daily exc. Sun. 6.30 -7.30, 9.109.50 am., Sun. 6.15 -7.45 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.6 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) 12.15 -1.15, 4.15.
6, 6.20 -13.30 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 19.62 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,
7 -9 am.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., t9.63
m. Relays HIX Sun. 7.40-10.40 am.
Weekdays 12.10 -1.10 pm.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 19.63 m.,
Addr. Broadcasting House. 12.05.
10 am.. 4.50 -10.45 pm. Also Sun.
11.10 am -12.25 pm,
NEW YORK CITY, 19.65 m., Addr.
(See 21.520 mc.) Daily except
Sat. and Sun., 12 n -5 pm., Sat. &
Sun. 1.30.5 pm.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.66 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) 9.20 -11.20 pm.
TASHKENT
U.S.S.R.,
19.67
m.
Works RKI near 7 am.
BOSTON, MASS. 19.67 m., Addr.
University Club. Daily 12.30 -2
pm., Sun. 10.15 am. 12 r
PARIS, FRANCE, 19.68 m., Addr.
98 bis. Blvd. Hauss.-.ern. "Paris
Mondial" 5 -10 am.
BANGKOK, SIAM, 19.7 m. Irregulady Mon. 8 -10 am.
PRAGUE CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 19.7
m. Daily exc. Sun. 6.30 -7.30. 9.109.50 am., Sun. 6.15 -7.45 am.
HUTZEN, HOLLAND, 19.71
m.,
Addr. N. V. Philips' Radio Hilversum. Tues. 2 -3.30 am., Wed.
9.30 -1I am.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 19.72 m., Addr.
(See 21.540 mc.) 9 am. -7 pm.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 19.74 m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12.05 -11
am., 4.50-10.45 pm. Also Sun.
11.10 am.-I2.15 pm.
HONGKONG, CHINA, 19.75 m.,

ZBW4

Addr.

P.

0.

Box 200.

15.170

15.160

GSO

TGWA
XEWW

15.160

JZK

15.155

SMSSX

15.150

YDC

15.140

GSF

15.130

TPB6

15.130

WIXAL

15.120

HVJ

15.110

DJL

15.080

RKI

14.980

KAY

14.960

PSF

X d of Rroadeaar Ba

d

14.950

HJB

14.940

H

14.940

HJA3

14.920

LZA

I

I

14.845

OCJ2

14.790

ROU

14.730

IOA

14.653

GBL

Call

Mc.

HIALEAH,

FLORIDA 19.92 m.
Addr. A.T.&T. Co. Calls Central
America daytime.
MANILA, P. I., 20.03 m., Addr.
RCA Comm. Works Pacific Is.
Mornings.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, 20.05
m., Works with Buenos Aires daytime.
BOGOTA COL., 20.07 m. Calls
WNC daytime.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 20.08
m. Phones WNC daytime.
BARRANQUILLA COL., 20.08 m.
Works WNC daytime.
SOPHIA, BULGARIA, 20.10 m.,
Addr. Radio Garata. Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri. 11.30 am. -2.45 pm.,
Wed. 11.30 am.-4.45 pm., Sat.
11.30 am.-5 pm., Sun. 2 am.-5 pm.
Daily except Sun. 5-6.30 am.
LIMA, PERU, 20.21 m. Works South
America stations daytime.
OMSK, SIBERIA, U.S.S.R., 20.28 m.
Works Moscow irregularly 7 -9
am.
ROME, ITALY, 20.37 m. Broadcasts
6.9 pm, irregular.
RUGBY, ITALY, 20.47 m. Works
JVH -7 am.
PARIS, FRANCE, 20.49 m. Works
Sago and Cairo 3 -7 am, 12 n:
2.30 pm.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 20.55 m. Broadcasts
irregularly 5.11.30 pm.
Works Europe 4 -8 am.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 20.56 m.,
Addr. A.T.&T. Co. Works England morning and afternoon.
GENEVA SWITZERLAND 20.64 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Broadcasts
Sun. 1.45-2.30 pm., Mon, 1.30 -1,45
am.
BUENOS AIRES ARG., 20.65 m.
Addr. (See 20.020 mc.) Works
N. Y. C. afternoons.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 20.69 m.,
Addr. (See 21.020 mc.) Works
Rio and Europe daytime.
CARTAGO, COSTA RICA, 20.71 m.
Works Central America and
U. S. A. daytime.
SAN SALVADOR, SALVADOR, 20.71

13.415

GCJ

13.410

YSJ

13.390

WMA

13.380

IDU

13.350

VVN

13.345

rip

13.285

CGA3

13.330

IRJ

12,882

W9XDH

12.870

WS

12.840

WOO

12.830

CNR

14.640

TYF

14,600

JVH

14.590

WMN

14.535

HBJ

14.530

LSN

14.500

LSM2

14.485

TIR

14.485

YSL

14.485

H PF

14.485

TGF

14.485

YNA

14.485

HRL5

14.485

HRF

14.48

IBS

14.470

WMF

14.460

DZH

14.440

-

14.440

GBW

14.166

PIIJ

m. Irregular,
PANAMA CITY, PANAMA, 20.7t
m. Works WNC daytime.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA,
20.71 m. Works WNC daytime.
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 20.71
m. Works WNC d3vhme.
NACAOME, HONDURAS, 20.71 m.
Works WNC daytime.
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS, 20.71
m. Works WNC daytime.

ROME, ITALY, 20.7 m. Works
Eritrea and Addis Ababa 6.307.30 am.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 20.73 m.,
Addr. A.T.BT. Co. Works London
and Paris daytime.
ZEESEN, GERMANY, 20.75 m.,
Addr. (See 15.360 mc.) Irregular.
RADIO MALAGA, SPAIN, 20.78 m,'
Relays Salama^ca. Irreg. after -'
noons.

14.004

EA9AH

13.990

GBA

13.820

SUZ

13.690

KKZ

13.635

SPW

13.63

ZGB

13.585

GBB

ENG., 20.79 m. Works
U.S.A. afternoons.
DORDRECHT, HOLLAND 21.15 m.,
Addr. (See 7.088 mc.) Sst, 12 n.12.30 pm.
TETUAN, SPANISH MOROCCO,
21.4 m. Daily except Sur. 2.155. 7 and 9 pm.
RUGBY. ENG., 21.44 m. Works
Buenos Aires late afternoon.
ABOU ZABAL, EGYPT, 21.71 m.
Works with Europe II am. -2 pm.
Works GB8 daily at II am.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 21.91 m., Addr.
RCA Comm. Irregularly.
WARSAW, POLAND, 22 m. Daily
6.8 pm. Sat. b Sun. 6 -9 pm.
KUALA LUMPUR, F.M.S. 22 m.
Works Java and WS, VVN and
Siam, 6.30.8 am.
RUGBY, ENG., 22.08 m. Works
Canada afternoons. Works SUZ
at II am.
RUGBY,

12.800

IAC

12.780

GBC

12.325

DAF

12.290

GBU

12.250

TYB

12.235

TFJ

12.215

TYA

12.150

GBS

12.130

DZE

12.120

TPZ

12.060

PDV

12.060

RNE

11.991

FZS4

11.970

HI2X

11.955

TUC

11.950

KKQ

11.940

FTA

RUGBY, ENG., 22.36 m. Works
Japan and China early morning.
SAN SALVADOR, SALVADOR, 22.37
m. Works WNC daytime.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 22.4 m.,
Addr. A.T.&T. Co. Works Eng-

land morning and afternoon.
ASMARA, ERITREA, AFRICA, 22.42
m. Works Rome daytime.
FT. ST. GEORGE, MADRAS, INDIA, 22.46 m. Works WS, Burma,
near 7 am.
MARACAY VENEZUELA, 22.48 m.
Works WNC daytime.
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE., CAN.
22.58 m. Works London and
ships afternoons.
ROME, ITALY, 22.69 m. Works
Tokyo 5.9 am., irregularly.

ELGIN, ILL., 23.25 m. Press Wireless, Tests 2 -5 pm.
MINGALADON, BURMA, 23.30 m.
Works ZGB, VVN, and Siam,
6.30 -7.30 am.
OCEAN GATE N. J., 23.36 m.,
Addr. A.T.81'. Co. Works with
ships irregularly.
RABAT, MOROCCO,

11.910

irregularly.
NORDDEICH, GERMANY, 24.34 m.
Works German ships daytime.
RUGBY, ENG., 24.41 m. Works
N. Y. C. evenings.
PARIS, FRANCE, 24.49 m. Irregular.
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND, 24.52 m.
Works Europe mornings. Broadcasts Sun. 1.40 -2.30 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 24.56 m. Works
French ships in morning and
afternoon.
RUGBY, ENG., 24.69 m. Works
N. Y. C. evenings.
ZEESEN,
GERMANY, 24.73 m.,
Addr. (See 15.360 mc.) Tests
irregular.
ALGERS,
ALGIERS,
m.
24.75
Calls Paris near 6 am., and 2.304 pm.
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND, 24.88 m.

Met. /ßtoadcait iland
CD1190

VALDIVA
pm.,

11.900

11.895

II.885
11.170

11.860

irregularly.

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 24.88 m. Daily
6 -7 am., 12.15 -I pm., 8-9.15, 1011 pm., also Sun. 6 am: I pm.
SAIGON, INDO- CHINA, 25.02 m.
Phones Paris irregular.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 25.07
m., Addr. La Voz de Hispaniola.
Relays NIX Tue. and Fri. 8.1010.1 0 pm.
ADDIS ABABA ETHIOPIA, 25.09
m. Works 1Aá around 12 m.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 25.1 m. Tests
irregularly evenings.
STE. ASSISE, FRANCE, 25.13 m.
Works Morocco mornings and
Argentina late afternoon.

Box
11.900

&

Teleg. Stations. Works TYA, Paris
6-7 am., 2.30 -4 pm.
PISA, ITALY, 23.45 m. Works Italian ships mornings.
RUGBY, ENG., 23.47. Works ships

Tests

25

m.,

23.38

Addr. Director General Tele.

1

Irregular.

pm. to 1.15 am., 3 -10 am.,
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.76 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) 12 m.2.I5, 5.4510 am., 4.15-6, 6.20 -8.30 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY GUAI., 19.77
m., Addr. (See 17.8 mc.) Irregular 11.30 am. -2 pm.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 19.79 m.,
12 n.-I2 m., irregular.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 19.79 m. Irreg.
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, 19.79 m.,
Daily II am.-5 pm., Sun. 9 am:
5 pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 19.8 m., Addr.
N. I. R. O. M. 6.7.30 pm., 10.30
pm. -2 am. Sat, 7.30 pm. -2 am.,
daily 5.30 10.30 am.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 19.82 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 mc.) 12 m. -2.15, 5.45
am. -12 n., 4.15.6, 6.20 -8.30.
PARIS, FRANCE. 19.83 m., Addr.
"Pans Mondial," 99 Bis Blvd.
Haussmann. 6.8.15 pm.
BOSTON MASS., 19.83 m., Addr.
World -Wide
8'caseg. Foundation. University Club. 10 -11 am.,
Mon.-Fri.
VATICAN CITY, 19.83 m. 10.3010.45 am., except Sun., Sat. 10.
10.45 am.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 19.85 m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 12 m. -2,
8.9 am., 10.40 am. to 4.30 pm.
Sun. also 6-8 am.
MOSCOW,
U.S.S.R.,
19.87
m.
Works Tashkent near 7 am. Broadcasts Sun. 12.15 -2.30 pm. Daily
7 -9.15 pm.
11.30

15.180

Call
WNC

BERLIN,

15,340

15.320

Mc.
15.055

642.

CHILE,

25.2 m.,

Relays CB69

10

P.

0.

am.-1

pm., 7 -I0 pm.
TPA3
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.21 m., Addr.
(See 15.245 mc.) 1-4 am., 10.15
am.-5 pm.
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO, 25.21 m.
XEWI
Addr. P. 0. Box 2874. Tues. and
Thurs. 7.30 pm, -12 m., Fri. 9 pm:
12 m. Sun. 12.30 -2 pm.
HPSI
ADULCE PANAMA, 25.22 m.
Addr. La Voz del Interior. 7.30pm.
TPB7
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.24 m. (See
15.245 mc.) 8.30-11 pm.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 25.26 m., Addr.
WeXK
(See 21.540 mc.) 7.11 pm.
SOERABAJA, JAVA, 25.29 m.,
YOB
Addr, N. I, R. O. M. Sat. 7.30
pm. to 2.30 am., daily 10.30 pm.
to 2 am.
(Continued on page 88)
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Short Wave
League
HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Lee de Forest

Manfred von Ardenne

E. T. Somerset
D. E. Replogle
Hollis Baird
John L. Reinartz
Hugo Gernsback, Executive Secretary

When to Listen

In

-THE VOICE OF COSTA RICA"

eb.. w.waNe.pi..

M. Harvey Gernsback

.«.::`.:..::'k`M`
Me4.u:á..,
<4,4*, of
M.r.+v+wOW,
- WNMn+Mtk,..4

All schedules in Eastern Standard Time

'

...

During
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
April, daylight saving time went into effect
in many cities in the United States and
Canada and in the whole of France and
England. In this country, the schedules of
many stations were advanced one hour because of this. Most Canadian stations were
also similarly affected. The English station
at Daventry sticks to a fixed schedule all
year around, however. The French station
made a wholesale revision of its schedule
as noted in the item below. Listeners
residing in zones where daylight saving
time is not used should expect to hear most
U.S. and Canadian short -wave stations one
hour earlier than before, while listeners
observing daylight time will find these
stations on the same schedule as they have
been, but all other stations of the world
will be heard one hour later. All station
schedules published in Short Wave &
Television are in Eastern Standard Time
throughout the year. Therefore, listeners
must make any necessary corrections if
they use Daylight time. This is done by
adding one hour to the time shown in the
schedules.

..

The new name for the station is Paris Mondial and

following frequencies,
call letters and schedules
are now in effect. TPB3
the

r.

A special certificate sent to SWLs sending a reception report
fo TI4NRH during May. This one was sent to the executive
secretary of the League.

on 17.765 mc. operates from 8:30 -10
a.m., directed to Asia. TI'A2, 15.243 mc.,
operates from 5 -10 a.m.. also for Asia.
Tf'B6, 15.13 mc., and TPA4, 11.715 mc.,
operate from 6 to 8:15 p.m., for South
America. TPA3, 11.9 mc., and TPBI1, 9.57
mc.. operate from 1 -4 a.m., and from 10:15
a.m. -5 p.m., from Africa. TPA4 11.715 mc.,
and TPB7, 11.885 mc.. operate from 8:3011 p.m. for North and Central America.

The TPB stations are the new 50 kw.
station at Essarts, France, while the TPA
stations are the old transmitters.

...

SWITZERLAND
Radio Nations at
Geneva is now on a spring schedule. Sunday programs for North America arc sent
out on HBO, 11.402 mc., from 7 -7:45 p.m.,

revised schedule of
is, Monday to Friday:
15.13 mc. -10 to 11 a.m.; 15.25 mc. -12 :30:15 to 5:30 p.m.; 6.04
2 p.m.; 11:70 mc.
mc.-6 to 7:45 p.m.; 11.73 mc.-8 to 10 p.m.
On Monday, the 6.04 mc. schedule is 6 to 8
p.m.. and the 11.73 mc. schedule 8:30 to
10:30 p.m. Saturday the station operates
only from 5 -5:30 p.m. on 11.79 mc. On
Sundays on 15.25 mc. from 10 to 11 a.m.,
and on 11.79 mc. from 12 n. to 5:30 p.m.
BOSTON

.

The

SAL, Boston,

-3

for

June,

and for India from 10:45 -11:30 a.m., on
HBH, 18.48 mc. A program for South
Africa is heard from 1:45 -2:30 p.m., on
IIBJ, 14.535 mc., and HBQ, 6.675 mc. Finally a program for Australians and New Zealand is broadcast on Monday from 1 -1:15
a.m., on HBO and from 1:30-1 :45 a.m., on

HBJ.
.
.
. A new station is heard relaying 2R0 until 6 p.m., on about 17.81 mc.
2R0 now operates on 11.81 mc. for practically all of its transmissions.

ROME

...

One of the
TI4NRH's Tenth Birthday
real old- timers among short -wave broadcasting stations is celebrating its tenth
birthday during the month of May.
TI4NRH, The l'oice of Costa Rica, Here dia, is operated by our old friend, Amando
Céspedes Marin. During the month of May
he is having a gala celebration on the
station with thirty -one special programs
dedicated to various short -wave organizations of the world and to various individuals in the short -wave fraternity. These
programs will be broadcast from 9 -10 p.m.
each night during the month on 9.67 mc. On
May 12, the program is to be dedicated to
the Short Wave League, and to Hugo
Gernsback, the Editor of Short Wave &
Television.
To all listeners reporting and comment-

...

The new French short -wave
station has gone into regular operation and
there has been a complete upheaval in its
schedules, call letters, name and frequency.
It is no longer known as Radio Colonial.
PARIS

... .:..a+.

Amando Cespedes Marin, founder and direcfor of NRH.

ing upon these special broadcasts a beautiful three- colored lithographed diploma
14" x 12" will be sent. We have reproduced this diploma at the top of this page.
A special medal will be awarded to those
who participate in a special contest, details
(Continued on page 121)
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Mc.

Call

11.860

GSE

11.855

DJP

11.840

KZRM

Mc.
DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.29 m., Addr.
(See 26.100 roc.) Irregular.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.31
m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) Irregular
11.35 am. -4, 7 -10.45 pm.
MANILA, P. I., 25.35 m. Addr.

11.840

CSW

11.840

OLR4A

11.830

W9XAA

11.830

W2XE

11.826

XEBR

11.820

Erlanger & Gallinger, Box 283.
9 pm.-10 am. Irregular.
LISBON, PORT., 25.35 m. Nat'l
Broad. Station. 11.30 am. -1.30
pm. Irregular.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 25.35

m., Addr. Czech Shortwave Sta.,
Praha XII, Fochova 16. Sun. 6.158.55 pm., Mon., Tues., Thur.,
Fri. 8 -10.35 p.m. Daily exc. Sun.
9.55.10.50 am.
CHICAGO, ILL., 25.36 m., Addr.

Chicago Federation of Labor.
Irregular 7 am.4 pm.
NEW YORK CITY, 25.36 m., Addr,
Col. Broad. System, 485 Madisor
Av., N.Y.C. 5.30.10 pm.
HERMOSILLA SON., MEX., 25.37
m.. Addr. Box 68. Relays XEBH.
2 -4 pm., 9 pm.-12 m.
DAVENTRY, ENG. 25.38 m., Addr.

GSN

(See 26.100 mc.)

11.810

2R0

11.805

COGF

II 805

OZG

ROME, ITALY, 25.4 m., Addr.
E.I.A.R., Via Montello S. Daily
5.8.30 am., 10.30 am.-9 pm.
MATANZAS, CUBA, 25.41
m.,
Addr. Gen. Betancourt 51. Re.
lays CMGF. 2 -3, 4.5, 6 -1I pm.
SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK, 25.41
m.

I1.B00

JZJ

11.795

DJO

11.790

OER3

11.790

WIXAL

11.770

DJD

11.760

TGWA

11.760

OLR4B

Irregular.

8

PRAGUE,
25.51

pm: 12

CZECHOSLOVAKIA,

m., Addr. (See 11.840 mc.)

DAVENTRY, ENG., 25.53 m., Addr,
B.B.C., London. 12 m. -2.15 am.,
12.20.6.00

11.740
11.730

pm., 6.20 -8.30, 9.20pm.
VATICAN CITY, 25.55 m. Testing
11.20

-

HVJ

11.595

VRR4

11.560

VIZ3

11.530

SPD

11.500

XAM

11.500

PMK

11.420

COCX

irregular.
SAIGON, INDO CHINA, 2557 m.,
Addr. Radio Philco. II pm..

am., 5.30 -9.30 am.
HUIZEN, HOLLAND, 25.57 m.,
Addr, N. V. Philips' Radio.
BOSTON MASS. 25.57 m., Addr.
World -Wide B'cast'g. Founda-

12

11.730

PHI

WIXAL

11.718

11.715

11.710

CJRX

11.402

HIO

11.050

ZLT4

11.040

CSW

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 26.31 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Sun. 7.7.45
pm., Mon. 1.1.15 em.
WELLINGTON NEW ZEALAND,
27.15 m. Works Australia and
England early morning,
LISBON, PORTUGAL, 27.17 m.,
Addr. Net. Broad. Sta. 1.30.5 pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 27.27 m. Re.
lays YDB. 6.7.30 p.m., 5.30 -10.30
or II am. Sat. until 11.30 em.
LIMA, PERU, 27.35 m. Works Bogota, Col. evenings.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
2736 m., Addr. (See 9.53 mc.)
12.30 -45, 3.30.4.30, 10 -II am.
MANILA, P. I. 27.41 m. Phones
ships 6.10 am.
DIXON CALIF., 21.68 m., Addr.
A.T. &T. Co. Works with Hawaii
evenings.
Rimy, ENGLAND, 27.85 m. Works
Australia early morning.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 27.93 m. Works
U.S.A. 2 -7 am.
BANDOENG, JAVA. 28.09
m.
Works Javanese Isles and other
Asiatic phones 6.8.30 am.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 28.1 m.,
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Works with
Bermuda irregularly.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 28.12 m.

10.970

10.960

PLP

-

OCI

10.910

KTR

10.840

KWV

10.770

GBP

10.740

JVM

10.680

10.675

PLO

WNB

10.670

CEC

10.660

JVN
ZIK2

10.550

WOK

m., Tues., Thurs., Sat. 7.30-7.45 pm.
LAWRENCEVILLE N. J., 28.44 m..
Addr, A.T. &T. Co. Works S. A.
nights.

10.535

JIB

TAIHOKU,

VLK

YBG

10.410

PDK

CR7BH

TPA4

SOP

11.710

YSM

11.700

HPSA

11.700

C51170
b-

10.410

KES

10.370

JVO

pm. -12 m., Sun.

5-

MARQUES, PORTUGUESE E. AFRICA, 25.6 m. Daily
12.05.1, 4.30-6.30.
9.30.11
am.,
12.05 -4 pm., Sur. 5.7 am., 10 am.2 pm.
PARIS, FRANCE, 25.61 m., (See
15.245 mc.) 6-8.15 pm., 8.30 -11
pm.
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 25.63 m., 1.202.05, 6-9 am., 11 am. -1 pm.. Sat.
1.20 -2 am., 6 am.-1.30 pm., Sun.
3 am. -1.30 pm.
SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
25.63 m., Addr. (See 7.894 mc.)
Irregular 1.30 -2.30 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 25.65 m.
Addr. Radio Teatro, Apartado
954. 10 am. -10 pm.
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 25.65 m. Relays C889 6 pm. -12 m.
d of Broadcast Band

10.160

RIO

10.140

OPM

10.080

RIR

10.065

TDE

10.055

ZFB

TAIWAN,

28.48

m.

Works Japan around 6.25 am.
Broadcasts, relaying JFAK 9.05 -10
am., 1.2.30 am. Sun. to 10.15 am.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 28.51 m..
Addr, Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia Ltd. Works England

10.370

EAJ43

10.350

LSX

10.330

ORK

10.300

LSL2

10.290

DZC

10.260

PMN

10.250

LSK3

10.230 CEO

MEDAN, SUMATRA, 28.76 m. Calls
Java 530.630 am.
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND, 28.8 m.
Works Java 7.30 -9.40 am.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 28.8 m., Addr.
RCA Communications. Irregular.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 28.93 m. Works
TDE 3 -8 am.
TENERIFFE, CANARY ISLANDS.
28.93
m.
Relays
Salamanca,
Spain, 2.15.3.15, 6.15.10 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 28.98 m,
Addr, Transradio International.
Tests irregularly.
RUYSSELEDE, BELGIUM, 29.04 m.

Broadcasts 1.304 pm. Works
OPM I -3 am., 3-5 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 29.13 m.,
Addr. Cia. International de Radio. Works Europe evenings.
ZEESEN, GERMANY,
m.,
29.16
Addr. (See 15.360 mc.) Irregular.
BANDOENG, JAVA 29.24 m. Relays YDB 5.30.1030 or II am.,
Sat to 11.30 am.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 29.27 m..
Addr. (See 10.310 mc.) Works
Europe and U.S.A. afternoons
and evenings.

ANTOFAGASTAN, CHILE,
m. Tests 7 -9.30 pm.

29.33

RIO DE JANIERO, BRAZIL, 29.35
m., Addr. Box 709. Broadcasts
6 -9 pm.
BAKOU, U.S.S.R., 29.5 m. Works
Moscow 10 pm. -7.30 am.
LEOPOLDVILLE, BELGIAN CONGO, 29.59 m. Works Belgium
1.3 am. and 3 -5 pm.
TIFLIS, U.S.S.R., 29.76 m. Works
Moscow 12 m:8 am.

10.055

SUV

SHINKYO, MANCHUKUO, 29.81
m. Works JVO 3 -8 am.
HAMILTON, BERMUDA, 29.84 m.
Works N.Y.C. irregular.
ABOU ZABAL, EGYPT, 29.84 m.

10.042

DZB

ZEESEN,

9.990

KAZ

9.980

COIC

Works Europe I-6 pm.

GERMANY, 29.87 m.,
Addr. Reichspostzenstralamt. Irregular.
MANILA, P. I., 30.03 m., Addr.
RCA
Communications. Works
Java early morning.
HAVANA, CUBA 30.04 m., Addr.

0. Box 13f. Relays
6:55 e.m., -12:30 a.m.
P.

9.950

GCU

9.940

CSW

9.940

JOY

9.930

HKB

9.890

LSN

CMBC

RUGBY,
ENGLAND,
m.
30.15
Works N.Y.C. night time.
LISBON,
PORTUGAL
30.18 m.
Addr. Nat. Broad. Sta. 5.7 pm.
DAIREN, MANCHUKUO, 30.18 m.
Relays JOAK daily 7-8 am. Works
Tokyo occasionally in early am.
BOGOTA, COL., 30.21 m. Works
Rio evenings.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 30.33 m.,

Addr. (See

10.300 mc.) Works
N.Y.C. evenings.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 30.4 m..
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Works England nights.
HAVANA CUBA, 30.41 m., Addr.
Transredio
Columbia, P. 0. Box

9.870

WON

9.865

COCM

9.840

EAQ

9.830

IRF

9.800

LSI

9.790

GCW

9.760

VLZVLK

9.750

WOF

9.745

COCA

9.710

GCA

9.698

T14NRH

9.685

TGWA

9.680

FZF6

m. Irregular.
FORT DE FRANCE, MARTINIQUE,
30.97 m., Addr. P. 0. Box 136.
11.30 am.12.30 pm., 6.15.7.50 pm.

9.675

DZA

ZEESEN,

9.660

LAX

9.650

CS2WA

33. 7 am.-12 m. Relays CMCM.
MADRID, SPAIN, 30.43 m., Addr.
Post Office Box 951. Irregular.
ROME, ITALY, 30.52 m. Works
Egypt afternoons. Relays 2RO,
6-9 pm.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 30.61 m.,
Addr. (See 10.350 mc.) Tests ir.
regularly.
RUGBY,
ENGLAND, 30.64 m.,
Woks N.Y.C. evenings.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 30.74 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Asralasia Ltd. Works Java and
New Zealand early morning.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 30.77 m.,
Addr, A.T. &.T. Co. Works London and Paris night time.
HAVANA, CUBA 30.78 m. Addr.
25 No. 445, Vedado, Havana.
6.55 am.
am. Sun. till 12 m.
RUGBY, ENGLAND, 30.9 m. Works
1

1.6 ate..

10.430

pm. Mon., 8.10 pm. Tues. -Fri.

6

Irregular.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 28.14 m. Broad.
casts daily 2 -8 am. Works Europe
irregularly at other times.
BELIZE, BRIT. HONDURAS, 28.25

10.600

10.520

P5H

QUE., CAN.,

2628 m. Tests irregularly.

11.000

Call

10.220

till

DRUMMONDVILLE,

WINNIPEG, CANADA, 25.6 m.,
Addr. James Richardson & Sons,
Ltd. Daily
10 pm.
LAURENCO

am. Sun.

CJA4

tion, University Club. 8.30.10.30

11.720

:I

m. Relays CMX.

11.413

I

11.730

Mc.

KAHUKU, HAWAII, 25.68 m., Addr.
RCA Comm. Irregularly.
STONY HILL, JAMAICA, B. W. I.,
25.87 m. Works WNC daytime.
FISKDALE, AUSTRALIA, 25.95 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia Ltd. Tests irregularly.
WARSAW, POLAND, 26 m., Addr.
5 Mazowiecka St. 6 -8 pm., Sat.
& Sun. 6 -9 pm.
MERIDA, YUCATAN, 26.09 m. Irregular 17.30 pm.
BANDOENG, JAVA, 26.09 m. Tests
irregularly.
HAVANA, CUBA, 26.25 m. P. O.
Box 32. 6.55 am

m.

Irregular.

GS0

KIO

Addr, Statsradioforien. Irreg.

TOKYO, JAPAN, 25.42 m., Addr.
Broadcasting Co.
of Japan,
Overseas Division. 12.30.1.30, 77.30 8.9.30 am., 2.30 -4, 4.30 -5.30,
6.630 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY, 25.43 m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) Irregular.
7.11 pm.
VIENNA, AUSTRIA, 25.45 m. Daily
10 am.-5 pm. Sat. until 5.30 pm.
BOSTON MASS., 25.45 m., Addr.
(See 115.250 mc.) Daily 3.15-5.30
pm., Sat. 5 -5.30 pm., Sun. 12 r..
5.30 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
25.49
m.,
Addr. (See 15.280 mc.) 10.40 am.4.30 pm., 4.50 -11 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 25.51
m. (See 17.8 mc.) Sun., Tues.
and Thurs.

11.750

Call

11.680

S. A. evenings.
HEREDIA, COSTA RICA, 30.91 m.,
Addr. Amando C. Marin, Apar.
tado 40. Sun. 7.8.30 am. Dail/
9.10 pm.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 30.96

GERMANY, 31.01 m.,
Addr. (See 10.042 mc.) Irregular.
BUENOS AIRES, ARG., 31.06 m.,
Addr. El Mundo. Relays LRI,
9.30

am: 11.30 pm.

LISBON,

Addr.

PORTUGAL, 31.09 m.,
Radio Colonial. Tues.,

Thurs. and Sat. 4.30 -7 pm.

NAUEN, GERMANY, 31.09 m.,
Addr. (See 20.020 mc.) Works
Egypt afternoons.
PORT -AU- PRINCE, HAITI, 31.1 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box A117. 1.2, 7-8

9.650

DGU

9.645

HH3W

9.640

CXAB

COLONIA URUGUAY, 31.12 m.,
Addr. Belgrano 1841, Buenos
Aires. Argentina. Relays LR3,

9.635

2RO

ROME,

9.630

HJ7ABD

pm.

Buenos Aires 7 am.-12 m.

ITALY,

31.13

m.,

Addr.

(See 11.810 mc.) Daily 12.30.9 pm.

9.625

BUCARAMANGA, COL., 31.14 m.
10 am.12 n., 4.11 pm.
JFO
TAIHOKU, TAIWAN, 31.16 m. Relays JFAK irreg. 4 -10 am.
(Continued on page 90)
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HINTS for the

FACSIMILE
Experimenter
Finch home -type facsimile receiver. The motor
causes the stylus arm to sweep across the
paper, line by line, and record the image.
After each sweep the paper moves
up a line automatically.

LAMP

PHOTOSENSITIVE
PAPER
(
OPED
DEVELOPED

& FIXED)

LIGHT SHUTTER
(mAG. OPERATED,
PHOTO. SENSITI VE

FACSIMILE pictures are being broad-

PAPER

cast between midnight and six a.m. in
various sections of the country by some of
CARRIAGE ^ ((EFFLUVE..
our leading broadcast stations. While the
receiving apparatus for reconstructing the
MODULATED
OUDIN
B+
COIL
facsimile pictures is not being sold to the
public just yet, many experimenters no
QUARTZ ROD (TAPERED)
CRATER
TUBE
doubt would like to try their skill at picking
up some of these images.
PHO70.SENThe accompanying pictures and explana/
4: SITIVE PAPER
tions will help the experimenter who posMODULATED
(TO BE
LIGHT
DEVELOPED ANO
sesses a little ingenuity of his own and
BEAM
PIVED)
who may have a phonograph or other
CARBON PAPER
into
service
CONE
apparatus which can be pressed
SPEAKER
for the purpose.
MAGNET
WHITE
PAPER
As explained in the last issue. in the
article on facsimile, the Finch system of
NEEDLE
recording the image utilizes a dry chemiro J
MOVES UP
ON
0.`CARRAGE
REC
ANO DOWN
cally- treated paper, through which an electric current is passed to cause a line to be
RUBBER TUBE
registered. As the various lights and
INK
PAPER
COMPRESSED
VALVE
AIR
shadows are traversed by the photo- electric
cell at the transmitter line by line, the
modulated current in the Finch receiver
MODULATINGMAGNET
causes the recorded line to vary in width.
iNK
TO REC.
With 100 lines to the inch it is easy to see
STVLUS
that a very excellent facsimile reproduction
of a drawing or photo can thus be reproCHEM
TREATED
TO
duced. One of the older methods of causPA PFR
REC.
`_O
ing fluctuations in the voltage of the recording current was to use a moist chemically-CONDUCTIVE
1
treated paper such as litmus. The trouble
S+STEMwith the moist paper method is that the
lines tend to spread and merge into one Various methods of recording the facsimile
one,
another and the sharpness of the image is image are illustrated above. The final
the conductive system, is employed by Finch.
thus spoiled.
RCA uses the carbon -paper method.
One of the simplest modern methods
of recording the facsimile message is that
used in the RCA system ; here the vibrating
stylus needle is caused to press with more sensitive paper. A delicate magnetically or less strength against a piece of paper operated light shutter or "light valve.' i,.
backed up with a carbon sheet. When the placed in the path of a light beam from
signal is strong a darker impression is an ordinary projection lamp. As the fluctuleft from the carbon paper and when the ating facsimile current is received, the light
signal is weaker, only a slight impression shutter opens and closes and causes a line
of fluctuating width to be recorded on the
is left on the paper.
One of the accompanying drawings shows photo -sensitive paper. Either the cylinder
several methods which have been tried and on which the photo paper is wrapped, or
which may whet the appetite of the ex- else the light shutter and its projection
perimenter to the extent that he may like to lamp element may be moved so that as
many as 100 lines to the inch are traversed.
try some of them.
The A.T. &T.Co. system of recording In any event, the speed of the revolving
facsimile images utilizes a piece of photo- cylinder or moving paper strip must be kept

illk

IV"

for

June,
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perfect step with that at the transmitter.
About ten years ago there were several
thousand facsimile machines built and interesting demonstrations given of a picture
transmission system in which the image
was recorded on photo -sensitive paper by
modulating a high frequency corona
(spark) discharge. One of the diagrams
herewith shows how fluctuations in the
grid and plate currents of the last stage
of a radio receiver caused the high frequency discharge from- an Oudin coil to
he modulated. The apparatus was adjusted
so that the effluvia or corona glow discharge
from the end of a needle on the moving
carriage, caused a line of varying width
to be recorded on the rotating photo -print
paper. The travelling carriage with its
corona electrode (which was spaced a short
distance above the surface of the photo
paper) was placed in a small light -proof
box. The beauty of this system lies in the
fact that the Oudin coil discharge is unipolar in character and proceeds to discharge from the single wire as the diagram
shows. No return circuit is required and
the experimenter does not have to worry
about moist paper and blurred images. The
new dry processed (chemically- treated)
paper such as used in the Finch system, is
not yet available to the public. With this
paper a regular conductive system such as
shown in one of the accompanying dia(Continued on page 111)

In

Close -up of the Finch recording head. Note

the curved guide over which the stylus arm
sweeps. The stylus holder is shown turned sidewise. The paper rests against a
curved beckplate.
1
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Call

Mc.
9.617

CARTAGENA,

COL.

Addr, P. O. Box
5 -II pm., Sun.

9.615

ZRK

6 pm.
KLIPHEUVAL,

37.
10

31.20

I I

4 -5.30, 8-11.40

Sat.
exc.
Sun.

am.

PANAMA,
12

31.23
n. to

9.595

HBL

9.590

VUD2

9.590

9.590

9.590

9.590

9.580

PCJ

VX6ME

VK2ME

W3XAU

GSC

MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 31.25 m. Daily
7.9.15 pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 31.27 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations. Irregular.
DELHI, INDIA, 31.28 m. Addr.
All -India Radio, 8.30 -10.30 pm.,
1.30 -3.30 am.
HUTZEN, HOLLAND, 31.28 m.,
Addr. (See 15.220 mc.) Sun. 2.3,
7.15-9.25 pm., Mon. 8.15 -9.45 pm.,
Tues. 1.45 -2.40, 7.10.15 pm., Wed.
7.15.8.15 pm.
PERTH, W. AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 6 -8 am. exc. Sun.
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, 31.28 m.,
Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd., 47 York St.,
Sun. I -3 am., 5 -9, 9.30 -11.30 am.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 31.28 m. Relays WCAU II am.-7 pm., 10 -11
pm.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.32 m.,

9.580

9.580
9.570

9.570

VLR

OAXSC
KZRM

WIXK

9.570

TPBII

9.560

DJA

9.550

W2XAD

9.550

OLR3A

MANILA,

I.

P.

31.35

m.,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
11.840 mc.) 12.55-

31.41 m. (See
4.40 pm,

XEFT

9.550

TDB

9.570

9.570

DJN

VPD2

9.535

JZI

9.535

HB9D

VERA CRUZ, MEX., 31.41 m.

am. -4 pm.,
SOERABAJA,

5.30.11.30 am.
BERLIN,
GERMANY, 31.45 m.,
Addr. (See 9.560 mc.) 12.05 -10
am., 4.50 -10.45 pm.
SUVA FIJI ISLANDS, 31.45 m.,

Addr. Amalgamated Wireless of
Australasia, Ltd. 5.30.7 am.
TOKYO, JAPAN 31.46 m., Addr.
2See 11.800, JZ!J)
12.30 -1.30 am.,
.30 -4, 4.30 -5.30 pm.
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND, 31.46 m.,
Addr. Radio Club of Zurich,
Post Box Zurich 2. Sun. 9.11 am.,
Thur. 1.3 pm.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.. 31.48 m.,
Addr. General Electric Co. 4
pm. -12 m.

W2XAF

9.526

XEDQ

GUADALAJARA, GAL., MEXICO,
31.49 m. Irregular 7.30 pm. to

9.526

ZBW3

HONGKONG, CHINA,
Addr. P. O. Box 200.
to I am., 3 -10 am.

LKJI

JELOY,
am,

am.

NORWAY,

VWY

8.965

COKG

8.960

TPZ2

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND, 31.55 m.,
Addr. (See 9.580 mc. -GSC)
12 m. -2.15 am., 12.20 -6 pm., 9.20.

B.841

HGB

COLOMBIA,

8.840

ZMBJ

ARMENIA, COLOMBIA,
8 -II am., 6-10 pm,

9.520

OZF

9.520

YSH

SKAMLEBOAEK, DENMARK, 31.51
m., Addr. Stetsradiofonien, Cepenhagen., 2 -6.40 pm.
SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR
31.51 m., Addr. (See 7.894 mc.)
Irregular 6 -10 pm,

9.510

GSB

9.510

HJU

31.49

m.,

11.30

pm.

31.49

m.

11.20 pm.
BUENAVENTURA,

5 -8

31.51

m.

Addr. National RailMon., Wed. and Fri. 8II pm.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 3158
m, Addr. Amalgamated Wireless
of Australasia, 167 Queer St.
Daily except Sun. 4 -7 am.
MEXICO CITY, MEX., 31.58 m.
Addr. Apart. 2516. Relays XEW.
6 pm. -12 m.
BANGKOK, SIAM, 31.58 m. Thursday, 8.10 am.
RIO DE JANEIRO, GRAZ., 31.58 m.
Irregularly 4.45 to L.45 pm.
MADRID SPAIN, 31.6 m., Addr,
(See ßB60 mc.) 7.30-8.30 pm.
Mon., Tues., Thur., Sat. at 9.30
pm. also.
m.,

31.55

ways.

9.500

VK3ME

9.500

XEWW

9.500

HS8PJ

9.500

PRFS

9.488

EAR

8.775

PNI

8.765

DAF

8.760

GCQ

8.730

GCI

8.700

HKV

8.860

GBC

8.665

COJK

8.665

W2XGB

8.580

YNPR

E d of Broadcast Band
9.440
9.445

9.428
9.415
9.380

ICK

TRIPOLI, N. AFRICA, 31.71 m.
Works Rome, 5.30 -7 am.
HCODA GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 31.77
m. Irregularly till 10.40 pm.
COCH
HAVANA, CUBA, 31.8 m., Addr.
2 B St., Vedado. 7 am.-1 am,
PLV
BANDOENG,
JAVA, 31.87
m.
Works Holland 5.30.9 am.
TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,
31.48 m., Addr. Le Directeur des
PTT, Radio Tananarive, Adminis-

-

tration

PTT.

12.30- 12.45, 3.30 -4.30,

am.
QUITO,
ECUADOR, 32.05
m.,
Addr. Teatro Bolivar, Thurs. un.
til 9:30 p.m.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 32.08 m.,
Addr. Radio Nations Fri. 7:159:30 p.m., 6:45 -8 p.m.
DRUMMONDVILLE,
CANADA,
32.15 m. Works England irreg.

9.355

HCIETC

9.345

HBL

9.330

CGA4

9.330

OAX4J

LIMA,
1166,

HIG

9.280

HC2CW

9.280

GCB

9.200

COBX

9.180

ZSR

9.170

WNA

9.150

YVR

9.125

HAT4

9.120

YCP

9.100

COCA

9.060

TFK

9.030

TYA2

9.020

COBZ

pm.,

pm.I

am.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 32.29
m. 7.10 -8.40 am., 11.40 am, -2.10
pm., 3.40.8.40 pm.
GUAYAQUIL ECUADOR, 32.31 m.,
11.30 am. -12.30 p.m., 8 -11 pm.
RUGBY,
ENGLAND
32.33
m.
Works Canada and Egypt evenings and afternoons.
3

9.290

PERU 32.15 m., Addr. Box
"Radio
Universal." 12 n..
5

HAVANA, CUBA,
San Miguel 194,

32.59 m.

Altos.

Addr.

8.560

WOO

8.380

IAC

8.185

PSK

8.036

CNR

7.901

LSL

7.994

YSD

7.870

HCIRB

7.860

SUX

7.854

HC2JSB

7.797

HBP

7.780

PSZ

7.715

KEE

7.680

YBZ

7.626

RIM

7.610

KWX

7.560

FZE9

7.540

RKI

7.520

KKH

7.510
7.410

JVP

7.390

ZLT2

Relays

CMBX 7 am. -12 m.
KLIPHEUVEL, SOUTH AFRICA.
32.66 m. Phones London
late
afternoon.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 32.72 m.
Works England evenings.
MARACAY, VENEZUELA, 32.79 m.
Works with Europe afternoons.
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, 32.88 m.,
Addr. ' Rediolabor," Gyali -ut,
22. Sun. and Wed. 7 -8 pm., Sat.
6 -7 pm.
BALIKPAPAN, DUTCH BORNEO.
32.88 m. Phones Bandoeng 5.307.30 am.
HAVANA, CUBA, 32.95 m., Addr.
Galiano No. 102. Relays CMCA
9 am. -12 m.
REYKJAVIK, ICELAND, 3111 m.
Works London afternoons.
PARIS, FRANCE. 33.2 m. Works
TPZ2 near 2 am. and 4.5 pm.
HAVANA, CUBA, 33.26 m., Radio
Sales Addr. P. O. Box 866, 7:45
ans. -12.10 am. Irreg. 12.30 -2 am.
Relays CMBZ.

RUGBY,

ENG., 33.26 m. Works
N. Y. C. evenings.
BOLINAS, CAL., 33,3 m. Relays
NBC and CBS programs in evening irregularly.
KIRKEE INDIA, 33.43 m. Works
with England 1.30 -3 am.
SANTIAGO CUBA, 33.44 m. Addr.
Box 137. 9 -10 am., 11.30 am. -1.30
pm., 3 -4.30, 5 -6, 10 -II pm., 12
m.-2 am.
ALGIERS,
ALGERIA, 33.48 m.
Works TYA2, near 2 am. and
4.5 pm.
QUITO,
ECUADOR,
33.5
m.
7.8.30 am., 11.45 am. -2.30 pm.,
5 -10 pm., except Mon. Sun. 12 n.1.30 pm., 5.30 -10 pm.
S.S. AWATEA, 33.92 m. Steamer
out of New Zealand. Saturday
at II pm, Phones Australia early
am, irregularly.
MAKASSER, CELEBES, N.E.I., 34.19
m. Works Java around 4 am.
NORDDEICH, GERMANY, 34.23 m.
Works German ships irregularly.
RUGBY, ENG., 34.25 m. Works
Africa afternoons.
RUGBY, ENG., 34.36 m. Works
India 8 am.
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA, 34.46 m.
Tues. and Fri. 7 -7.20 pm.
RUGBY, ENG., 34.56 m. Works
ships irregularly.
CAMAGUEY,
CUBA, 34.64 m.,
Addr. Finlay No. 3 Altos. 5.306.30, 8.11 pm., daily except Sat.
and Sun.
HICKSVILLE, N. Y., 34.64 m.,
Addr. Press Wireless, Mon. to
Fri. News at 9 am. and 5 pm.

MANAGUA,

NICARAGUA,

m. Radiodifusora Pilot.

10.11

7

9.530

9.525

8.967

HJ6ABH

11.30

pm.-12 m.
JAVA, 31.41
m.,
Addr. N.I.R.O.M. Daily exc. Sat.
6 -7.30 pm.. 5.30 to 10 am. Sat.

12.30

KEJ

9.520

12m.

9.550

9.010

Daily exc. Sat. 11.45 pm12.45 am.; Daily exc. Sun. 5 -7.30
am.; Sun. 3 or 3.30 to 4.30 or
5 am.

Addr.

Erlanger & dalinger, Box 283.
4.30 -6 pm., 5 -9 am., Sun 4.10 am.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., 31.35 m.,
Addr, Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co. Relays WBZ 6 am, to
12 m. Sun. 7 am..12 m.
PARIS, FRANCE. 31.35 m. Addr.
(See 15.245 mc.) 1.3 am., 10.15
am.-5 pm.
BERLIN, GERMANY,
31.38
m.,
Addr. Broadcasting House. 12.05.
11 am., 4.50 -10.45 pm.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., 31.41 m.,
General Electric Co., 7.30 pm.-

PRAGUE,

GCS

mc.)

Addr,

B.
B. C., Portland PI.,
London, W. I, 9.20 -11.20 pm.
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, 31.32
m. Addr. Box 1686, G. P. O.
Daily 3.30.8.30 am. (Sat. till 9
am.) Sun. 3.7.30 am. Daily exc.
Sat. 9.35 pm. -2.15 am.
ICA, PERU, 31.32 m. Radio Universal 6 -10 pm.

Call

9.020

4559,

3/ Met. iltoadcast iland
RAN

ROBERTS HEIGHTS, S. AFRICA.
31.5 m., Addr. (See ZRK, 9.606

AFRICA,

m. Addr. Apartado 867.
1.30 pm., 6.10.30 pm.

9.600

Mc.

ZRH

I

SOUTH

PANAMA CITY,

9.523

1

,

HPSJ

m.,

am: pm.,
am; pm., 3-

31.2 m., Addr, P. O. Box
Johannesburg. Daily, exc.
11.45 pm:12.40 am. Daily
Sun, 3.20 -7.20 9.11,40 am.,

9.607

Call

Mc.

HJIABP

7.380
7.220

HCJB4

34.92

OCEAN GATE, N. J, 35.05 m.
Works ships irregularly.
PISA, ITALY, 35.8 m. Works Italian
ships irregularly,
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL, 36.65
m. Irregularly.
RABAT, MOROCCO, 37.33
m,
Works Paris irreg. in afternoons.
BUENOS
AIRES,
ARGENTINA,

37.97 m. Works Brazil at night.
SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR,
37.99 m., Addr. Dir, Genl. Tel.
& Tel. 7 -II pm.
QUITO ECUADOR, 38.1 m. La
Voz de Quito. 9-II pm.
ABOU ZABAL, EGYPT, 38.17 m.
Works with Europe, 4.6 pm.
GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, 38.2 m.
Evenings to II pm.
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND, 38.48 m.,
Addr. Radio- Nations. Sat. 5.306.30 pm.
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL. 38.54
m. Phones 6.11 pm. irregularly.
BOLINAS, CAL 38.89 m. Relays
NBC and CBS programs in evening irregularly.
MENADO, CELEBES, N.E.I. 39.04
m. Phones PNI and Bandoeng,
5.30 -7 am.
TACHKENT, U.S.S.R., 39.34 m.
Works with Moscow in early

morning,
DIXON, CAL., 39.42 m, Works
with Hawaii, Philippines, Java
and Japan, nights.
DJIBOUTI,
FRENCH
SOMALI LAND. 39.66 m. Phones Paris
early am.
MOSCOW U.S.S.R., 39.76 m. Relays RAN 7 -9.15 pm. Works RIM
early am.
KAHUKU, HAWAII,
39.87
m.
Works with Dixon and broadcasts
irregularly nights.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 39.95 m. Irreg.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 40.46 m., 79.30 pm. irregularly.
WELLINGTON, N. Z., 40.6 m.

Works with VLZ near 4 am.
MEXICO CITY, MEX. 40.65 m.,
Addr, Foreign Office.
6 -7 pm.
HKE
BOGOTA, COL., S. A., 41.55 m.
Tues. and Sat. 8 -9 pm. Mon. and
Thurs. 6.30 -7 pm.
(Continued on page 92)
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A fee of 25c (stamps. coin or money order) is charged for letters that are
answered by mail. This fee includes only hand-drawn schematics. We cannot furnish full -sire working drawings or picture layouts. Letters not accompanied by 25e will be answered on this page. Questions involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. Names and addresses should
be clearly printed on each letter.

9
I

from
a

30F

A.C.-D.C. REl'EIVER
.4.C. -D.C. receiver which toil/ hune
10 to 550 meters, usino 4 -prong plug -in coils. Please publish

wish to build

suitable diagram.

o 3 -tube

6J7

I)

l.SMN

III

OJAChs

MF

I 6C5

MF

for this receiver.-C. Norman. Montreal, Can.

A.

A receiver employing a regenerative detector, two stages of
audio and a power rectifier should meet your requirements. We
have illustrated such a circuit employing a 6J7 as regenerative
detector, a 6C5 as first audio and a 25A7G as second audio and
rectifier. Regeneration is by means of electron coupling through
feedback in the cathode circuit of the detector. A headphone jack
is also provided in the output of the first A.F. stage. The impedance of the output transformer for the loudspeaker should
be 4500 ohms to properly match to the 25A7G tube.

9

/ would like to build a power supply for my transmitter,
of delivering about 500 volts at a drain of 250 ma. Taps
should also be available for taking off 400 and 350 volts. There
should be separate filoutent ttindinos of 2.5 and 6.3 volts.-Douglos Hawthorne, Chicago, Ill.

A. The circuit of

Ham

PC VIP,

a suitable
power supply is shown using
an 83 as a rectifier tube. a
Ingle heavy duty choke and
two oil- tilled paper condenser.:
in the filter. The 25,000 ohm
bleeder is equipped with
sliders so that the required
voltages may be obtained by
suitable adjustment with a
voltmeter. It is important that
the power transformer and
choke be capable of handling
the desired output current.

Supply -1128

Ilk- 12 SET
IF in you please publish a diaprant of a 1 -tube receiver using
RK12 tubel- Katherine York. Kansas City, .1 /o.

you require. Note that the
RK42 requires only 1/2 volt filament potential with a drain of
60 ma. Ordinary 4 -prong plug -in coils may be used with this set.
The plate voltage may be anywhere from 45 to 91) volts. The
filament supply is a 1y. volt
ovrwr s
dry cell. The rheostat is necessary to protect the tube's filament when using a new dry
fMME
cell.

A. We have sketched the circuit

9

OSCILLATOR

iVill you please publish
the circuit for a simple R.F.
oscillator for aligning the I.F.
.stages of a superheterodyne

Crystal Oscillator-1129

receiver. The receiver employs
a single signal quartz crystal
filter so the oscillator must be
quite precise.-Thomas Pickard. Cleveland, Ohio.

A. The diagram

of a suitable aligning oscillator is shown. Note
it is of the simplest type imaginable as no tuned circuits are
employed. The quartz crystal from the receiver is used, insuring
the generation of a precise 1.F. frequency. There are no tuning

adjustments necessary when using the oscillator. Simply install
the quartz crystal from the receiver, turn the unit on and it will
automatically oscillate at whatever frequency the crystal is ground
for. The output is then connected to the grid of the first detector
of the receiver and the alignment is carried out by means of an
output meter, magic eye tube nr R meter built into the set.
for

OHMS
GOTEN.

OHMS`
110V

AC -DC

A

POWER-SI-PPLY FOR RAM TRANSMITTER

capable

.,

0I- 5O.00D.y.

MF
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9

A.C.-D.C. Receiver-1127

3 -Tube

CURINGINSTARII.ITI'

In operating my regenerative short-wave receiver, several
troubles are apparent. First of all the receiver frequently motorboats, and secondly when I bring the detector up to the regeneration point a ,revere howling is heard. [flint can I do about this.'Aaron O'Brien, New York.

A.

We have prepared a special diagram showing some of
the steps which may be taken
to eliminate trouble of this
kind. Motor- boating is generally caused by insufficient de-

coupling in the plate circuits
of the audio and detector
stages of a receiver. The use
of a decoupling resistance and
a by -pass condenser of suitable size will almost invariably
cure motor -boating. Note that
in the plate of the detector and
A.F. stage decoupling resistances and by -pass condensers
Tube RK42 Set -1130
are shown. In the case of
the detector, decoupling may
he a 50.000 ohm resistor and a 4 -8 mi. by -pass condenser.
In the first A.F. stage the decoupling resistor shown has a
value of 25.000 ohms and the by -pass condenser a value of
4 mf. Different values of condensers and resistors should be
experimented with at these points. The resistance values may
range from 5,0(0 to 75,000 ohms and the by -pass values may range
from 3 mf. to 8 mf. Note that the voltage supplied to the screen
grid of the detector tube through the 50.000 ohm potentiometer
also has a decoupling circuit. This will be found very helpful in
reducing the howling tendency when attempting to bring the detector to the oscillation point. The other point to be noted is the
use of two different R.F. chokes in the plate of the detector. These
should be connected in series. The plate load for the detector may
be either a resistor of .25 meg. as shown, or preferably a 700 henry
choke as shown by the dotted lines, shunted by the .25 meg.
resistor.
I
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Call

7.200

YNAM

7.177

CR6AA

Mc.

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 41.67
m. Irregular at 9 pm.
LOBITA, ANGOLA, PORT. WEST
AFRICA. 41.75

7.100

FOBAA

7.100

-

7.088

P11.1

6.990

XEME

Wednesday
and Saturday 2.45 -4.30 pm.
PAPEETE, TAHITI, 42.25 m., Addr.
Radio Cub Oceanian. Tues. and
Fri. II pm. -12.30 am.
m..

GUADALAJARA, JALISCO, MEX.,
42.25 m., Addr. Madero 210, La
Radiodifusora del Pueblo. 9.11

pm.
DORDRECHT HOLLAND, 42.3 m.,
Addr. Dr. M. Hellingman, Tech.
nical College. Sat. 11.10.11.50 am.
MERIDA, YUCATAN, 42.89 m..
Addr. Calle 59, No. 517, "La
Voz de Yucatan desde Merida."

Irregular.

.6.980

KZGG

6.971

XBA

6.905

GDS

6.860

KEL

6.805

H17P

6.790

PZH

CEBU ISLAND, P. I. 42.95 m.
Phones Manila near 4 am.
TACUBAYA, D. F., MEX., 43 m.
9.30 am. -I pm., 7.8.30 pm.
RUGBY, ENG., 43.45 m. Works

N.Y.C. evenings irregularly.
BOLINAS, CALIF., 43.70 m. Tests
irregularly, II am.12 n., 6 -9 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, DOM. REP.,
44.06 m., Addr. Emisoria Diaria
de Commercio. Daily exc. Sat.
and Sun. 12.40.1.40 6.40 -8.40 pm.
Sat. 12.40 -1.40 pm. Sun. 10.40 am.11.40 am.
PARAMIRABO, DUTCH GUIANA,
44.16 m.,

6.775

HIH

6.755

WOA

6.750

JVT

Addr.

P.

O.

Bow

18.

Daily 6.06-8.36 am., Sun. 9.36.
11.36 am. Daily 5.36 -8.36 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, DOM.
REP, 44.26 m. 12.10 -1.40 pm.,
7:30 -9 pm. Sun. 3.4 am., 4.15 -6
pm., 4.40 -7.40 pm.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J. 44.41 m.,
Addr. A.T.&T. Co. Works Eng.
evenings.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 44.44 m., Addr.
Kokusa .Denwa
Kaisha,
Ltd.,

6.450

Call
HI4V

D.

R., 46.48 m. 11.40
pm., 5.10 -9.40 pm.
6.440

TGQA

6.420

HITS

6.416

YV6RC

6.410

TIPG

6.400

YV5RH

6.38$

HIBJ
VP2LO

6.384

6.380

YVSRF

6.370

TISWS

6.365

YVIRH

HI3C

LA ROMANA

PMH

6.690

TIEP

6.672

-

6.672

YVQ

IAC

6.635

HC2RL

BANDOENG, JAVA, 44.64 m. Relays N I ROM programs. 5.30.9 am.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 44.82 m.

HIT

PRADO

6.551

HI4D

6.550

XBC

6.550

TIRCC

VMS
YV4RB

6.516

YNIGG

6.500

HIL

6.470

YNLAT

6.465

YV3RD

JELOY, NORWAY, 48.94 m.

pm.
ICA, PERU, 47.33 m., Addr. La Voz
de Chiclayo, Casilla No. 9, 8II pm.

6.125

CXA4

MONTEVIDEO,

HAVANA, CUBA, 47.4 m., Addr.
La Voz de las Antillas, P. O.

6.122

HPSH

6.120

W2XE

6.117

XEUZ

6.115

HJ3ABX

C115

OLR2C

6.110

XEPW

130. 6.55

am..1 am. Sun.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D.

10

47.52 m.
Sun.
11.10

Daily except Sat. and
am. -2.25 pm., 5.10 -8.40 pm. Sat.
5.10 -11.10 pm. Sun. 11.40 am. 1.40
pm.
MARACAY, VENEZUELA, 47.62 m.
6.30 -9.30 pm. exc. Sun,

LIMA, PERU, 47.63 m., Addr.
Apartado 1242. Daily 7 -10.30 pm.

6.290

HIG

TRUJILLO CITY D. R., 47.67 m.
7.10 -8.40 am., 11.40 am. -2.10 pm.,
3.40 -8.40 pm.
SANCTI SPIRITUS, CUBA, 47.77 m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 85. 9.11.30 am.,
12.30.1.30, 4 -7, 8 -11 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 47.79 m..
Addr. "La Voz de la Philco.
Daily to 10.30 pm.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 47.18 m.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R. 48 m.,
Addr. "La Voz del Partido Dominicano." 12 n. -2 pm., 6 -10 pm.
LA CEIBA, HONDURAS,
HONDURAS 48.12 m.,
Addr. "La Voz de
8-11 pm.; Sat. 8 pm.-1 am.; Sun.
4 -6 pm.
VALERA, VENEZUELA, 48.15 m.
6 -9.30 pm.

pm., Tues. 9.15.

CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 45.25
m., Addr. "La Voz de la RCA

Apartado

1105.

Daily

exc. Sun. 12.10 -1.40 pm., 5.40 -8.40
pm.; also Sat. 10.40 pm. -12.40 am.
RIOBAMBA, ECUADOR, 45.28 m.
Thurs. 9.11.45 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 45.74 m.
Except Sun. 11.55 am: 1.40 pm.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 45.8 m. 8.15 -9
am.
SAN JOSE COSTA RICA, 45.8 m.,

6.270

YVSRP

6.255
6.243

YVSRJ

6.235

6.225

HIN
HRO

YVIRG

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA, 48.2 m.,
Add30 r. Radio Philco. 4.30 or 5.30-

6.220

Radioemisora
Catolica
Costarricense. Sun. II am..2 pm.,
6.7, 8 -9 pm. Daily 12 n.2 pm..
6 -7 pm., Thurs. 6 -11 pm.
BOLIVAR VENEZUELA, 45.84 m.,
Addr. "Ecos de Orinoco." 6 -10.30

9.

6.210

T62

VALENCIA, VENEZUELA, 45.98 m.
II am.-2 pm., 5 -10 pm.
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 46.02
m., Addr. "La Voz de los Lagos."
8 -9 pm.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 46.13 m.
623.

BARQUISIMETO, VENEZUELA,
46.37 m. Radio Barquisimeto, irregular.

am.

GUATEMALA CITY GUAT., 48.28.
m., Addr. Dir. Gen1. of Elect,.
Commun. Relays TGI Mon.-Fri.
6 -11 pm., Sat. 6 pm: I em. Sun.

6.110

VUC

6.110

VPS

6.101

HJ6ABB

6.205

YVSRI

6.200

H IIQ

6.200

ZGE

am., 3 -8 pm.
CORO, VENEZUELA, 48.32 m.,
Addr. Roger Leyba, care A.
Urbina y Cie. Irregular,
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 48.36'
m. Irregular.
KUALA LUMPUR,

FED.

MALAY

ST., 48.36 m. Sun., Tue. and Fri.
6.40 -8.40 am.
6.105

HIIA

6.171

XEXA

6.156

YVSRD

6.153

H15N

SANTIAGO, D. R., 48.5 m., Addr.
P. O. Box 423. 7 am.-5 pm.
MEXICO CITY, MEX., 48.61 m.,
Addr. Dept. of Education. 7.11
pm,
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 48.71 m.

am.-2 pm., 4 -10.40 pm.
MOCA CITY, D. R., 48.75 m. 6.409.10 pm.
I

I

11

am.-

URUGUAY, 48.98
m., Addr. Radio Electnco de
Montevideo., Mercedes 823. 10
am.-I2 n., 2 -8 pm.
PANAMA CITY, PAN., 49 m.,
Addr. Box 58. 12 n.-1 pm., 8.10
pm.
NEW YORK CITY, 49.02 m., Addr.
Col, B'cast. System, 485 Madison
Ave. 10-II pm.
MEXICO CITY, MEX., 49.03 m.,
Addr. 5 de Mayo 21. Relays
XEFO 1.3 am.
BOGOTA, COL., 49.05 m.. Addr- La
Voz de Col., Apartado 2665. 12
n..2 pm., 5.30 -11 pm.; Sun. 6 -11
pm.
PR AG U E,
CZECHOSLOVAKIA,
49.05 m. (See

11.43

rat.)

MEXICO CITY, MEX., 49.1 m.,
Addr. La Voz de Aquila Aztec.

desde Mex., Apartado 8403. Relays XEJW II pm. -1 am.
CALCUTTA, INDIA, 49.1 m. Daily
2.06 -4.36 am., 7.06 am.-12.06 pm.,
Sat. 10.06 pm. -2.06 am., Sun. 7.06
am. -12:36 pm.
COLOMBO, CEYLON, 49.1 m.
Daily 7 -9.30 am; Sun. 6.30-9.30 am,
MANIZALES, COL. 49.14 m., Addr.
P.

O.

Box

}slon.Fri.

12.15-

JUGOSLAVIA,

49.11

175.

pm. Tue. and Fri. 7.30.10 pm.;
Sun. 2.30.5 pm.
1

YUA

BELGRADE

6.100

W3XAL

am., I -6 pm.
BOUND BROOK, N. J., 49.18 m.,
Addr, Natl. Broad. Co. 8.25 pm:-

6.100

W9XF

CHICAGO, ILL.,

6.100

m.

12

12.45 -2.30, 4.8

m.

N.B.C.

4.6.50

49.18 m.,

pm.,

1.05 -2

Addr.
am.

Sun. 1.5.50 pm.

6.097

ZRK

KLIPHEUVEL, S. AFRICA, 49.2 m.,
Daily 12 n.-4 pm., Sun. 12 n.-3.217

6.097

ZRJ

JOHANNESBURG, S. AFRICA, 49.2
m., Addr. African Broad. Cd.

7 -II

12.10 -1.40

SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS,
D. R., 46.2 m., Addr. Pres., Trujillo 97, Altos., 5.40 -7 pm.
GRANADA, NICARAGUA, 46.36
m., Addr. Leonidas Tenoria, "La
Voz del Mombacho." Irregular.

bvm.

R.

OAX4G

pm., 5.40 -7.40 pm.

HIIL

LKL

pm., Tues, and Fri. 8.10-10.10

am, -10 pm.

COHB

Westinghouse Electric B Mfg.
Co. Relays KDKA II pm.-12 m.
LAURENCO MARQUES, PORT. E.
AFRICA, 48.87 m. Daily 12.05.1,
4.30-6.30, 9.30 -I I am., 12.05 -4 pm.,
Sun. 5 -7 am., 10 am.-2 pm.
GEORGETOWN, BRIT. GUIANA.
48.94 m. From S pm. on.
HAVANA, CUBA, 48.94 m., Addr.
Box 2294. Relays CMCD 7 am.I
am.
HALIFAX N. S. CAN., 48.94 m.,
Addr,
O. Box 998. Mon: Fri,
7 am. -11.15 pm., Sat. 11 em:
II pm., Sun. 12 n.-11.15 pm. Relays CHNS.

6.130

1.10

6.280

PITTSBURGH, PA. 48.86 m., Addr.

VE9HX

6.295

irregularly.
GUAYAQUIL ECUADOR, S. A.,
45.18 m., Addr. P. O. Box 759.

W8XK

6.130

47.19 m. 7.30 -9.30 pm.
47.22 m. Relays
Tokyo 5 -7.30 am. irreg. Phones

44:94 m., relays
Salamanca, Spain, evenings.
MARACAY, VENEZUELA, 44.95 m.

PISA, ITALY, 45.11 m. Works ships

HJ4ABE

6.140

COCO

ships early am.
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., 47.32 m.
Sun. 7.40 -1040 am., daily 12.10.

pm.

6.145

6.130

HIIX

HIZ

I

VP3BG

6.340

6.310

48.78
9.606 mc.)

Daily exc. Sat. 11.45 pm. -12.45
am.; Daily exc. Sun. 3.30-7.30
am., 9 am.-3.45 pm.; Sun. 8.11.30
am., 12 n:3.20 pm,
WINNIPEG,
MAN.,
CANADA.
48.78 m., Addr. (See 11.720 mc.)
Daily 6 pm. -12 m., Sun. 5 -10 pm.
VILLARRICA, PARAGUAY, 48.75
m. 5 -6 pm.
BULAWAYO,
RHODESIA, S.
AFRICA, 48.8 m. Mon. Wed.,
and Fri. 1.15 -3.15 pm.; 'Tues. I
am.-I2 n. Thun. 10 am. -12 n.
Sun. 3.30.5 am.
MEDELLIN, COL., 48.79 m. 11 em.12 n., 6-10.30 pm.

6.130

m.

NAZAKI, JAPAN,

COCW

Addr. (See ZRK,

m.

CR7AA

JZG

6.324

DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA,

6.137

YV4RD

La Voz

257,

7 -10

Addr. Apartado

6.490

ZEB

6.350

pm.
6.520

6.147

HRPI

Addr.

6.545

ZPI4

6.300

Tropico. Daily

Victor,"

6.625

6.150

del

Addr. Apartado

Sun. 5.45 -7.45
11.15 pm.

6.630

CJRO

6.360

Irregular.

6.650

6.150

DOM. REP., 44.58

12.30.2 pm., 5 -6 pm.
6.720

BOLIVAR VENEZUELA, 46.73 m.
Radio Bolivar.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 46.8 m.,
r. Apartado 225, "La Voz
de la Victor." 12 n. -2 pm., 6pm.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 46.88 m.
7 -11 pm.
LAS VEGAS, D. R., 46.92 m., Irreg.
STE. KITTS, B.W.I. 46.96 m. ICA
Service Labs, Box 88, Daily 4-4.45
pm., Sun 10-10.45 am. and irreg.
at other times.
CARACAS, VENEZUELA, 46.92 m.,
Addr, Box 983. 6.10.30 pm.
PUNTARENAS, COSTA RICA,
47.07 m., Addr, "Ecos Del Pacificó', P. O. Box 75. 6 pm.12

OAXIA

Call
ZRD

1

MARACAIBO, VENEZUELA, 47.18
m., Addr. "Ondas Del Lago,"
Apartado de Correos 261. 6-7.30
am., II em.2 pm., 5 -11 pm.
SAN PEDRO SULA, HONDURAS,

6.335

49 At. itoadcait Band
Mc.
6.150

Box

m., Addr. "La Voz de la Feria."

am. -1.48

QUEZALTENANGO, GUATEMALA,
46.56 m. Mon: Fri. 9-11 pm., Sat.
9 pm: am., Sun.
-3 pm.
SANTIAGO, D. R., 46.73 m. 11.40
am. -1.40 pm., 5.40 -7.40, 9.40 -11.40
pm.
I

Tokyo. Irregular,

6.730

FRANCISCO DE MACORIS

SAN

pm.

6.095

JZH

6.090

CRCX

6.090

ZSW2

6.085

HJSABD

Daily exc. Sat, 11.45 pm:l2.40
am.; Daily exc. Sun. 3.15.7.30,
9 -11.30 em.
TOKYO, JAPAN, 49.22 m., Addr,
(See 11.800 mc., JZJ.) Irregular,
TORONTO, CAN., 49.26 m., Addr.
Can. Broadcasting Corp. Daily
7.45 am..5 pm., Sun. 10.30 am,12

n.

HONGKONG, CHINA, 49.26 m.,
Addr. P. O. Box 200. Irregular.
CALI COLOMBIA, 49.3 m. Addr.
La Voz
Voz

Valle.

12

5.10-9.40 pm.

n. -1.30

pm.,

(Continued on page 123)
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SHORT

WAVE

&

TELEVISION

-Tube Duplex

1

A

Sure -fire Beginner's Receiver

One tube acts as detector and audio amplifier in this set.
Band -switch and dry cell operation are features.
This was bent to form a 'L"' shape as
shown in the drawing.
The heart of the receiver is the special
band- switch. A three -gang switch was used,
switching one side each of the antenna coil,
the grid coil and the tickler coil. The three
windings of each band are all wound on
one form. Three bands are used, giving
a wavelength range of 180 meters to 25
meters. Although only one side of each coil
is being switched, it is necessary to bring
the common or unswitched terminal of each
coil back to the switch. A separate terminal
is provided on each deck for this connection, enabling the unused lower frequency
coils to be shorted out. The adjustable stop
on the switch should be set for only three
positions. All three coils are wound on
three-quarter inch bakelite tubing with
number 30 d.s.c. wire. With one exception
all coils are close wound. The highest frequency grid coil is space -wound to occupy
inch
I Tube Does 2 Things
3,6 inch. The tickler coils are spaced
Only one tube is used, but this is a IE7G, from the grid coils. The antenna coils are
one of the newer 2 volt tubes. This tube is spaced 3/16 inch from the grid coil. Coil
a dual pentode type. One section is used as sizes and connections are given in Fig. 3.
a regenerative detector and the other sec- All coils should be wound in the saner dition as a stage of resistance- coupled audio rection.
Three pieces of No. 12 bus -bar were bent
amplification. The detector is the old standby. Regeneration is controlled by a 50,000 in a semi -circular shape and each fastened
ohm potentiometer, giving very smooth between the common shorting terminal of
each deck and an unused terminal on the
control.
In order to make construction as simple deck. The coils are then placed on these
as possible, the front panel, rear panel and buses and the common connections soldered
top was made of a single piece of aluminum. to the bus, drawing these leads taut; the

SHORT -WAVE receivers for the beginner have generally used plug -in coils
rather than a system of coil -switching. The
reasons for this were twofold: it was
simpler to wire up only a coil socket and
where several coils are close together, only
one of which is in use, dead -spots caused
by absorption appear on the tuning control.
The latter is the more important. Recently,
however, a special coil -shorting switch has
been made available to the home constructor. This switch shorts out the unused
lower frequency coils. When the lowest
frequency coil is being used none of the
other coils are shorted out. As higher frequency bands are switched in, the lower
frequency coils are successively shorted,
thus reducing absorption effects caused by
the lower frequency coils. Around this
switch has been built a rather novel onetube receiver.
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other ends of the coils are soldered to the
switch terminals. Perhaps a better method
would be to rivet tiny eyelets to the coil
form, fastening the coil ends thereto and
using small lengths of bus -bar as rigid connectors between the coil and switch.
For all- around work, a single -wire antenna about 100 feet long will give the best
results. A number of foreign broadcasting
stations were received with good volume,
besides numerous amateur CW- telegraph
and phone stations. Careful handling and
skill, acquired with just a little practice,
should enable anyone to get the same results. Tuning is comparatively simple, there
being only one tuning control. The regeneration control in the upper right hand corner has a double -pole switch incorporated
in it, thus allowing both "A" and "B batteries to be disconnected when the receiver
is not in use. The regeneration control is
advanced in a clockwise direction until a
faint plop is heard in the phones. This indicates that the receiver is oscillating. As the
tuning control is varied, squeals will be
heard, indicating that a station is being
tuned in. Turn the regeneration control
counter-clockwise slightly so that the detector stops oscillating and the station, if
phone, will be heard clearly. If the station
is a CW- telegraph station, the detector
must be kept oscillating.
Connections to the batteries are by means
of flexible leads. There is sufficient space
at the back of the receiver to house the
"A" and "B" batteries, thus making the
receiver quite portable. For optimum results
90 volts of "B" battery should be used,
although 45 volts can be used with a little
loss in volume.
Although no regular band-spread has
been incorporated, the excellent vernier dial
provides ease in tuning. As a protection
(Continued on page 112)
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Herman Yellin,

The

W2AJL

2AJL
Flexible Design

structor. This fact and the remembrance of the
length of time necessary to change three coils and
replace their shields when changing from one band
to another determined the type of coil changing.
This was to have the coils plug -in from the front
panel and the three coils ganged together so that they
Presenting Herman Yellin in person at the controls of his de luxe superhet receiver.
could he handled as a unit. A description of this
for
Actual tests have shown that this set delivers the goods, not only
system will be found later on in this article.
high selectivity and comfortable band- spread, but also for fine DX!
The method of band- spreading is not new, having
beets used many times before. It consists of 100 mmf.
band -setting condensers (C2, C8. C32) across each tuning coil
IN recent years the amateur bands have become so crowded
that it is hopeless to attempt to consistently pull in distant
and 35 mmf. tuning condensers (C1, C7, C31) across a part of
each coil. This provides excellent band spread, the 14 mc. band
stations with the ordinary type of short-wave receiver. The necescovering 70 percent of the condenser rotation. The three tuning
sity for a more efficient and effective receiver has given birth to
condensers are ganged and controlled by one vernier dial. The
the communications type of receiver. Many such receivers have
oscillator band - setting condenser is controlled irons the panel,
been described in magazines and numerous others have been
while the Detector and R.P. stage band- setting condensers
offered to the public by radio companies specializing in this field.
are ganged together. In practice, the oscillator hand setter is set
Lately the writer decided that a new receiver was a necessity, if
so that the desired frequency range can he handled by the main
it was desired to continue amateur operation. Because it was contuning condenser after the R.F. and detector ganged band-setting
sidered more in keeping with amateur traditions to construct one
condensers are brought into resonance with the oscillator conthan to buy one ready made, plans were at once started for a
trol. This is indicated by maximum signal or a maximum rushing
communications receiver that would gibe with our own ideas
noise in the output. A little practice and experience will soon
on the subject.
stake one quite adept. If the constructor is interested only in the
Features of the Receiver
amateur bands and is indifferent to the intervening frequencies,
Our model would have a stage of R.F. with provision for using air padding condensers cats be placed in each coil. These coneither a doublet antenna or a single wire antenna. The high fredensers will replace the hand- setting condensers on the panel.
quency oscillator would be a 6J7as an electron coupled oscillator
They should be set so that each band occupies the center portion
injected into the No. 3 grid of a 6L7 first detector tube. A quartz
of the tuning dial scale with a little extra dial scale at each end
crystal filter would of necessity be used in the I.F. stage. This
of the band. This makes band -changing quite simple and very
then calls for the use of two stages of I.F. and since more gain
rapid, besides simplifying construction.
than is ordinarily available was desired, it was decided to use
Crystal Filter Optional
one iron core transformer, tise others being regular air core
Incidentally, if one does not care for a quartz crystal I.F. filter,
units. All iron core units would undoubtedly have given enough
it can be omitted, at the same time omitting one of the I.F.
gain to make the LI'. amplifier too critical. The transformers
stages. Its this case, it will be well to use all iron core [F. transwould be air tuned for greater stability of course. Another must
formers. For the strictly phone man or the S\VL, the receiver
is a noise limiter and this was to be of the new simplified type
using a single 6H6 tube as second detector, AVC and noise
limiter; all in one small envelope. Besides a separate
Top view of the superhet receiver with beat frequency oscillator built in,
beat frequency oscillator using a 6J7, and a 6C5 first
audio, it was decided to use a 6N6 second audio stage.
This allows loudspeaker operation on even the weakest
signals. Provision was to be made for using either a
magnetic speaker or a dynamic speaker. An "R" meter
was also incorporated. This operates through the AVC,
recording the strength of signals and facilitating the
tuning in of phone signals. The receiver was to be
mounted on a standard metal chassis 17" x 11" x 3"
with a grey rack panel 834" high.
As to results, well, it completely came up to our
expectations. In the recent ARRL DX contest, despite
the terrific interference from American stations, numerous foreign stations were heard and could be easily
copied. This is due to the receiver's extreme selectivity
and sensitivity. Although no quantitative measurements
were made, in the opinion of a number of visitors to
the shack, the receiver was the equal, if not the superior
of many commercially built cuuununications receivers.
3

Plug -in Coils Handled as

a

Unit

Unquestionably plug -its coils are more efficient than
any type of coil switching available to the home con94
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very flexible superhet
It may be built with as low as seven tubes if the beat
oscillator and crystal filter are dispensed with.

Fans and Hams alike will be pleased with this

design.

S uperhet Receiver
Permits Building Set with 7 to 9 Tubes

could do without the beat- frequency oscillator, although its inclusion will facilitate
locating distant stations. More than sufficient volume is available with only the 6C5
audio stage, so if loudspeaker volume is not
required the 6N6 can be omitted, too. In
fact, most stations can be heard on a small
loudspeaker connected in the 6C5 plate
circuit. After reading these generalities,
the reader will probably be interested in
the constructional details.
Coil Assembly

To start with, the most important, and
probably the most interesting, section is the
Mr. Yellin's superhet viewed from the front. "R" meter at left and main tuning dial at top
coil assembly unit. As mentioned before,
center. Ganged plug -in coil is shown about to be placed in position.
the R.F. detector and oscillator coils for
Power -supply unit appears at extreme right.
each frequency range are plugged in simultaneously from the front of the panel. As
wood screws are used to hold the plug firmly in the coil form. The
can be seen in the photos, there are three coil shields, 3?(t" high
set of 3 coils is then placed in the coil sockets. The rectangular
by 3" in diameter, mounted inside the chassis, with their openings
at the front of the chassis. On the front of the chassis there
coil -holder, 9" x 2 5/16 ", when placed in the panel opening, will
are three 2%" holes, behind which these coil shields are mounted. just touch the top of the coil plugs. It previously should have
been determined approximately where the plugs will touch the
The three shields are bolted together with one -quarter inch
coil -holder and then, opposite each coil plug, 3 small holes are
spacers between them and the three shield unit mounted on the
chassis. This makes a very rigid assembly. A five -prong isolantite
drilled in the coil -holder. Now, with the coils in their sockets
and the holder placed over the panel opening, small guide holes
socket is mounted inside each shield. Use the 9/16" brass spacers
are drilled in the coil plugs and the coil -holder fastened down
that come with the sockets. The leads from these sockets
to the plugs with small No. 4 wood screws. Either special handles
are passed through small holes drilled in the shields. Use either
or small round drawer pulls should be placed at each end of
very small grommets or protect the wire insulation with pieces
the coil -holder. Figure 2 gives the dimensions for the handles
of spaghetti where it passes through the holes. In order for the
coils to be plugged into the coil sockets, it will be necessary to
used by us. If desired, a small graph chart can be placed on
cut a rectangular hole in the panel. This opening should be
each coil -holder to carry the coil calibration. This gives the
receiver quite a professional look.
2 5/16" by 9 ". This is not very difficult. First mark out the
As can be seen in the photos, the R.F., Detector and high fre9" x 2 5/16" opening, placing it in the lower center of the panel,
quency Oscillator tube sockets are mounted right in back of the
coinciding, of course, with the 2%" holes in the chassis. Now
three coil shields. This
drill a series of small
makes the coil leads
holes inside the opening
Bottom view of the receiver showing the three coil shields.
very short, a necessity
so that there is about
for successful ten -meter
1/16" clearance between
operation. The tuning
the holes and the future
condensers are ganged
opening. Using a cold
together and mounted
chisel or fine saw cut
on the chassis above the
out this opening along
coil shields. The shafts
the holes. The final step
consists of filing out the
surplus metal so that
the rectangular openTurn Page for
ing is of the required
size.

The method of fastening the coils to the
coil -holder is both simple and effective. l'rocure some round wooden
plugs, 1%" in diameter
and about 4$" long.
Place one in each completed coil form so that
the top of this plug is
flush with the top of the
coil form. Three small
for June,
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Wiring Diagram
of the condensers are

parallel to the panel.
Each condenser is
mounted on a bracket
2" wide by 2%" high
which also serves as a
shield between the condensers.
(Continued on
page 117)
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Wiring Diagram for the 2AJL Superhet Receiver
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"Seeing" with Electrons
Eric

W. Leaver

SEVERAL years ago. I)e Broglie published a theory which stated that matter
is fundamentally wave -like in nature. The
wave-like nature of the electron is now an
established fact due to the researches of
Davisson, Germer, G. P. Thomson and
others. It has been found that electrons can
be reflected, refracted, and diffracted just
as light can, although their wavelengths
are many times smaller than that of light.
In fact, the wavelength of an electron
which has been accelerated by a potential
of 150 volts is one hundred millionth of a
centimeter or about one thousandth that
of visible light. The wavelength of an
electron decreases enormously as its velocity increases. For example, the wavelength
of the electrons in a high voltage cathode ray tube may be one ten thousandth that
of visible light.
How Electrons Are Refracted
Just as light is refracted when it passes
through a region having a high refractive

index, so electrons are refracted when they
pass through a region of varying electrostatic or magnetic fields. In fact. electrode
systems can be easily constructed which
diverge or converge beams of electrons just
as lenses diverge or converge beams of
light. The exact action of an electrode
system depends upon its arrangement and
upon the potentials that are applied to its
various components. For example, if a
beam of electrons passes through a small
aperture in a large disc, it will be con
verged if the electrostatic field on the
emergent side of the aperture is more positive than the electrostatic field on the incident side, while the beam will be diverged
if the field is less intense or negative.
Systems of rings or cylinders or a magnetic field such as that formed by a coil
carrying direct current which is placed
about the beam, act as converging lenses
always, irrespective of the potentials applied or, in the case of the magnetic field.
the direction of current flow.
Just as optical lenses form optical images
of a source of light, so electron optical
lenses form electron images of a source of
electrons. This electron image can be converted into an optical image by placing a
fluorescent screen in the image plane. The
electron optical images may be many times
smaller or many times larger than the
source of electrons. Magnifications have
been obtained by Ruska, which are as large
as 12,000 times, while a magnification of
250 is quite easy to realize.
Distortion in Electron Optical Systems

The parallel between the two systems
can be still further extended. The various
aberrations such as spherical aberration,
coma, astigmatism and distortion have
exact counterparts in electron optical systems. Up to the present time. however, we
for
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Television Stepping -Stones
have not become as adept at compensating
for these aberrations in electron optical
systems as in the conventional optical device. I.ike the designer of optical equipment, the designer of clectrou optical
systems tries to minimize the abcrratints
as much as possible and then uses a stop
or diaphragm to limit the aperture of the
lens. Our present knowledge only allows
the design of electron lenses with comparatively small usable portions.
There is one aberration, however. which
(tccttrs in electron optical systems which
has no counterpart in optics. Rays of light
act independently of one another, but electrons are negatively charged, and so mutually repel each other. Tite aberration due
to space charge or an accumulation of electrons increases with the number of electrons and their closeness to one another.
For this reason, electron lenses are usually
of the accelerating type, so that the electrons are removed as fast as possible and
space charge density is kept low.
In spite of the present day limitations of
el ctron optical systems, they possess fundamental advantages. great advantages that
far outweigh the limitations and which encourage earnest and untiring development.
One of the most obvious of these advantages is that due to the almost infinitesimal
wavelength of the electron. As you may
know. the resolving power of an optical
system is inversely proportional to the
wavelength of the radiation tvhielt it uses.
Thus. theoretically at least. an electron
optical system is capable of distinguishing
the separate nature of two objects one
thousand times closer together than if an
ordinary optical system were used. Already
these new systems have demonstrated a
resolving power many times that of any
conventional system. Thus, the structure
of metals can be examined to a degree impossible by any other means. The metal
can be caused to emit electrons or reflect
electrons which can then be refracted by
an electron lens and an optical image
formed on the fluorescent screen.
Probably the greatest advantage possessed by an electron optical system is the
fact that the electron intensity or image
brightness can be amplified. The utilization of secondary emission multiplication
allows the amplification of a weak optical
image into a brilliant one, which may or
may not be of the same size. This property
obviates the fundamental necessity of *a
light amplifier. Not only this. however. it
can act as a frequency converter as well.
For example, if a photo -electrically sensitive surface is used as the source of the
electron image, then either infra -red visible, or ultra- violet light can he used to
cause the emission. The color or the light
emitted at the fluorescent screen depends
upon the screen material and so can be
(Continued on page 109)

1

Beginning with top photo -television cathode
ray tube using magnetic focusing; experimental
electron image tube; electrode system of
electro- statically focused image tube; condensing electron lens system; experimental
electron gun for use with magnetic focusing.
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441 -Line Television
TELEVISION
IS
ARTICLE GIVES

STILL
IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STAGE. THIS
THE LATEST TECHNICAL INFORMATION
ON
THE SUBJECT. HOME TELEVISION WILL NOT BE REALIZED FOR

Palmer, E.E.

SOME TIME

Details of

TO COME.

which is down at a constant rate and then
snapping back some 60 times a second, for
the 441 line interlaced scanning that is
standard at the present time.
In addition to the scanners or sweep circuits, this chassis contains the means of
synchronizing the motion of the cathode -ray
beam with the scanning at the transmitter,
and the 5 inch cathode -ray tube which
actually reproduces the visual programs.
Electrostatic Scanning Used

Left to right -Cathode -ray tube and sweep circuit chassis -Sound and Image receiver unit
Power- supply and loud- speaker chassis.

THE construction

of our television
receiver has up to now consisted of the
two radio receivers of special design which
pick up, amplify and rectify the image and
sound impulses transmitted by the several
television broadcast stations now in operation, and the rather complex power- supply
which feeds the receivers, the scanning or
sweep oscillators and amplifiers, and the
cathode -ray television tube.
In this part the most complex part of

Let us consider for a while the means
whereby these actions are achieved. The
Du \font 54 -9 -T television tube, around
which the receiver is designed, utilizes
electrostatic scanning plates because of the
greater simplicity and stability of equipment
required to produce linear scanning (in
other words, a straight -edged raster).
The saw -tooth oscillators arc of the gas discharge type and linearity has been preserved by using only a small portion of the
charging characteristic of the condenser
which controls the sweep frequency. This is
practically linear as the bias on the gas
discharge tube is small. The limited output
of this tube is then fed through a push -pull
amplifier which builds up the output to the
required voltage for carrying the spot all
the way across the end of the tube.
The push -pull amplifier used is of rather
odd design as an examination of Fig. 1 will
indicate. This push -pull amplifier -and in

-

the receiver will be described. This is the
chassis which might be called the "video'
chassis. It contains the vertical and horizontal sweep oscillators with their push -pull
amplifiers which sweep the fluorescent spot
back and forth across the end of the cathode ray tube at a rate of sonic 13,200 times per
second moving it at a constant rate of speed
across and then snapping it back instantly
to its starting point. This horizontal action
is supplemented by the vertical motion,

Diagram showing vertical and horizontal sweep circuits and amplifiers, with connections to cathode -ray tube.
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Part

The SUPER- CLIPPER!

IV

An Outstanding Sensation with DXers!

Receiver

New

Tubes,
Bands.

.7
Sweep Circuits
fact the entire ba.ic : uleo chassis was designed by Mr. G. R. Mlezger of the Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc. Certain fundamental
changes have been made to adapt this circuit to the particular tube which we are
using and the video receiver which we have
ready for use.
The vertical and horizontal sweep oscillators and amplifiers are almost identical.
except for the values of certain condensers.
and thus it will be necessary to describe the
action of only one. The use of push -pull
amplification will permit twice the deflecting
voltage obtainable from a single -ended amplifier for a given plate voltage. and in
addition, both deflecting plates of the C.R.
tube will vary reciprocally in potential
keeping the average potential of both plates
constant. This is a distinct advantage over
the single -ended amplifier which causes one
plate to vary above and below the other
plate which is tied to ground.
The output of the gas discharge type 885
tube is fed to the grid of V2 through a
resistance- capacity network which provides
voltage control for VI and input control
to \'2. The output of V2 is fed to one of
a pair of deflecting plates of the C.R. tube.
A portion of the output voltage of this tube
is also fed through a resistance -capacity
voltage divider, which provides the 180 degree phase shift necessary for push -pull
action. This odd phase shifter also reduces
the output signal of V2 by a proportion
1 /mu to feed a signal of opposite phase and
equal voltage to tube V3. The output of
\-3 is then fed to the second of the pair
of deflecting plates mentioned. By varying
the capacity and resistance of the phase
shifter, the proper proportion of high and
low frequency voltages can be obtained.
A balanced centering arrangement is
used to permit the fluorescent spot to be
shifted and to center the "raster" on the
screen of the C.R. tube. This balanced circuit provides a double action, similar to
the push -pull action of the sweep amplifier.
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The sv,Ichroni :ing circuit consists of a
diode tube which is biased to operate only
on the synchronizing peaks of the transmitted signal and a triode (7l1) to reverse
the phase of the peaks for positive signal
synchronization or discharge of the thyratron oscillators.
In order that this synchronizer may be
used with any phase of synchronizing impulse which may be transmitted, the input
to the synchronizer is taken from the same
signal that is fed to the grid of the cathode ray tube. Since in all systems in use to date,
the synchronizing signal must be negative
at the grid of the C.R. tube in order to blank
out the return trace, a signal of this phase
(Continued on page 115)
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Watt

The HK -54 200

George W.
used 6L6 beam tubes in the exciter stages. We
also have kept the number of stages down to a
minimum, knowing that it is just as economical
to buy crystals as the other components, and
it is a lot easier.

Note the "prof." appearance of this transmitter. Tests
"on the air" proved that this job can step out and roll
up some real DX. A top view is shown at the right.

NOT so long ago it required a 2 quart bottle
to pack 250 watts of R.F. Lately ft seems that
the "bottle" is getting smaller and the contents
getting more powerful. At the moment we have
a tube not much larger than the old 201A and
capable of over 200 watts output. This tube is
the new HK -54, a swell tube for the medium power transmitter. The entire transmitter featured in this story was built around the new tube.
We have tried to keep the rig simple so that
the "hero" of our project wouldn't be lost in a
maze of apparatus.
Due to popular demand and economy, we have
The hook -up for the 200 watt transmitter, using the HK -54 in the final amplifier, is shown below and can be followed by any Ham.
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Transmitter
Shuart,

W2AMN

This snappy transmitter should prove a delight to the Ham

looking for a reasonably priced rig that can really step out.
It uses an HK -54 tube in the final amplifier and a 6L6
crystal control exciter. Power -supply data is included.
Straight Tetrode Crystal Oscillator

tapped plug -in coil. For convenience and

Starting wish the diagram %ve find a
straight tetrode crystal oscillator with no
"fixings." This is followed by another beam
tetrode buffer- multiplier, which drives the
HK -54 final amplifier, and we mean "drive
it." There is more than sufficient power to
drive the final, not so much because of the
great power output of the driver, but because of the really modest driving requirements of the 54.
Back to the oscillator -the plate circuit
is tuned with a plug -in, tuned tank circuit.

simplicity manufactured air-wound plate
inductors are used. These are of excellent
design and have a built -in variable link of
just the right proportions. To vary the
coupling it is only necessary to "probe" the
link around to the proper position.
Chassis Layout Includes Power -Supply

In order to keep the size of the rig within the demands of a small shack we have
included the low -voltage power- supply and
the filament transformer of the 54 on the

.

.

.

OF

handtedi
RESISTOR
6crt

REPLACEMENTS
... up tO 10 Watt)
No need to keep complete stocks of 1/4.
1/2. 1. 2
or 3 watt resistors! No lost
time or lost motion! Just
carry a few IRC 10 -watt fixed

and adjustable Cement

Coated Power Wire Wounds
and you'll be prepared for
hundreds of replacements
almost anything up to 10
watts. A small stock of IRC
Type ABA Adjustable units
gives you dozens of ranges.
Simply set the adjustable
slider on the exposed track
of wire to tap off any desired_
resistance value up to the
maximum range of the unit.
Additional taps can be used
to make one resistor do the
work of two or more.

-

F'

The high voltage power- supply unit is

illustrated above. It utilizes

coil form and
a small padder mounted inside, both are
thoroughly shielded as can be seen in the
photo. There is a complete tuned tank circuit for each crystal used.
The buffer -doubler plate coil is also
shielded but the tuning condenser is mounted outside with a panel control. This is
done so that two bands can be covered
with a single coil. The condenser is large
enough (200 -mmf.) so that it is only necessary to swing it from near maximum to
near minimum capacity to effect the
change.
In order to further simplify construction
we have employed capacity coupling between the driver and the final.
While some may disapprove of this
method, it serves the purpose with no
hitches. The final is conventional; it employs a split-stator condenser and a center

This consists of

for
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a 4 -prong

2

-866 rectifier

tubes.

same chassis with the entire R.F. portion.
The chassis is 17 x 13 x 2 inches and just
the right size. Laying out the parts requires

care; proper placement results in good
stability. The power- supply components
are, of course, along the rear edge of the
chassis. Then in the "center aisle" we have,
from left to right, the crystal, the oscillator
tube and last, the oscillator plug -in tank
unit. Along the front we have, right to left,
the buffer 6L6, buffer tuning condenser,
the shielded buffer coil and the rest is the
final which is clearly shown in the photo.
The low -voltage power- supply delivers
around 400 volts to the two 6L6 plates.
This voltage is lowered in the case of the
oscillator because the oscillator is capable
of many times the required power output
necessary to drive the second 6L6. Even
with the 1000 ohm voltage- dropping re-

(Continued on page 108)
Please say you saw

it

in
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I Write for the new IRC
Resistor and Volume Control
Catalog listing the complete IRC

FREE

line for radio service. amateur,
engineering and "lab" work.

INTERNATIONAL
RESISTANCE COMPANY
401 N.

Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

In Canada.

187

Duchess St.. Toronto. Ont.
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Pa3hControl

For

Every Ham dreams of building a remote control for his transmitter.
Here is an effective one using a few push- buttons and relays. Incidentally it protects the rectifier tubes until they are warmed up.

THIS concluding article

operated is that marked "FIL" which of course lights all filaments in the transmitter. The yellow lamp comes on at the same
time. Until this switch is operated no current cati flow in any
part of the transmitter. Along with the filaments, the heater
element of "TU" which is the thermal delay unit, warms up.
It is still impossible to operate any of the power transformers,
even if the switches are closed. However, after an interval of
30 seconds or so, which gives the mercury rectifiers time to heat
up, "TU" closes its contacts which in turn operate relays I and 2.
The heater of "TU" immediately cools off so that should the
power circuit be opened for any reason, high voltage cannot be
applied until the heating cycle is repeated. This gives complete
protection to the rectifiers.
As soon as I and 2 have closed, the transmitter is ready for
immediate operation. Closing of the "H\ " switch puts the rig
on the air as both the high and low voltage transformers are
energized when relay 3 operates. The red pilot light indicates
this condition.

will describe construction
,.i a complete remote control
"stem and an oscilloscope
for use with the medium
power transmitter.
The control system uses
the same control panel that
was shown in the last article.
However, many additions

Complete transmitter at station
W2FHP, fitted with remote pushbutton control.

must he made. The relays
are all mourned on a bakelite panel 6s/z in. x 16 in. which is held
to the steel front panel by means of strips of aluminum. The two
are separated seven inches.
Before proceeding with construction details, it will doubtless
be best to describe the function of the various parts of the control unit. Neglecting, for the moment, the remote control box,
let us see what takes place in the circuit. The first switch to be

t

Wiring diagram of push -button control applied fo medium -power transmitter described
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SPRAYBERRY'S
PERSONAL
HOME TRAINING

H. G. McEntee, W2FHP
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I'LL PROVE
1

Actually Set You Up For A
Profitable Business

Here's the greatest opportunity you've ever had to
enter the fast moving Radio industry. Tremendous money
making possibilities eclat for properly trained arena If
you are an ambitious fellow. I can train you for
good

full time or part

paying

future

time

My training is distinctly
and
different. It not only teaches all
phases of Radia .
.
it eloiD,
Ton fully for an actual nark In
your own Radio business.
s

J

.

.

Professional Outfit Given

Posltisely the finest equipment
offered with any Radio tourne la
available to ever' Sprayberry student. Consists of All- [cave. All Purpose Analyzer. Rider Manuals
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SPECIAL SERVICEMAN'S COURSE
.

Of an advanced net re for men already in Radia
work. Esp oins newest methods, circuits
and char
cuts. Terms low as 310
per mot ut.

GET THE FACTS!

sprayberry Academy
F. L. Sprayberry.

of

Radio,

Pres..

145 -F University Place. N. W..
Washington. D. C.

Above -Front and rear views of relay rack unit built by the author.
The diagram is given on the opposite page.

Dear Sir:
Please send me free copy or "More Money In

Radio."

If

it is desired to operate only the exciter, the "LV" switch is operated, which

activates only the low voltage transformer.
This condition is signaled M the green
1:ilot lamp. This lamp, of course, is also
for
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lighted when the "HV" switch is turned

Nannte

on.

Address

Although center tap keying was shown
in the original article on this transmitter,

(Continued on page 119)
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What's New

in S

-W Apparatus

A.0 -D.C.
Ultra -S.W.
Converter
COMPACTNESS

is the keynote of
this new c on ccrter. Using but two
tubes, a 6J8G trin(ic- heptode frequency
concerter, and a 257.5 rectifier. it will
tune in the bands from about 5 to 8
meters. The í,18G is a new tube which
combines the functions of a pentagrid
'and a separate triode oscillator in one
tube. The concerter has three controls,
an on -off power switch, nain tuning dial
which is of, the reduction type, and a switch
for transieiring the aerial from the converter to therbroadcast receiver to which
the unit must be attached.
The converter is placed in operation by
connecting the aerial lead of any broadcast receiver which w ill tune to 1520 kc.
to the output lead of the converter. The
grounding lead of the converter is connected to the ground on the receiver. The
aerial is then connected to the aerial lead
on the converter.

A view of the converter chassis beside its diminutive cabinet. (715)

To operate the converter, the hroa.lc,, >t
receiver is tuned to the above mentioned
frequency, the converter turned on and
the selector switch set to the short -wave
position. All tuning is then done by the
converter tuning dial. The receiver volume
control is used to control volume.
The tuning of the unit is not particularly
critical and on test in New York City
broadcast programs from the two Radio
City ultra short -ware transmitters of the
National Broadcasting Co. were picked tip

i

it
good volume. To listen to regular
broadcast stations, the converter is turned
off and the selector turned to the broadcast
position which automatically connects the
aerial to the receiver input. The receiver
is then tuned in normal fashion.
The converter is housed in a molded case
measuring 7 "x33$ "x5 3/,'

/

Our information bureau will gladly supply
manufacturers' names and addresses of any items
mentioned in Short Rave Fi Television.

Ham Xmitter Built Easily with New Unit
All parts associated with the amplifier
proper are joined together with brackets of
various shapes. This hardware is available
in kit forni and the only tools necessary for
assembling and wiring are a screw -driver
and soldering iron. When finished, it is a
self- supporting unit which can be bolted
to a panel with the mounting screws furnished with the variable condenser; no

Appearance of new Hammarlund transmitter
unit. (No. 716)

ALL

amateurs do
have available the
tools and machinery necessary to make
the fancy brackets and oddly shaped pieces
of metal necessary for mrxlern type xmitters. All of these constructional difficulties
have been eliminated in the unit shown.
which is a push -pull radio- frequency
power amplifier, designed to use any of the
popular triode tubes having ratings of from
100 to 300 watts output per pair.
ma

chassis is necessary.
Mounted on the two side bars of the
large variable condenser, an MTCD-100-B,
are two brackets which support the plug -in
plate coil and the two N -10 neutralizing
condensers. The louver condenser ( MTC1)100-C1, for tuning the grid circuit, is
fastened to the large condenser with an
angular shaped hack plate. At the top of
this plate we find another horizontal
bracket which serves as the mounting for
the two tubes. At the louver edge of the

back plate is mounted the plug-in grid coil.
This plate is also drilled for mourning the
radio frequency choke (CH -50(1) and the
two filament by -pass condensers. together
with the grid biasing resistor. All brackets
are completely drilled and machined and
have a silver -like finish.
The entire arrangement is constructed
to permit short, direct wiring leads. The
tubes shown in the unit are RCA 808's.
Other triodes may Lc used, depending

Names and addresses of manufact

104

entirely upon power output desired. The
overall dimensions are 13" high, 8%" wide
and 8" deep.
List of Parts
1-- MTCD100 -1t (Variable condenser)
I -- MITCI) -100 -C (Variable condenser)
-10 ( Neutralizing condensers)
1

2

('H500

-S -4 ,sockets)

1-S.5 (socket)

Plug-in plate coil
SWF coil forms for plug-in grid coils (5 prongs)
Complete set of hardware, including brackets
and screws
This article has been prep rai from data supplied by courtesy of Ho,unarliund Mfg. Co.
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Diagram of new transmitter unit.

f apparatus furnished upon receipt of postcard reeuest: mention No. of article.
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NEW ELECTROLYTICS

A TUBULAR dry electrolytic condenser of considerably smaller physical
size than heretofore available has been
introduced. These condensers are her-

2 AMAZING NEW INSTRUMENTS
FROM THE

1938 SUPERIOR 1100

SERIES LINE!

AC -DC VOLT-OHM
MILLIAMMETER 1100-S
In Performance!
, a Giant
Midget in Size
doubt is the lowest priced. full
Here. without
service instrument ever offered. Permits every postible measurement with absolute accuracy and sim PIicity of operation. 2e0 accurate 3it- d'Arsonval
Precision resistors. Attractive
type 0 -1 meter.
etched panel. Modern frabricoid case.
A

metically sealed in metal can, with pi_ -tail
loads arid are available in 100. 350 and 450
Colt ratings. (No. 708.)

This article has been prepared from data sup.
plied by the courtesy of the Solar Mfg. Co.

SPECIFICATIONS

,

AC

b0C

PRECISION MICA CONDENSERS

A

.-olta6..
Vol,
u:

11C'

NEW series of hakelite encased mica

condensers, employing silver- plated mica,
introduced. The new method o.
c.,.; :,t-uction permit, a capacity

Model

Iian been

,iIna

i.l Otte
.

tilt

nwpbgr

1110 -S supi,I led
n1

n

)

J

$7.85

bar

Irr,

tuet

UO 0. 120.
,-0-15.0-2
n
gil,0, JSUr
U-1)UUU ohms,

MODEL 1120-S OSCILLATOR
Truly the greatest value ever offered: An Alb wave. direct reading Oscillator in
portable sire. Compares favorably with instruments selling at 3 times its price:
Housed in a black, crystalline cabinet with carrying handle.

SPECIFICATIONS
I.

svithin 3% and an extremely high Q. Condensers are available in sizes from 10 b,
1101 nnui. (No. 705./
This article has been prepared from data sup
plied by courtesy of Cortell-Duhiher.

BALLAST TUBE FOR A.C. -D.C. SETS

NEW series of helium filled, ir.,r

A

wire ballast tubes, which will serve as
replacements for a multitude of older type
ballast tubes, is now available. One of
these new tubes can handle a wide variation in the number of tube, used in a receiver, because it functions as a true ballast
device, whereas some of the older tubes
were merely straight resistors. Four of
these tubes will replace 00% of the older
type tithes. (No. 702.1

- This article lias been prepared from data supplied by the courtesy of the Amperite Co.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION AMPLIFIER
PENTODE
THE 1851, a new

L
i

pentode With unusual characteristics,
has been developed for
use by the amateur
and experimenter in
experimental television
receivers. It is especially designed iur use
in the R.F. and I.E.
stages of a television
receiver employing a
high I.F. It may also
be used in tilt' tirst
stages of a v fl e o
amplifier, particularly
noteworthy is the amfactor of
pli tication
6750 and the transconductance of 900)
micromhos. The 1851
-s an octal based metal tube. As the photo
shows, however. the grid cap is smaller
han usual. Sec page 47. May issue. for
eclutical data. ( Kos 696.)
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NEW DEFLECTING YOKE AND TRANSFORMERS FOR TELEVISION

THIS new deflecting yoke

is designed

for use with cathode ray tubes of the
electromagnetic deflection type.
for
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leakagnr

shorts

Including

Thu.

operates on 00-120 lilts AC or DC.
Moreover Ar ntav l,e or
Inu.rcial (err/Whey, 21, JO.
tl, eli
cycles. mc.
liM
t
Moé 1; 2P1 supplied
.'ItI
T.

tunes.

lpn,.
,

leads
iï ,10,1111,

ïtrel-,tñr

I

85

ni

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO.
136 LIBERTY

STREET

Dept. SW -638

Special care is taken in the winding and
placement of coils in the yoke to reduce
to a Minimum any distortion which slay
occur flue to unbalanced magnetic flux or
nun- uniform fields. By means of proper
construction, coupling between high and
low frequency coils has been reduced to a
negligible value. An internal shield is
effective in reducing the effects of external
fields on the image to be projected.
The low frequency coils are so constructed that a low impedance line may
be run to them from the new output transformers. This helps to minimize pick -up
and eliminate coupling condensers.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW SCOTT TELEMATIC

An entirely new kind of musical instrument. for
there are no dials, knoln, switches. A compact
Keyboard controls your selection of broadcasts,
recorded music, and volume. Or, if you wish,
entertainment for the entire day may be selected
in dvance! Tunes in every program automatirally at the exact time it goes on the air. Removes needle scratch from records. and resulting
music is so perfect that your guests cannot tell
whether they are hearing radio or records! Get
all the facts today! NOT SOLD TRRU STORES
MAIL COUPON.
E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
4470 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 28K8. Chicago. Ill.
Send all fart.. uu now 4YYrr Televatir. No obligation.
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for te,l,ng
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other
very high
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itirneasy drive, with 4-1
condensers.
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Address

city
Television Magnetic Sweep Yoke.
:t fore

ble

than ample deflection with negligi-

dktortion is obtained from the yoke on

nine -inch tubes at a plate voltage of 6010.
The new type high frequency sweep output transformer, also marketed by the sante
company, is wound with low capacity coils
in order to effectively pass the higher harmonics of 13,200 cycles necessary for the
production of a linear deflection. (No. 700.1
Our information bureau will gladly supply nldnufacturers' tomes and addresses of any Terns men.
Honed in SHORT If'Af'E it T! LEI'ISTO.\-.
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ALL ELECTRIC AIR SCOUT

3

Tube Set

well -designed ,ensitlee set- Tinkly w tnderful records for distance reception and MARVELOUS FOREIGN
RECEPTION. Owners w11
attire aile to bring itt
amateur.
l'rnil sata,,ti. phone
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Park Place. New York. N. Y.
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NEW CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

amazing values -70
1938 Lafayette Radio

A SMALL, lightweight, crystal microphone, with good
response and high output has
made its bow. It is semi-directional and free from feed -back.
This unit has a wide range of
applications, enhanced by the
available accessories. The device
is singular in that it is equipped
with a plug at the microphone,
thus making cable replacement a simple
operation. It is chrome finished and comes
complete with plug and 8 ft. cable. (No.

-

This article has been prepared from data supplied by the courtesy of the .4mericau Microphone
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extremely low price of these slide rums and
makes them ideal for the
absolute
student as well
well a ` the'working man who has always
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wanted
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i
slide rule.
Prier postpaid anywhere s50c
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for $1.00,
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for using
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GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS
Dept. S6

Greenwich St.

New York

A SMALL BUSINESS
of YOUR OWN

Men and women don't waste your life slaving for others
Get a copy of a SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN by
W. A. Brooks. a 150 page book containing 1000 practical
Flans on how to start a profitable business In spare tim
without capital investment, Send $1 for this gold mine o
practical Information. Money back guaranteed. Dept. SW
UNIVERSITY PRESS. 305 E. 45th St.. N. Y. C

How would you like to save up to 50% on
Nationally advertised Radios. such as Rerun
berg Carlson. PMlco. RCA. Zenith. G E
etc.. etc for home farm and auto over
410 models to choose from Also hundreds of
electric appliance Items tor the home Write
today Ion the new IRm giant catalog FREE.
.

MODELS'S Dept. 6oCartbmdt St.,11.Y.0

lob

A MOBILE GENERATOR

A NE\V A.C. generator supplying 110
volts is available for operation from an
auto engine for mobile "ham" applications.
The generator bolts onto the engine block
with two head bolts and is driven from
the fan belt. The unit will deliver 110
volts regardless of the running speed of the
engine, provided the current load is maintained constant. (No. 701.)

Famous corneras, film and supplies you've
read about, wanted, oll here now at tremendous savings: for you. Liberal ex
chongo service. FREE Trial. Write now.

A Y

D

This article has been prepared from data supplied by courtesy of the RC-A Mfg. Co.

This article has been prepared from data slipplied be courtesy of the Lear 1lf,,. Co.

EW CAMERA DEPARTMENT

FREE

7

712.)

models, nationally
known parts, tubes,

COUNTERS'

ARGAISITIN

may be operated from a 110 volt
A.C. line or a 6 volt storage battery.
Change-over from one current to another
is automatic ; the battery cord is disconnected and the electric plug placed in the
power socket. Frequency coverage is 5401720 kc., and 5.8 to 18 mc. (No. 699.)

100 VOLT

-6

A.C.

VOLT D.C. RECEIVER

AN all -wave receiver especially designed
for rural communities where there is
a possibility that electric power lines will
be erected in the future, is now available.
It is a 5 -tube superhet table model. which

A 110 volt A.C. generator for mobile use.

What Do you Think ?
(Continued from page 80)
you believe yourself capable of telling me emphasize the statement the call formation
the answers to the above, and how the \\'2S \ \'L, etc., is not a violation of the
suppressing of the SWL-QSL card nuisance Radio Act of 1934. Mr. Hastings, you had
keeps the SWL from getting a ticket ? For better look up the regulations regarding call
the information of Mr. Daugharty and the letters, before you make any such brash
rest of the S \VLs the only things I have statements. And get the idea right out of
against the S \\-L are the foolish QSL card your head that the FCC does not issue the
racket, and bootlegging on five meters. I calls \\'2S \ \'L, etc., because you S \VLs use
have spent many an hour giving code prac- them. Borrow a call book from some
tice and theory to SWLs, two of them have "Ham" and look up the call \V9SWL, and
obtained their license some years ago
then go dig a hole and crawl into it!
\\'2AON and W2IVR. At present I am
In my letter to the editor of this magateaching two more, one of them is ready zine I furnished proof, with a letter from
for his exam right now, the other not so the Federal Communications Commission,
far advanced. Does that look as though I stating that there is no occasion for SWLs
was trying to "Keep many- a poor lad from to print cards bearing the calls \\2SWL,
getting his ticket ", Mr. Daugharty?
etc.
This Carey W. Sullivan's letter isn't
N2DDV. CHARLES PIECE, JR.,
worth a comment. I gather from his attitude
CRM. l-SNR.
on Law Breaking that he is probably just
'another five meter bootlegger. Though I
A Bouquet
might reply to Sullivan that I am not 1001/4
for S. \V.L&T. because of the magazine Editor,
printing too many circuits of cheap five
Let me add my word of praise to your
meter outfits which are an incentive to bootgreat magazine. Although a new subscriber,
legging.
To Mr. M. W. Soplop
tierce with you I was very much pleased by the informaabsolutely, and the fact that the Amateurs tion it contained in my first copy, pardidn't reply, even though you sent post- ticularly the article in the March issue enage, must surely prove to you that the titled- ".Simple Laboratory Practices for
cards were undesirable. So I will reiterate Beginners,' by Jim Kirk, \V6DEG.
I have gained much knowledge from this
-Send cards to the Short Wave Broadcast
stations where they will be appreciated.
article and believe others have likewise. I
Norman W. Hastings, the boy with the think it would be a very good idea to pubhigh blood pressure and the receiver which lish it as a regular monthly feature in your
brings in all signals R9, states that he hopes magazine.
JOSEPH J. BARRY,
he has pleaded his case to an acquittal. My
37 Camp St.,
lad. you have convicted yourself and are
Newark, N. J.
found guilty of being very foolish. You

-

-I
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W3XAL's

Short -Wave

Voice

Radio Operators/ -Don't Miss

This One

(Continued from page 73)
Central America- world -wide coverage!

SS Nils toller
Aberdeen, Ceelbs

Par. 4th 1938

French, German and Italian
Announcements and programs in French,
German and Italian were started on
W3XAL in July, 1937. For practically a

Programs

in

year before this, the same service was being
rendered in both Spanish and Portuguese.
In the beginning, the special service of the
NBC International Division was limited to
South and Central America. Today, the
Division operates from 9:00 a.m. to 1 :00
a.m., EST, with an hour and a half of
special programs for German-speaking listeners, two hours for the French, and one
hour for the Italian. From 5:00 p.m. to
1:00 a.m., EST, programs in English,
Spanish and Portuguese are broadcast,
with one hour of Spanish especially- for
the Argentine and one hour in Portuguese
especially for Brazil.
Reunion Enjoys American Music

...'

Germans Like W3XAL

Each period of special broadcasts has
brought its response. The German period
has inspired letters from listeners in and
close to the Fatherland and from Germans
in the colonies of Africa. A writer in
your
Oldenburg, Germany, said :
broadcasts are snaking friends and, speaking for myself, 1 derive great pleasure from
your broadcasts and ant particularly fond
A young man,
of American rhythm
writing from Wiesbaden, Germany, said
that he not only had been improving his
English by listening to W3XAL, but also
was deriving great pleasure from "your
dance music, particularly the new dance,
'Big Apple.'"
.

..."

French Enjoy American Programs

The French also are voluble in their
appreciation of the special programs broadcast to them in Europe and many out -ofthe -way places of the world. A listener
in Diego -Suarez, Madagascar, wrote: "I
hereby address you to convey the expression of my warmest emigratidations upon
the finality of your broadcasts, which are

very clearly heard here." He also pointed
out that he had just been listening to the
six -day bicycle races "in which a crashing
spill of the Dutch rider Couval has been
mentioned."

From Beirut, Syria, a Frenchman wrote
that "all in all your broadcast is perfect
and 1 thank Iv. u therefor." And from
Rabat, Morocco. came a communication
which read: "/ hasten to add that twice
on

day 1 listen in with real satisfaction and
tenfold pleasure. since hearing is so distinct, something never believed by me heretofore." Conakry, French Guinea, is the
point from which another enthusiastic
for

June,
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E. N. Sargent

Dear Sir:
I wish to thank you for
the prompt service in torwerding my Model 11-IID receiver to Portland, and to advise you that I received
It In perfect condition on my arrival.

Sargent Model 31
Toned

I'. wit

R.
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w C.W'.' and volee. Gets
eak C. W'. signals that are lost
many large receivers.
the next column.
the letter
operator who is using
a radio

-n fore

tue

Read

fans
I

b
t11

2gmi0mte
per

II.

ttnI

covering

This t
oe of
many that we
t
have received. Model 11
1l
A.C.. D.C. and hat.
Is available
,err voltages. A pleasant receiver to
operate. ruggedly
tot front ttstneaabe
good
selective. Available
,t.lt
a
flexible.
In :l tuning ranges.
.

pnt

Net Prices -A.C. Modela
.Gehl II \A. 9.5-510 meter.
$52.00
Model 11 ?I.\, e.1 -3750 milers ....S57.00
Nadel Il -l'.\. 9.5-20.000 Meter., ..177.00

I have given it an exacting and thorough test, and can
honestly say I have never handled a better receiver.
As no doubt you know, I've had it for nearly a fortnight now, and during that tine, although short wave
conditions have at times been very bad, I have had no
difficulty in locating and bringing in at full volume,
London, at any time this etetior is on the air.

On the long wave, OBR, Rugby, has core through at fair
to good volume on each broadcast of traffic lieta and
messages. This I believe is extremely good work for any
type of receiver.
In use on 600 meters and other ship band., the receiver
excels in both volume and selectivity when these are restored. Also I find the trimmer a good control for varying selectivity so as to broaden signals, facilitating
watch keeping on 600 meters,

Once again thank you for w'.Ir service, and corrratulating
you on the receiver's performance, I remain

-

In one instance, word came to NBC
from a Prince on the Ile Reunion in the
Indian Ocean by way of an amateur radio
operator in Scranton, Penn. According to
the Pennsylvanian, Prince Vinh San, who
lives in the city of St. Denis, Ile Reunion,
enjoys NBC's short -waved programs of
popular American music. The Prince communicated this message by means of his
own amateur broadcasting station.
Another communication, this one direct,
came from a planter near Port Vila, New
Hebrides, Oceania. "1 listen to your broadcasts right straight along, which are heard
well-nigh every day with perfect clarity."
he wrote. "Your programs are very interesting

o

Sir.

T ouur.. air eerel y,

Delivery.
Prices
include
supply, speaker and RCA tubes.

Immediate

Power

,

a
Wireless Operator.
tor.

1/

E. M. SARGENT CO.
ris eta St.
Oakland, Calif.
listener wrote: ",lit friends who also have
sets identical with raine are all it accord
in finding tour- broadcasts to their liking
and the pleasure is all the more enhanced
by the fact that the language yo t use is
impeccable, .since it is alzts,v.s a pleasure
for a Frenchman to hear his native
tongue." Letters along much the same lines
have been received from Izmir, Turkey;
Port Louis, \lauritius Island, Indian

O can; Mexico City, Mexico; Campulmig,
Muscel, Rumania; Dakar, Senegal, French
West Africa; St. Tome, Portuguese \ \'est
Africa; Koulouba, French Soudan, and
Brazzaville, French Equatorial Africa.
Typical of letters from France, itself,
is one addressed from Heris les Bains. in
which the writer avers: 'It is hardly
necessary to emphasise the pleasure derived
in listening to a voice in French coming
from 6,000 kilometers away and 1 am grateful to lJ3X. -01. for devoting two hours a
day to broadcasts in our language."
A listener in Para. Brazil. has written

his appreciation of increased service to
Latin America. He says: "Naze with the
Brasil hour may interest has redoubled,
since the .crape of the program has been
broadened, both in regard to news reports
und in regard fo cultural entertainment.
The broadca.cf.c of If'3XAL are heard lier,
very distinctly, and with a power greater
than that of any otter .lmerican station."
Others of NBC's listeners in South and

Central America write from the Republic
of Panama, Cuba. the Cape Verde Islands,
Porto Rico, Mexico. Ecuador. Chile. Para guay, Argentine. Uruguay, and many more
places. Portuguese in Portuguese \Vest
Africa and Spaniards in Spain also hear
the broadcasts and write their commendation. ti) NBC.
In addition to a radiator antenna.
\W3XAi. operates two directional beam
antennae. one for Europe and the other for
South and Central America. The directional antennae concentrate the power behind the wave upon the region for which
the broadcasts have been prepared. The
best sustaining programs of both the NBC Red and the NBC -Blue Networks in the
United States, as well as specially prepared
programs, are broadcast by the short -wave
station.
Please say you saw it
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New Model T -3

M ICROPHONE
Makes Decided Hit
for

Admired

for

praised

beauty and
performance

Tilting
head
everywhere.
permita directional or nondirectional
plete with

position.

Com-

interchangeable
plug and socket connector.

List

Price S2S.00

ASTATIC MICROPHONE
LABORATORY, INC.
Dept.

i.e

.

Youngstown.

O.

L.cen...d p.,,lnr Bru..] De...moment Co. Patent.

DON' T BUY !
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Radio Tubes, Parts or Equipment
until you bave sent for our
o
confidential Wholesale
Catalog. Lowest pr,ces. To ove that. send for our
latest fall bulletin and compare o
..ose el Annie.. Fastest owing M.d Order aevan"
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The HK -54 200

Watt

Xmitter

Traitor Light

Smuts

Signalling

Screen voltages are obtained with dropping resistors, 100,000 ohms for the oscillator and 20,000 for the buffer- doubler.

U. S. ARMY
SIGNAL CORPS LAMP
Uncle Sam about 525.00.
Your cost complete for only $2.50
F.O.B. N. Y.
Cost

Camp

Barn

Yard

A uto.

Light

Bias

5250

181ós.)

Night

The Lamp of 100 uses -for tractors, trailer
camps, night sports, police emergency trucks.
day and night scout signalling, farm -yard lighting, window lighting, night club spotlights, etc.
Has a day range of 1 to 6 kilometers and a
night range of 3 to 10 kilometers (Note: a kilometer is equivalent to 3,281 feet or 3/5 of a
mile 1.
May be quickly and easily set up for use. May
be operated from four dry cell batteries or from
a six volt storage battery or from a small bell
ringing transformer, or may be plugged into
any radio set using 6.3 tubes.
Finished in Army Olive Drab Enamel. Has a
12" genuine silver plated reflector. Packed in
a portable wooden carrying case 22." long, 12"
high and 13'4" wide, with hinged cover, hasp and
metal carrying handles. Every case contains
weatherproof extension cord and plug, 4 extra
bulbs, telegraph signalling key (valued at over
81.00) and 16 page U.S. Army illustrated Instruction Manual.
Write for 8 -page catalog describing
many other BIG VALUES

Lighting

Truck

Trailer

(Shipping
weight

350

Greenwich St.,

J 'ly Creed ..
I

.

YOU specialized personal senke of genuine salue that is not 111011 ble from other jobbers.
Tu finance all my time sales myself so that I can
sell all receivers. transmitters. and parts to you
on terns arranged to suit you with less interest

To give

lost.

TO lake your equipment in trade at
fair value.
TO allow you to try any recelser for ten days
without obligation and to cooperate with you in
every s'ay 1 can to see that soit are entirely
sat lsded.

Alleys

Trailer Lamp

Dept. S -6

New York City

HOTEL DRAKE
SOUTH CAROLINA
AT

Receiver
Price
NC8OX and NC81X.$99.00

Payment Payments
$6.99
$19.80

129.00

25.80

9.11

RUE -69
151.20
Besting 14AX
99.00
The NEW Sky Buddy 29.50

30.24

10.69

19.80
5.90

6.99
2.08

Champion
49.50
9.90
3.49
Challenger II
77.00
15.40
5.44
Super Skyrider
99.00
19.80
6.99
Also Super Pro, ACR -III, PRIS, HRO, others.
Similar terns on parser. RCA. RSIE. Teoteo
Sky
Sky

transmitters and Progressive. Utah, Stamm.. All
Star kits.

AVENUE

PACIFIC

ATLANTIC CITY,
NEW JERSEY

Compare Bob Henry's Terms with Others
Model and
lash
Doun 12 Monthly

NCIOIX

Bowling

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS

&

Camp

-

European Plan Hotel
Moderate
Rates
150 Outside Rooms Beautifully Furnished
Convenient to
Piers, Theaters and Churches
Also Bus and Railroad Depot
Garage Accommodations.

All

orders and Inquiries attended to by Rob
Henry, OSAKA; active atnatenr for fourteen
Llaars; graduate E.E. front M.I.T.: nutter of
Henry Radio Shop selling amateur supplies for
ten years. Your inquiries Incited.

For Literature and Rates, Address

HENRY RADIO SHOP

W. GRAHAM FERRY, Mgr.

Z31

North Main Street, Butler, Missouri

-

CABINETS
CHASSIS
PANELS & CANS
STANDARD SIZES ON HAND
SPECIAL SIZES MADE TO ORDER
KORROL RADIO PRODUCTS CO.
350 Greenwich St.
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Dept. S -6

New York

City

(Continued from page 101)
sistor the are over- driving the buffer doubler. If desired a smaller tube such as
the 6F6 or the 41 may be used in place of
the 6L6 oscillator. Or the grid tap on the
oscillator tank may be taken off at the
lower end of the coil (nearer the B plus
end) in order to reduce output.

A 2 FT.SLIDE RULE!
Big Divisions; Easy to Read:
Accurate! Features f the new
APEX slide rule. Dia. of Dlrular Metal Slide Rule is 8li rr.
e
ate is 25" long. insureg
higa
See
racy readings.
large a clear
ale
opposite.
Price, with Instructions. prepaid $5.00. Satisfaction guar.
anteed.
privet meta
slide
Special
32.00.
.

im.

and struruons.
oe
DATAPRINT CO.

Box 322a.

Ramsey.
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Considerations

Bias for the first two stages is a combination of cathode and grid resistors. This
combination is logical because there is less
danger of damaging the tubes during tuneup ; the plate current falls to a safe value
when excitation is removed. In the final
amplifier we have also used a combination
bias arrangement. Fixed bias is supplied by
the 45 volt battery and the automatic bias
by the 5,000 ohm grid resistor. The 54 has
high enough amplification factor to permit
45 volts to bring the plate current to a very
low value when excitation is removed. If
the buffer -doubler is keyed. instead of the
final, the battery bias should be increased
to the point of plate current cut -off.
Only one meter is used for all stages.
Jacks are provided on the panel for each
circuit that requires metering. If this systern is followed be sure that the final plate
jack is well insulated because it has full
plate voltage on it and the panel is grounded. Also keep your fingers away from the
jack, because you are only flirting with
the angels if you touch it!
High voltage is obtained from a separate
unit which can be placed in back of the
R.F. chassis. Built on an 8 x 17 x 2 inch
chassis this unit includes the plate transformer, the filter choke, filter condenser
and the 866's, with their filament transformer. The high voltage transformer delivers 1250 volts at 250 mils. This is low
voltage for the 54 but results in 150 watts
output. Voltages -up to 2000 may be safely
applied to the 54 with a great increase in
power output. It is a cinch to make this
little 54 give up 210 watts with no sign
of strain. If the higher voltage is employed
WC suggest all tuning-up be done at lower
voltage. These little tubes will take it, but
when a maladjustment is made if for only
a moment, with 2000 volts on the plate, it
is almost a certainty that the momentary
input, which is nearly all dissipated by the
plate, will run up to a half kw. and over.
This is too much for even the largest tubes
to stand, much less the little ones.
10 to 80

Meter Range

This transmitter will operate with good
efficiency on all bands from 80 to 10 meters.
The output, of course, depends on the plate
voltage of the final amplifier. For four band operation, three crystals are necessary
-one for each of the three lowest frequency bands. This allows the choice of
two frequencies in all but the highest fre-

quency band.
As for antennas we suggest that the reader refer to past articles for there is not
space enough for complete details. We
might say though, that the doublet is about
the best for general operation.
List of Parts
HAMMARLUND (Condensers, Chokes, etc.)
1

-100 mmf. APC- 100 -for mounting in oscillator

forni
1-coil200 -mmf.
1- 100 -mmf.

MC.200.M variable cond.
split -stator cond. MTC -100 -B
(Continued on page 121)
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"Seeing" with Electrons
Continued jrmu page 97)
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A, reflection and refraction of electron beams
by charged screens. B, wire screen electron
lens; with S -1 positive, lens will converge ray,
if S -I is negative, ray is diverged. C, converging electron lens constructed of two ring electrodes. D, electron lens as used in oscilloscopes.
E,
electron image tube using electrostatic

focusing. F, modification of electrodes in second electron lens and consequent change in
field. G, how path of an electron through a
series of equi- potential lines is plotted. H,
electron image forming system.
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It has been known for many years that
electrons will penetrate thin films of metal
and, in fact, tubes have been constructed
in which the electrons have been projected
through a foil window into the outside air.
It may be feasible to use such an arrangement in conjunction with an electron optical system, to examine materials which
could not stand the low pressure within
a vacuum tube. Due to the magnifying and
resolving power of such a device, it seems
reasonable to suppose that it would be of
value in the study of small bodies, such as
R erne.

for

Designed

the Job!

COMPLETE
KIT
(Less Tubes)

Nothing Efae
to Buy

SUPER-HET PERFORM 1\CE

1

J/ I

CO
T.oE

P. A. TUNER

obvious.

%

/n
II

varied over wide limits. If an infra -reel
image is used to illuminate the photosensitive surface, then a visible image corresponding in every way to the original
one is formed at the screen. The ability of
infra -red rays to penetrate fog and smoke
is well known and so the applications of
such an electron optical system will be

Modern Television Systems Use Electron Optics
Apart from these future developments,
electron optical systems are of great value
at the present time. Almost every modern
television system uses electron optical devices at the transmitter and at the receiver.
In the receiving tube, where a small but
intense spot of light must be formed, electron lenses are used to form an image of
an aperture illuminated with electrons
emitted by a heated cathode. In one type
of transmitting tube, an electron image of
an optical image is formed. In the former
device, electrostatic and magnetic lenses
are both extensively used, while in the
latter, a magnetic lens is preferred. The
electron lenses in a receiver tube are designed to produce a spot at the screen as
small as, if not smaller than, the object.
In most practical cases it is the aberrations
of the system rather than the refractive
power of the lens which limits the size of
the spot.
In an effort to reduce the aberrations of
the systems, arrangements of electrodes are
used so that electrostatic lines of force
passing from one electrode to the next arc
nearly parallel to the axis of the system.
Furthermore, these lines of force do not
change their direction abruptly ; but rather
"flow" in gradual curves. In practice, it
can be assumed that the electrons are refracted by a series of spherical surfaces.
The index of refraction of the electron lens
varies continuously along a considerable
distance. The velocity of an electron is a
function of the square root of the potential
existing at any point in its path, and so the
refractive index of an electron lens is proportional to the ratio of the square roots of
the potentials applied to the electrodes of
the system.
Before the properties of an electron lens
can be computed, it is necessary to know
the distribution of the electrostatic field.
It is exceedingly difficult to derive an expression showing this distribution by theoretical means. Therefore, experimental
methods are always used to obtain what is
known as an equi- potential line plot of the
system. An emu-potential line is one which
joins all points in the lens space which
have the same potential with respect to
electrodes. Actually, of course, the distribution can be better expressed in the
form of equi- potential surfaces. but as the
systems are always symmetric, then a cross section of the surface or equi- potential line
is satisfactory. If an electron lens is to be
(Continued on page 110)
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mathematician and physicist combined with
the knowledge and dexterity of the experimentalist. Unlike many other branches
of science, the end is just as interesting and
absorbing as the means. The ways in which
electron optical systems may eventually
be used are almost unlimited.
In the preceding paragraphs we have
mentioned that infra -red rays can pass
easily through fog and smoke and also
that these rays can be converted into electron images and amplified and then transformed into visible light. What a wonderful
aid to navigation this device could be Rock
salt lenses could be used to focus an infrared image on the photo-sensitive surface
and the amplification could be so large
that obstacles could be detected from considerable distances. Such a system might
even be used in the art of communication. perhaps infra -red rays will be the
eventual television carrier.
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The magnifying, amplifying and resolving power of electron optical instruments
presage their wide- spread use in astronomical fields. Their ability to convert infra -red
and ultra -violet light into visible light will
be invaluable in the study of the stars. No
longer need photographic plates be exposed
for hours to detect far distant suns. Gone
will be the practice of staring into eye
pieces for a faintly luminous clot in a
black sky.
in the field of microscopy, electron microscopes will open new worlds which are
far beyond the reach of conventional instruments. Already a great deal has been
learned about the structure of emitting
surfaces, such as the cathodes employed in
the construction of radio tubes. Information such as this can be obtained in no
other way. The same methods can be applied to the study of the surface structure
of various materials and the "electron
pictures" of these surfaces are invaluable.
it is only reasonable to suppose that the
electron optical examination of materials
will be still further extended and we can
expect much from the knowledge so gained
in the fields of metallurgy and physical

Y.

completely determined, many hundreds of
these lines must he found. The lines of
force are at right -angles to the equipotential lines, and so the electrons arc
accelerated at right -angles to the direction
of the equi- potential lines. The force
exerted by the field is proportional to the
voltage, while centrifugal force will tend
t, prevent the deflection of the electrons
by the field. The path of the electrons
through the whole electron lens can he
computed step by step in ternis of the
deflection at each equi- potential line. Other
means. however. have been developed which
are shorter and more convenient for the
various types of systems. although of
course, the more complex method must be
resorted to in many cases.
in general, the design of electron optical
systems is one of the most fascinating subjects that one can imagine. The art is a
blend of the science and skill of the
Please say you saw

it
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electron microscopes can be invaluable to
medicine. The magnification and resolving
power of the instrument may be put to
good account in the search for new drugs
and medicines. and for the fundamental
secrets of disease. Even the secrets of life
itself may he revealed by the use of an
instrument which is basically capable of
probing the structure of the chromosomes
and the genes.
The amplifying ability of the electron
image tube may be turned to good uses
in many fields. For instance, one of the
tubes might be used in conjunction with a
motion picture camera. The intense image
formed by the tube would make the huge
lights now used on motion picture sets
unnecessary.
The uses of electron optical principles
are by no means all in the future, however.
We have already mentioned the fact that
present -day television systems utilize electron optical devices. The application of
these principles can be broadened still further. They can be used in the design of
radio tubes. both amplifiers and oscillators.
One of the more familiar of the former
types is the well known beam power tube
Which ably demonstrates the advantages of
such design. Tubes having negative resistance characteristics have been constructed
and are remarkable for their efficiency
and stability.

Courtesy American. Television Institute,
Inc,
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Hints

the Facsimile Experimenter

For

(Continued from page 89)
grams -can be readily used; the fluctuations in the plate voltage of an audio
amplifier output tube in a receiver (50 to
200 volts) being sufficient to record satis-

factorily.
Another system of interest to the facsimile experimenter employs a neon crater
tube as one of the diagrams shows, this
being modulated by the picture
signal. The fluctuations in the light beam
from the crater tube are passed through a
tapered quartz rod. The tube and its stylus
rod is moved along on a carriage so as to
tube
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Diagram for corone type recorder shown at top. Below-recording on photo -sensitive pape
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give 60 to 100 lines per inch definition on a
rotating cylinder covered with photosensitive paper such as Velox or Azo.
One of the systems developed by Captain
Ranger is also shown and here a jet of
vaporized ink is modulated by a magnetically operated valve as the drawing
shows. In one of these systems, an ordinary
paper is used and the ink jet causes a line
of fluctuating width to be recorded on the
moving paper. An ordinary throat spray
atomizer might he improvised for this purpose by the experimenter, so as to spray a
modulated ink vapor line on the moving
paper. In one of the commercial types of
recorders utilizing this system a piece of
rubber tube connects the atomizer with the
magnetic valve and ink jet. The valve and

for June,
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the recording device is always ready to trace
Established 1919
just before the transmitter and it is likewise then always ready for the synchronizing impulse, which pulls down the magnet
armature and releases the cylinder. LookBands
ing at the diagram we sei that the mod- 10- 20 -40 -80 -160
ulation current is caused to modulate the
53.35.
/Vow
high frequency corona discharge coming
from the Oudin coil, by means of a modulaPa.
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carriage prothreaded rod
or shaft driven by motor and gear. The
paper is moved up the proper distance,
about 1/60 to 1 /100 of an inch per second,
after each passage of the ink jet across it.
A wiring diagram is suggested herewith
in which the corona type recorder is shown
connected with a high- frequency oscillator.
The synchronizing impulses which occur
at the end of each line cause the sensitive
relay to close the circuit to the release
magnet and the cylinder starts rotating
a
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the Facsimile Experimenter
((

onrfed /rol,

tion transformer connected in the plate
-' rcuit of the oscillator tube. The values of
7ite. R.F. chokes and the resistors shown
In the diagrams of the oscillator tube can
ary over a wide range, and they will vary
Lo with the type of tube used. The Oudin
-nil may be an ordinary broadcast tuning
ductance, or preferably one having more
urns of secondary wire on it than the usual
broadcast coil. The primary of the coil is
tuned by a variable condenser to get maximum corona at the stylus point. (A phonograph needle will serve.)
When the armature is attracted it incidentally closes a circuit (including a condenser) across the winding of the sensitive
relay in the audio output tube of the receiver (to absorb any inductive surge).
The facsimile images arc now being sent
out on the regular broadcast frequencies
and an ordinary broadcast type receiver can
be used for this purpose, the recording
device being connected in the place of the
loudspeaker. The facsimile signal sounds
like a low frequency note of fluctuating
pitch ii listened to on a speaker or a pair
of phones.
Some experimenters may want to try
e recording of facsimile images with an
ordinary disc -type phonograph, and one of
the sketches shows an idea of how to rig
-ugh :, ', t -up. The synchronizing impulses

rage

(using

)

primary sensitive type relay)

a

the release magnet to release the
turntable each time such a pulse is received
from the transmitter. As mentioned before,
the speed of the turntable is regulated to
be slightly faster than the required speed, so
that the turntable is always ready for the
synchronizing signal and ready to start on
cause

its next revolution. The carriage carrying
the stylus, of whatever type you determine
to try'. may be carried across the turntable
by means of a 100 thread to the inch shaft.
rotated by mitre gears as shown in the
picture.
This threaded shaft could also be rotated
by a small motor ii desired. It is a good
idea to slit the stylus block as shown, arranging a hinge at one end or else simply
mounting springs on the split block, which
will enable the operator to quickly release
the block from the threaded shaft and slide
it back to the starting position.

CORRECTION NOTICE

With regard to the article entitled-"A 3
for 5 Receiver," appearing on page 688 of
the April issue, the condenser used for bypassing the R.F. choke in the power supply.
"C -10," should have a value of about .002
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One method of feeding paper roll, line by line, is shown at Fig. 3A. 3B shows how stylus is
arranged in Finch recorder.
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for faithful reproduction of any short -wave
or broadcast program received.
How such a crystal looks is shown in
a
for
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Fig.
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Wedge- Shaped Crystal
(Continued from page 77)
Frenchman discovered something else. He
found that tuning circuits equipped with
''cockeyed" crystals. or more precisely described, with crystals of wedge shape, retain
their selective properties. The sides of their
selectivity curve are as steep as customary
but instead of producing a very sharp and
narrow pass -band, a remarkable broad
pass -band results. Despite the extreme
selectivity the lowest pipe of the organ
as well as the highest soprano voice is reproduced by the radio receiver (see Fig. 1).
The whole trick consists of the discovery
that wedge- shaped crystals do not resonate
at a single sharply- defined frequency, but in
a band of a great many closely related frequencies. See Fig. 2. Or said in other
words; wedge- shaped crystals operate like
a great number of separate crystals. Such
a crystal resonates. as demonstrated in
Fig. 2, on a great number of inner -chained
frequencies, and as result a resonance -curve
is obtained which is broad on its head (see
Fig. 3), but has steep sides, which reject
the most powerful station on an adjacent
channel.
And now sianething else of interest. The
more precisely dewidth of this head
scribed-of the pass -band obtained. depends on the thickness at both ends of the

-or

crystal. \ \'hat this involves is demonstrated
in Fig. 4. If the thickness of the crystal
on side "A :' is the determining factor for
the oscillation -frequency Fl, and the thickness of the crystal on side "B" is the determining factor for the frequency of oscillation F2, then the crystal oscillates at all
frequencies between Fl and F2. as shown
in detail in Fig. 2 (or in outline in Fig. 3).
Thus by choice of suitable crystals of
wedge -shape one can produce a pass -band
of any width desired. in our case a bandwidth of 10 kc. (10,000 cycles) should be
sufficient to satisfy the average demand
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fifty/ 10¢publieations featuring construction
of the most popular short-ware reeeire s and transmitters
THESE puhlieal ion, are large primed sheets Win h as to age in size about
115.17% the maim ity of them printed on both sides. All have photographic
reproductions of the complete project, as well as detail illustrations. In
addition, there are complete wiring diagrams and various technical details to
assist the experimenter and builder in constructing the net.
Full parts lists are always given, and the printed text runs anywhere from
500 to 3.0(10 words. depending on the complexity of the radio receiver.
ALL RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS ARE STRICTLY UP -TO -DATE'
THERE ARE NO ANTIQUES OR OUT -OF -DATE PUBLICATIONS IN THIS
LIST. These projects are particularly valuable to the experimenter and contractor who builds "his own". Indeed, the 50 publications shown on this page
epresent the cream of recent radio construction by the muter radio builders

SPECIAL OFFER.

of America.

Design.: of this kind usually are bold for 2-ie to $1. 40 apiece, and
frequently you do not get half the technical information we give you.
Remember, for the ridiculously low price, of 10c you can now buy
complete
radio design with photographic reproductions, wiring diagrams. and full
technical description making it possible to build each radio project In question.
Please order each project by its serial number, and use the special coupon
on this page. We accept money orders, cash, checks or new U.S. stamps
ono
foreign stamps or currency accepted.) If you send cash or stamps register your
letter gainst possible loss.
THEa PUBLISHERS OF "SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION" WILL REFUND
YOUR MONEY INSTANTLY IF YOU ARE NOT FULLY SATISFIED WITH
ANY ONE OF THE PROJECTS.

TIME T ER PRICE 2WILL

BES$1

00,LA SAVING OF 20c.

COMPLETE LIST OF ¡Oc PUBLICATIONS
BAND
RECEIVER.

HOW TO BUILD THE SWITCH
-2
A low -cost receiver for 6 volt battery or A.C. opetral let
which
ables the short -wave fan to hear st¡ tons in all
pans of the world
No.
HOW TO MAKE A 2.TUBE RECEIVER FOR THE
BEGINNER. This receiver consists of detector and Iwo

HOW TO MAKE A REAL 5 -METER SUPERH ET. Thi,

cite(ult' designed It...1 er for ultra stort

a,
r
yep.
employs a straightforward circuit. Careful placement and high quality parts insure tine results
No. 17
HOW TO BUILD THE 2 -VOLT SUPER DX -4. This
superhet, though small in aine is big in performance.
Using hater' type tubes, It features continuous band spread, and automatic volume control, which may be rut
in or out as desired
No. IS
HOW TO MAKE THE ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCY
WIZARDS. This is a first -class 5 -meter super- regenerative receiver, using acorn tubes in the R.F. and detector
stages. The other tubes are of the n
type. The use
of the acorn tubes insures exceptionally fine results. No. 19
HOW TO BUILD A HIGHGAIN METALTUBE RECEIVER. This little receiver is a real performer. tuning
front Ili-200 meters. Cont Dittoes band- spread is provided.
No. 20

1

audio stages. A double purpose tube in used to a cure
the 2 audio Magee. Tubes are for t% volt battery operation.
No. 2
HOW TO MAKE THE PORTABLE SUPERHET 4.
An ace all-wave euperhel for battery operation. This
receiver features band -spread and has a built - in brat

oscillator.
No. 3
HOW TO BUILD A 4 -BAND 3 -TUBE SUPERHET.
A 3 -tube receiver giving 4 -Tube results. Rack and panel
type construction is employed. It has a regenerative
detector
No. 4
HOW TO MAKE A FIXEDBAND 8 -TUBE SUPERHET.
This short -wave "fan" receiver lunes over a wide band
of frequencies without coil switching or changing. It's
a real performer. It operates directly from 110 V. A.('
second

and bee band- spread
No. 5
HOW TO BUILD A 5 -TUBE SUPERHET FOR FAN
AND HAM. A sure -fire receiver for all short -wave c
thus lasts. It uses plug -in coils and Iron core LF.
transformers which a sure plenty of gain
No. 6
HOW TO MAKE A TWINPENTODE RECEIVER,
This receiver, especially designed for the beginner, employs but one dual purpose tube which gives results
equivalent to a 2 -tube receiver. It is for 2 -volt battery
operation with headphones
No. 7
HOW TO BUILD AN EFFECTIVE SHORT WAVE
PRESELECTOR. A signal- booster that will greatly Improve reception on any short -wav'e super. It employ's two
6K7 tubes in parallel in a highly efficient cirmdt In
which both input and output are tuned
No. 8
HOW TO BUILD A REGENERATIVE 2- TUBER, This
unusual receiver has the tickler coil In the s
n grid
circuit of the detector. The receiver tunes from 9 -270
ureters; band- spread is included: stet at or glass tubes
may be employed
No. 9
HOW TO MAKE THE S.W.&T. COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER. An unusually line revels er for the critical

Ham and Fen. ineortorating many exceptional features.
H general ion Is employed in the first detector stage
which makes use of an acorn tube. The receiver also
incorporates a noise -control circuit, variable selectivity
control and a tuning meter
No. 10
HOW TO MAKE A BAND -SWITCHING 2 -VOLT RECEIVER. This fine receiver for battery operation
ploys a band-ass itching arrangement, enabling the bulkier to tune front I6 -550 meters by flipping a switch. No. II
HOW TO BUILT THE MULTI -BAND 2 RECEIVER,
A receiver for the short -wave beginner. It has a remarkable tuning range of 24 -275 meters with band spread on all bands. I lug-in coils are used and complete
data for an A.C. power supply is given
No. 12
HOW TO MAKE THE VS -5 METAL TUBE SUPER HET. This complete all -wave receiver boasts. anima
other things. variable selectivity. metal tubes. AVC and
The
tuning
range is
band -spread.
from
17 -550
meters.
No. 13
HOW TO BUILD A BEGINNERS 2 -TUBE SUPER. A
simplified uperhet using 2 volt batter tubes which is
just the thing for the beginner. It employs plug-in
coils
which
cover
a
tuning range from
15 -200
meters.
No. 14
HOW TO MAKE A T.R.F. -3 FAN RECEIVER. This is
an all -around receiver employing 2 volt tubes. A T.R.F.
stage ahead of the regenerative detector insures good
selectivity and sensitivity. Band -spread is provided by
a
two-speed dial
No. 15
HOW TO BUILD THE FORTY- NINER
RECEIVER
FOR LEAN PURSES. This novel receiver features a
space- charge detector and requires only 12 volta of B
battery. It us s 2.19 tubes which r
be operated front
any 2 t , At lottr-- _.
_.
No. 16

-A

I'

i

-

t ion

HOW TO BUILD THE WORLD -WIDE 10 -METER
CONVERTER. Many enthusiastic ieports have been received from the builders of this unit. which may be
attached to your present receiver for picking up 10 meter
signals from all parts of the world. Only 2 -tubes
e
used.

No. a21

HOW TO BUILD A DE LUXE 3- TUBER. This is the
receiver for the Ilan, or Fan who wants a really high
class receiver of simple design. It employs an unusual
band-spreading
dial. The circuit
employing metal
tubes, has a stage of T.R. F. followed by
regenerative
detector and a stage of audio
No. 22
HOW TO BUILD THE OCTODE METAL TUBE-3.
This receiver is capable of excellent performance on
the short waves. It requires only one plug- in coil for
each band a
a
stage of tenoned Il.F. precedes the
detector. It ale,, has an A. F. stage for boosting the
volume to comfortable headphone level
No. 23
HOW TO MAKE THE 3 -1N -I REFLEX SET. A 2 -tuber
giving 4 -tube performance is this receiver mhieh does
its work with a minimum of tubes. .\ 61,7 is used as a
combined R.F. amplifier, detector and first audio stage :
a GI'5 is used as second audio stage
No. 24
HOW TO BUILD THE 100 WATT ORM DODGER
A CON! PA CT 5- NIS:TER TRANSMITTER, This NLO.I'.A.
rig puts on a heft signal and by use of a calibrated
vernier oscillator control will overcome the 0111 problem
on 5 meter.
No. 25
HOW TO BUILD A DE LUXE 5 -METER MOBILE
STATION. -\ really fine M O.I'..t, mobile transmitter
which will work real DX on portable locstlon. It employs five metal tubes
No. 26
HOW TO BUILD THE H -G -M MEDIUM POWER
TRANSMITTER. A crystal control set with an output
of 90 watts. Baud -switching is employed for operation
on the 80, 4n. 20
nd 10 meter Hain hands. it gave
results
mher test
excellent
No. 27
HOW TO MAKE THE 806 ALBAND TRANSMITTER.
An unusual transmitter delivering 400 watts output
front an gat final amplifier. A crystal pen -let oscillator
is used, followed by a driver stage. Real DX has been
worked on 10. 20. 40 and 80 meters oath this smooth
working job
No. 28
HOW TO BUILD A 125 -WATT MODULATOR USING
35T'a. This is an ideal unit for the amateur end will
modulate any transmitter with a power input up to
about 400 watts. .\ total of 10 tubes are used including
the power supply unit
No. 29
.

-

u

HOW

BUILD

THE

-M 150 WATT TRANSMITTER. An unusual crystal oscillator, multiplier with
but one tuned cir,xdt. It uses a pair of 8K3T's in
parallel with a Rl(39 drier. The cast al oscillator
TO

circuit

uses

a

C -O

61,6

No. 30

LONGLINES TRANSMITTER FOR 1METER
TRANSMISSION, AND A COMPANION RECEIVER.
A

A

really special lob

menter.

this

Thy
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t

t

hdem -i:
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HOW TO BUILD A 200 WATT KNITTER WITH
PEN -TET EXCITER. This transmitter sill really go to
town. The use of the l'en -Tet crystal oscillator and
frequency multiplier circuit eliminate.
many headaches from cracked crystals
No. 32
HOW TO BUILD A 10 AND 20 METER TRANSMITTER. A 200 watt transmitter which worked
rldside DX on test. Although compact. it is highly
efficient in the 10 and 20 meter bands. Five tubes are

used.

No. 33

MAKE THE WIZARD
-TUBE 50 -WATT
TRANSMITTER. An amateur, crystal -controlled c.w.
transmitter using the RK20 screen grid pentode. In lasts,
it compares with 230- watters
No. 34
HOW TO MAKE THE "OSCILLODYNE" I TUBE
HOW TO

1

WONDER SET. One of the most sensitive short-wave
designed, employing a really new circuit for the
Battery operated
No. 35
HOW TO MAKE THE "19" TWINPLEX (ONE TUBE
PERFORMS AS TWO) RECEIVER. One of the most.
sensitive 1 -tube Lets ever designed and very popular.
sets

first tune.

No. 36

HOW TO MAKE THE IMPROVED 3 -TUBE DOERLE
SET FOR BATTERY OPERATION. One of the finest of
the Doerle series, by the famous short -wave inventor
No.

NOW TO

37

MAKE THE "GO- GET'EM 2" RECEIVER
2 -tube
circuit

FOR THE BEGINNER. Thus unusual
gives 3 -tube results. Battery operated.

Excellent for
beginners.
No. 38
HOW TO MAKE THE -TUBE ALL -ELECTRIC OSCILLODYNE. This is the famous electrified short -wave remime. Easy to build for little money. Operates on A.C.
1

and

D.0

No. 39

MAKE THE 2 TO 5 METER TWO -TUBE
LOUDSPEAKER SET. This receiver may be aged with
batteries or whir an A.C. power pack. Packs a big
NOW TO

wallop.
No. 40
HOW TO MAKE THE 3 -TUBE BATTERY SHORTWAVE RECEIVER. This receiver was a prize winner in
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. An unusual short-wave receiver.

build
No. 41
BRIEF -CASE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER AND
bat
melee, head set. serial and everything, goes Into
briefcase. Stations from Europe are often received. By Hugo
Gernsback and Clifford E. Denton
NO. 42
NOW TO BUILD THE POCKET SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER. One of the smallest, pocket -size, battery receivers ever designed by Hugo Gernelnck and Clifford
easy

to

THE

HOW TO BUILD IT. So small that the entire set.

E. Denton. A marvelous set that brings in European
stations.
No. 43
NOW TO BUILD THE CIGAR -BOX I -TUBE "CATCH
ALL" RECEIVER. An effective short-way-e battery set
which fits into a small cigar box, insuring high portability
yet great emciency
No. 44
NOW TO BUILD THE "DUAL- WAVE" SHORT -WAVE
BATTERY RECEIVER. With tide set. you esn heat both
ends of radiophone talk. on one set of phones. 1a
other words, you can listen to a ship at sea and the
land station tvmmunicating with it, simultaneously, by
means of this double receiver
No. 45
HOW TO BUILD THE I -TUBE "53" TWINPLEX RECEIVER. The twioplex, although it has only one tube,
works as if it had two. Marvelous in efficiency. USN
either batteries or A.C. power pack for "B" supply.
No.

48

HOW TO BUILD THE PORTABLE MINIDYNE SHORTWAVE BATTERY SET. )'see no aerial, no ground. The
total weight is 3V, lbs. and measures 5r5x6 inches. Meltcontained batteries, tube. condensers, and loop. Highly
sensitive circuit
No. 47
HOW TO BUILD THE HAM -BAND "PEE-WEE" 2TUBER. A dandy receiver with high efficiency and band spread tuning. Works a loudspeaker, yet the entire receiver is no larger than your hand. Works with either
batteries or an A.C. Power park
No. 48
HOW TO BUILD THE DUO- AMPLIDYNE. The ideal
1 -tube
set for the beginner. One of the finest 1 -tube
sets; it really gives 2 -tube performance. Made for better operation. With only ten -foot antenna brings In
the good European stations
No. 49
HOW TO BUILD THE "MONO -COIL 2 ". No more
"plug In" coils. This set eliminates bothersome coils
and is made to cover short -wave hands. Works with
either batteries or A.C. power park
No. 50
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(Continued frnnt pg(.
diswill always be available, regardless of the ohm potentiometers were removed. this
connected the metal covers front ground
type of transmission which is received.
The synchronizing signal separator diode and greatly reduced the capacity of the
it is
operates directly from the output of the resistance elements to the chassis.
be made.
change
this
that
recommended
to
in
order
receiver,
the
diode detector of
The layout of the parts can be seen in
eliminate all coupling condensers in this
circuit. It has been found that such con- the photos. The input leads enter from the
side, near the large end of the C.R. tube
densers invariably assume a charge in proI the front end of the chassis). The 6H6G
portion to the varying average image modulation. This in turn causes the vertical diode synchronizing rectifier and the 76
triode phase inverter are located alongside
sides of the image to vary in shape as the
of each other, directly opposite this input
transmitted signal varies
The diode tulle is biased by the voltage point. The output of the tri(Ide feeds to the
two type 885 tubes. which are on the sides
across the cathode resistor of the triode,
which makes the plate of the diode negative of the chassis at the front end. One side
of the chassis running from front to back is
so that no signal is passed until the cathode
reaches the negative peak of the synchroniz- the high -frequency sweep side, and the other
ing signal. At this voltage, a signal is is the dolt -frequency side.
After the 885 tubes are the two control
passed to the triode. changed in phase and
then fed to a network which separates the resistors which control the plate voltages on
high and low components of the synchron- the thyratron (885) and the input to the
izing pulse. A small inductance blocks the push -pull amplifier. Next contes the first
high frequency impulses and a condenser in type 41 tube and between this and the
-ccond 41 of the P.1'. amplifier is the reseries with the inductance bypasses surges
front the grid circuit. The high frequency sistance- capacity network which reverses
the phase and reduces the input to the second
41 to 1 /mu of the plate signal of the first
41. On the inside, between the second type
41 tubes of the high and low sweep circuits,
are the dual potentiometers of the balanced
centering circuits.
Right in the center of the chassis tyith
the socket mounted ((ii a U- shaped strip
aluminum, is the cathode -ray televi -i. al
type 54 -9 -T. The front
receiving tube
end of this tube rests in a cradle having a
5 inch semi- circular cut -out and a tape strap
to hold the tube in place.
Under the chassis arc the various condensers and resistors and the 1/2 hy. choke
These may be seen in the photo.
The leads which carry high voltage, the
positive sicle of the 71111 volt supply and the
negative side of the 2400 volt supply are
passed through heavy rubber grommets
which aid the insulation of the wire and
prevent chafing tvhe'rc the wires pass
through the metal.
This chassis (the video chassis) is mad,
of aluminum instead of the sheet iron which
tuas used for the other two chassis.

FOUNDATION KITS
HAMMARLUND "foundation kite" provide a new method of set building.
No drilling, compact, economical, and

more efficient. Each kit contains all the
necessary hardware for modern construction. Send for details on this 100 to 300

watt amplifier.
HANMARLUND
020
I

I

MFG. CO..
West 33 St.. N. Y. City
eni data on "foundation Rita'.
.

Name

-a

Front and top views of sweep circuit- cathoderay tube chassis.

the plate of the
triode, while the low frequency pulses are
taken from the remote side of the 1/2 -hy.
choke. Difficulty was encountered in obtaining a 2 hy. choke for the model and a 1 hy.
unit had to he taken and half the core laminations removed to lower the inductance.
The saine procedure can be used by other
pulses are

taken from

builders.
It must be remembered that a voltage
of some 3.000 is used on the cathode -ray
tube and this voltage is dangerous! Turn
off the current before making any adjustments
or changes. Remember that the insulation
at all points must he adequate to prevent
breakdown with the full supply voltage.
This is especially true of those portions of
the circuit at or near the cathode of the
C.R. tube.
Secondly, the input to the 885 tubes must
of necessity be a high impedance circuit
and all precautions must be taken to keep
the capacity of wires and resistors in these
input circuits at a minimum. It was found
that if the metal front plates of the 15,000

for June,
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Controls Are Simple
The controls which appear on the iront
of the chassis are the bias control of the type
6Htil; synchronizing tube, the input potentiometers of the type 885 tubes and the
0.5 naeg. focussing potentiometer of the voltage divider for the C.R. tube.
The .0006 lid. condenser and the 0.1 inf.
condenser which are connected between the
plate and cathode of the type 885 tubes
control the frequency of the sweeps for high
and low frequency scanning. respectively.
These two condensers are correct for the
standard 441 line images, 30 frames. interlaced. which are now being transmitted.
It the receiver is to he used for other picture
definitions or a different number of frames.
these condensers will have to be changed

accordingly.

iront their sockets and turn on

After a minute a greenish spot
should appear on the end of the C.R. tube.
Adjust this by means of the various controls on the front and top of the chassis
to a small half- brilliant clot and center it by
means of the centering controls.
(Continued on following page)
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COLO SHIELD

PRODUCTS
Dept. 5.6. 350 Greenwich St.
New York City

WORLD'S GREATEST

alla toured

ELECTRIC TOOL
DRILLS-GRINDS -SANDS -SAWS
POLISHES

-

flu, us..

SHARPENS

-

CARVES

5V.!I Z 111.KC'11ur Toul. P. the
handiest. most useful poser tool ever
made. Not
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equally effet., for
ßaÌ rugged
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both power
work.
through
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ends
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socket AAC
DS'C.
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vol
('buck l.N inch rapacit,>. Rail ilu an ,, thrust. l'owfight In Gold,"
lrful. trille -genres motor. Wortbi Its
.STANDARD 51DDE1, with
role i r liamly
uni h^IKe1 n s 50 ddiffercol ear cordes. Instantly
rchaoK>eanlei.ii `pe,inl lotne.lurWry el'eice fur limited
Acs
Dry outfit .Value $2) Includes et of drills,
rnung
' ndInK disco
mt $.e
, as Inrn g 'inter.
F'heels,
heel, carvbIX ó0r, etc.
stunted blvab, epolshlnK
'RF1. with each outfit' ordered NOW. We pay postage on
all nhl on,ents, will and t'.O.D. if .IesirW.
10 -DAY TRIAL MONEY SACK GUARANTEE
pecti l "2- SPE:E:1g" MODEL combines Normal Speed
s 200 accessories)
..1 High speed In one u fit
implete, with same accessory outfit
SN.115
value 52, FREE:.
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Operation of the Set
Do not connect the input to the receiver.
yet. and before turning on the current, set
the sliders on all the control resistors to the
center of their scales. Next, remove the two
885 tubes
the power.

STURDY BINDERS
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FREEin
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1

PARAMOUNT PROD. CO.
Dept. 6.5W. 4E W. 45th St.,

New York

115

Next insert the 885 tubes, which should
cause the dot of light to become an oblong
of green on the end of the tube. Further
adjust this until the length is about
longer than the height : recenter the oblong
and adjust the brilliance to about half its full
value. Do not make the raster too bright
as the tube may be burned and the images
will not be well modulated.
Finally- connect the input of the video
chassis to the video receiver. A note at this
point is necessary. Since the lower terminal
on the video chassis input is not connected
to the chassis, the video chassis must not
be connected to the receiver chassis. These
two chassis must be insulated from each
other.
Do not become careless -use all precautions

All abord the

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE
OF THE LEAGUE
The SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE was
founded in 1930. Honorary Directors are as
A

follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest, John L. Reinartz, D.
E. Replogle, Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset.
Baron Manfred von Ardenne, Hugo Gernsback, Executive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the promotion of the short wave art. There are
no dues, no fees, no initiations, in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes any
money from it; no one derives any salary.
The only income which the LEAGUE has 1s
from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet
setting forth the LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of
3c stamp to cover
postage.

As
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to cover cost.
SNORT WAVE SSENTIALS LISTED IN OPPOSITE
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cannot be
bought
by
anyone
unless
he has
already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE or signs
the
(which
blank
below
automatically
enrolls
hint as
member, always provided that he is
short wave experimenter,
short wave fan, radio
engineer, radio student. etc.).
Inasmuch
the
LEAGUE Is international.
it
makes
no difference
whether you
are
citizen of the United States or any other coon
try. The LEAGUE L open to all.
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utters

The finest device of its kind published. The
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heavy
hoard is divided intomap on
sections.
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you
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the exact time In ray
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World and Station Finder.
Prepaid
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LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
C

-2óe

each

LEAGUE SEALS

SOLAR (Condensers)
Oil -filled condenser, .25 mf., 3000 volts, XL1

-

0 25

13--Paper condensers,
2

E -35e each

u.,. beautiful button
made
haul enamel in four i tors,
white, nblue and gold. It reä.
three quarters of

0.1 inf.. 600 V.. S -0240
Dual 8 -8 mf. electrolytic condensers, 500 V.,

D-820
2- -Mica condensers, .0001 mf., 1000 V., XB -1 -31
6 Mica condensers, .025 mf., 1000 V., XB -1.125
1- -Mica condenser, .001 mf., 1000 V., XB -1.21
I- -Mica condenser, .01 mf., 1000 V., XB -1 -11
-Paper condenser, .5 mf., 600 V.. S -0265
Mica condenser, .0006 mf., 1000 V. (5% tor.

s
inch In
hut.
Byewearingvithis
it
Ill give you g
essiionaÌ air. Made in broom.
filled, of plated. lust
beIdseen to be appreciated.

ie
diameter.
liam
profton,

and
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for 25
`a three 6-SHORT
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Prepaid

35C
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Hudson St..

Neu York.

1
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1
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1
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-.025 nit. mica

SNORT WAVE LEAGUE.
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-io, Hudson Street. New York, N. Y.
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am
member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
El Please
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y
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ap lw'Aio
for membership
Please send
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e ave essential. a
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AC_

W.tVF. Map
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1

1

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
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of the World

1

Application for Membership
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a

F -SNORT

1

1
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I consider myself belonging to the following class
(put
correct space): Short Wave Experimenter OnShor
Wg e
Fan
Radio
Hngineerr
Student
I own the following radio equipment:

each

1

1
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE.
99.101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
I. the undersigned. herewith desire to apply for
membership In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In Joining the LEAGUE I understand that I am not
d
for membership and that there are no dues and no fees
of any kind. I pledge ml-self to abide by all the rules
and regulations of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE.
which rules you are to send to me on receipt of this

be

SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD

1

If you wish
r
engraved
the Free
bership certificate, gas ñeastrated above. please memsein!
25c

Is
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I.R.C. (Resistors)
Type CS potentiometer, 0.4 meg. screwdriver
control
- Type 14 -118 potentiometers, 15,000 ohms (with
front plate removed. per description)
2.
-Type CS potentiometers, 4 reg. screwdriver
control
-- -Type CS potentiometers, 4 meg. with shafts
tor knobs
2 -Type
CS potentiometers, 0.5 stieg. screwdriver control
-Type 11 -133 potentiometer, 0.5 meg. with
shaft for knob
I- -Type 11.114 potentiometer 5,000 Olims screwdriver control
2---Type CD -CS dual potentiometers, 4 meg.
screwdriver control
I- Resistor, 10.000 ohms, watt
-- Resistor, 25.000 ohms, watt
2- -Resistors, 0.25 meg.,
watt
2 -Resistors, 0.1 meg..
watt
2- -Resistors, 1 meg 2 watts
4-- Resistors. 50,000 ohms. 2 watts
2 - Resistors, t meg., I watt
I
-Resistor, 15,000 ohms.
watt
4
Resistors. 5 megs., 1 watt
2 - Resistors, 0.2 meg., I watt
4
Resistors. 2.000 ohms, 2 watts
-Resistor. 6.000 ohms,
watt
-Resistors, 0.5 meg., 2 watt:
I
-Resistor, 3,000 ohms. ' watts
4 -Resistors, 400 ohms, 20 watts
4 -Resistors, 8,000 ohms, 20 watts
4 -- Resistors, 24.000 ohms, 20 watts
4 -Resistors, 20.000 ohms, 20 watts

r.,

G U

100 th'r 100

on

Isolantite sockets

1

Wr.,{0..... W Slat 'Ise tip.

discount.

glazed

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORP.
d henry choke, type PC 8

Short 'hut Cragur

preferential

t -SHORT
l:.t
i,

-50e

lashed.

8-prong octal Isolantite socket
1-- 7'prong Isolantite socket
-- -Type APC.5O 3 -50 puni. midget variable con -

a.9.o1IIw-y

letterhead
letterhead

for members'

The letterhead
also absolutely
essential when writing for verification to radio stations either
here or abroad. ft automatically
given you a professional standing.

1

4

official

designed

WORLD GLOBE
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-5 -prong

been

ohmes
is ` invaluablee when it
necessary to deal with the radio
industry. mail
houses any
radio
actureers,
fni
houses offer members
the

This

Type 6116G tube
Type 7i tube
Type 41 tube,

1

beautiful,

A

r st,,d..
It is an t for evertä in denIn diameter.
,printed in fifteen colors,

tube

RAYTHEON

are

when buying radio merchandise from
who have agreed to allow lower
SHORT W'AV'E LEAGUE Members.

Every member of the SNORT WAVE LEAGUE wants to
himself in some way. For your convenience the
Lidentify
eague directors
suitable
lapel
buttons. stickers, tc. In addition there letereas,
are many shortwave accessories.
h a
maps. globes. etc., which the
League
oly t0 members at special prices.
Take
your
this
THESE ESSENTIALS

A

List of Parts
MONT LABS., INC.

Du

enrolled as a member, a
beautiful certificate with the LEAGUE'S seal will
be sent to you, provided 10e in stamps Or coin Is
sent for mailing charges.
Members are entitled to preferential discounts
soon

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

to avoid touching high voltage wires, terminals
or units.

1

FREE

Accessories for Members of the

m

thiss advertisement,

PAR -METAL
-Aluminum chassis, crackle finish -10 °x17 ^x3e
1

Address

City and State
Country

for postage and handling ter my Mem
berth ip Certifiat..
1

en seep 76e

116

MISCELLANEOUS
25- -1¡C rubber grommets
1 -Roll No. 20 heavy insulated hook -up wire
1 -Roll No.
16 heavy insulated hook -up wire
Miscellaneous pieces of sheet aluminum. screws.
bolts, nuts, lock washers, etc.
Please say you saw it

in

SHORT WAVE

&

TELEVISION

for ,.mien t encloses

herewith.

Name

Aihires,
City and State
Country
Stamps

LEAGUE accepte money rder, emth or
any denomination. Register ceM and
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&
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The

2AJL Superhet Receiver

Continued front page 95)
The oscillator band -setting condenser is markedly reduced in intensity. The band
mounted directly on the panel near the width condenser can be varied so that the
oscillator tuning condenser. This condenser I.F. selectivity is varied from a few hunis controlled by the dial between the "R" dred cycles to about two thousand cycles.
The "R" meter is operated by the AVC.
meter and the main tuning dial in the
photo. The R.F. and Detector band- setting With the BFO turned off the R.F. gain
volcondensers are ganged together by mount- control, R35, is turned for maximum
A Brand -New RCA AC
ing both condensers on a piece of mycalex ume, the "R" meter control, R36, which is Now
on
the
meter
of
the
mounted
in
back
were
coupled
shafts
4%" x eft ". The two
by a bakelite coupling. This effectively chassis is then varied until the meter reads Oscillator At Lowest Price Ever
insulated their rotors from each other. zero with no signal input. Thereafter it is
since the R.F. stage condenser must be merely necessary to turn the BFO off by
No. 15 3, complete with RCA Metal Tubes
insulated due to the use of AVC. This S2 and AVC on by S3 to determine the Stock
2-unit gang is mounted on the front panel strength of the received signals. The meter
Completely AC opGIANT DIAL!
with the detector condenser next to the is a special Triplett 2" 1 ma. milliammeter
crated. Wide freONE -VOLT OUTPUT! quency range - 100
panel. Its dial is just to the right of the with a special "R" scale and movement.
tuning dial.
RCA METAL TUBES! to 30,000 kcs. Har-

...

Noise Limiter

Beat Frequency Oscillator

In designing this receiver, it was decided
against using a panel control for varying
the beat note when using the BFO. Once
set by the control on the BFO can, the beat
note will remain the same indefinitely.
Naturally, this requires an electron-coupled
oscillator for extremely good frequency
stability. The Meissner BFO unit will require a slight change for this purpose. As
supplied by the manufacturer, the BFO unit
has all its terminals brought out to the bottom. The grid -leak and condenser (C36,
R28) are mounted inside the can.A quarterinch hole is drilled about 24!1" up the side of
the can. Through this hole is passed a piece

of shielded wire, one end of which goes to
a grid cap and the other end goes to the
grid -leak and condenser. The other end of
the grid-leak and condenser goes to the
terminal marked "D" on the BFO trans-

former. The two terminals marked "AVC"
and "B +" are connected together internally
and only one terminal brought out; this
goes to the cathode of the 6J7. The "P"
terminal is grounded. The oscillator is
coupled to the second detector by wrapping
a lead (insulated wire) from the plate of
the oscillator tube around the wire going
to the plate of the 6H6. About 5 or 6 turns

monics of last band

The noise limiter action is controlled by
switch SI mounted on the back of R19.
When R19 is turned clockwise SI is turned
on. R19 is varied until the signal rides
over the noise level. The noise limiter will
work only when the noise level is higher
than the desired signal level. Both the BFO
and AVC are controlled by SPST toggle
switches on the front panel.
Coil Data
are wound with 34 SCC wire at the
bottom of the coil /e from L2 or L3. All coils are
wound with No. IB enamel wire on II/1^ Hammer lund forms, spaced to a length of 2" except for
LI and

L2

1

the 14 and
long.

28

7 mc.

3.5 mc.
6 turns

LI
L2

t.
none
20 t.
28.5 t.
none
25.5 t.
at 22 t.
at 8.4 t.

S

14.6

281/2

Tap
L3

L4

Tap
15

Tap
Tap

1

2

at

9.5
9

14.6

at

9.5
13.5

at

at

8.1

4.4

t.
t.
t.
t.
t.
t.
t.
t.
t.

14
5

t.
t.
at 3.4 t.
5 t.

3

6.5 t.
3.4 t.
6.5 t.

at
at

3.3

3

t.

3.5
2.4
3.5
3.4

t.

et

1

t.

Parts List

HAMMARLUND
12-- S \\'F5 coil forms

MEISSNER
T1. T2- matched crystal I.F. transformer unit,

1938

Service of Radio Corporation of America

t.

Crystal I.F. Filter
The crystal I.F. stage is quite standard.
A special switch is used to cut out the
crystal. This switch is mounted on the
phasing condenser C13. It consists of a

June,

A

Manufacturing Co.. Inc.. Camden, N.1.

I.

CI-C7- C31 -35 mmf.- 1IC35S
MCIOO\t

for

PROFIT
RCA

t.

will be sufficient.

small piece of brass angle fastened to one
of the empty holes in the isolantite end
plate. When the plates are turned all the
way in, the rotor touches the brass stop
and thus shorts out the crystal. This type
of switch introduces practically no additional capacity in the circuit. This phasing
condenser is mounted on small brackets
just over the crystal socket. An insulating
shaft allows it to be varied from the front
panel. The 101 mmf. band width condenser
C11 is also insulated from ground.
Tuning up the receiver is not very difficult. Either use a calibrated oscillator, or
better still, use the crystal in a special
external oscillator. Place the phasing condenser so that the crystal is shorted out.
The output of the oscillator is connected
to the control grid of the first detector.
Using an output meter. each I.F. transformer is aligned for maximum output.
After disconnecting the external oscillator
from the 1st detector the band -setting condensers are set for the frequency range desired and signals tuned in. The phasing
condenser is kept in the mid -scale position. If a station interferes with the signal
being received, vary the phasing condenser
until the interfering station is eliminated or

FOR

t.

3.5 t.
2.4 t.

at

t.
at 2.4 t.
at

-

28 mc.

6.5

at

Calibration accuracy of 2 %.
Three attenuator taps plus fine control
give continuous control of output from zero
to 0.25 volts. Maximum output 1 volt
Internal modulation 30% at approximately 400 cycles. Jack provided for ex.
ternal amplitude modulation.
External frequency modulation iack provided. 400 cycle output at approximately 8
volts provided for audio circuit testing.
Attractive blue -gray wrinkle finish case
with snap handle.

Ii/z"

mc. coils which have a winding
mc.

may be used for ultra-high frequencytesting.
6 bands. Dial scale length over 50 inches.

C2- C8-C32 -100 mmf.
C12 -100 mmf. MCIOOS
C13 -15 mmf. HF15
7 -S8 isolantite octal sockets
-S.5 isolantite socket
1

465 kc. No. 7458

T3-iron core T.F. transformers 465 kc. No. 6123

Alignaire

T4 -air core I.F. transformers 465 Alignaire No.
6644

T5- Alignaire

BFO transformer No. 6779

I.R.C. (Resistors)

Rl, R9, R13 -.25 meg

í watt fixed resistors
R4. R7. R11. R15. R17. R30, R29. R33. R34,
R32, R5. R36- 50.000 ohm % watt fixed re-

sistors

R2. R10, R14 -350 ohm % watt fixed resistors
R6-500 ohm 54 watt fixed resistor
R3, R8, R12, R16, R23 -3000 ohm Y. watt fixed

resistors

R37-1000 ohm I/s watt fixed resistor
R28, R24- 100.000 ohm % watt fixed resistors
R31- 10.000 ohm % watt fixed resistor
meg. ''/ watt fixed resistor
R21
R18, R22
meg. IA watt fixed resistors
R25-25.000 ohm ''A watt fixed resistor
R39- 10.000 ohm potentiometer
R37-1000 ohm potentiometer
R20-350 ohm 20 watt wire wound resistor
R27-20.000 ohm 25 watt semi -variable wire
wound resistor
R19- 10,000 ohm potentiometer with switch
R26-.5 meg. potentiometer

-1
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CORNELL -DUBILIER (Cond

great. big. new magazine that shows you how
to get more than 1000 different articles. such as
books. magazines. clothing. tool..
cameras.
pets. etc.. "without having to buy them!"
It runs TOUR OWN swam ad
en and women who SEEK
It prints letters from
NEW FRIENDS!
It publishes TRUE EXPERIENCES from r l life,
It tells you how to Swap and NOW TO MAKE MONET!

rills,

free!

It helps you get
for. yet
n

-.I

(Contilmed on page 118)
&

TELEVISION

II

the things you've always longed

espy to help
You NEED
you get more out of life!

Send only 1Oc for sample

copy' or get all twelve
big i sauee for the t ming
year-only 51.00 if you

NOT SOLD ON
NEWSSTANDS

e

at once!

SWAP & SELL, 99T Hudson Street, New York, N.Y.

r

RADIO IN IT S ENTIRETY!
trade with eeeee .re In
s.*...e
rallo- comoiele

)

C4. C5, C6, C9, CIO, Cll. C16, C17. CIS. C19.
C20, C21, C24, C26. C29. C39, C34, C37
mf. 400 V. paper condensers
C3. C15, C40 -.O1 mf. 400 V. paper condensers
C30-.5 mf. 400 V. paper condenser

Please say you saw it in SHORT WAVE

SWAP & SELL

Is the

ISO. pase

lid

c

blot

of

_J

n

11e 10.

r

cal. Or.

COMPLETE CATALOG AVAILABLE

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. ::,;2.-.31.71;!.;,T,
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Receiver

(Continued from pogo 117)

BEGINNERS

I

-5

C27. C25
mf. 50 Volt electrolytic condensers
C28, C41
mf. 450 V. electrolytic condensers
C35-.00005 mf. mica condenser
C33. C22, C23 -.0001 mf. mica condensers
C36-.00025 mf. mica condenser
C38 -see text

-1

BUD

-17" x 11 x 3" chassis
plate
2 -11y" dials 0 -100'
1

1- bottom

mop NSW 10 C RADIO BOOKS
RADIO FANS EVERYWHERE -these little ten cent text books give you an excellent
foundation for the study of' radio. They are clearly written, profusely illustrated and
contain over 15,000 words in each hook. lou'll be amazed at the wealth of information
these volumes have. They are handy for review or reference books.
NO.

5- BEGINNERS' RADIO

NO, 1 -HOW TO READ RADIO DIAGRAMS

DICTIONARY
All

Are you puzzled hT radio language' Can you define Ererummy? Kilocycle' Tetr ale ' Screen grid? Baffle? Tf
you cannot define these very common radio words and
dozens of other. more technical. terms used III all radio
magazines and Instruction books. you need this hunk lit
your library. It's as modem as tomorrow -right up to
the minute. It tells you In simple language lust what
the words that puzzle you really mean. You cannot
fully understand the articles you reed unless you know
what radio terms mean. This Is the hoot that explains
the meanings to von.
af.ad to b, ublomt it.
even one day longer?

NO.

8-HOW

appatatn.

the, _. represent
alt esplaual ions shins an
method to memorize them. This book. by Robert
Eirliberg, the well -known radio writer and member of
the editorial staff of RADIO-CRAFT magazine also contains two dozen picture wiring diagrams and two dozen
sche111e11e diagrams of simple radio sets that
you can
build. Even' diagram is completely explained In language
which is easily understand by the radio beginner. More
ads moved radin men will be Interested In learning the
decd s at ion of diagrams. and the 01310 "thcr Interesting
farts which this book contains.
easv

NO. 8 -RADIO

TO HAVE FUN WITH RADIO

I

book.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS. Dent. SWT6 -3e
101 HUDSON STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y.

1

Gentlemen: Please send immediately. POSTPAID.
book numbers circled below. 1 ant enclosing
-each book being ltc.

....-

1

2

Send FREE

1

4

5

listing of

6

99

7

8'

new 1M publications.

3-

No.

-ALL

4

ABOUT AERIALS

BOOKS ARE ALL UNIFORM
Every hook in the GEILNStt.tiK EDCCATIONAL LIBRARY has 32 pages -with illustration. varying from
to

on

15.O041

you

4

do

in number. Each

wits.
not

title

volume romaine

Over

Positively radio's greatest book inri If
think these books worth the price asked,
24 hours and your money will be instantly

return them in

\ddress

refunded.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

City
'Sn it,
Remit by cheek or money order -.- register letter if
send catir or 111111,11 U. S. onstage Stamps.

101

HUDSON STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

6

.HEY FELLOWS ! BACK NUMBERS
OF SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION

SENT ANYWHERE IN U.SLFOR
For a limited time
only, and as long as
they last, we will
send you six hack
numbers of SHORT

WAVE

assorted,

70 cents.

&

TELEVISION
for

your choice.

The usual prier, for six copies would be $1.50.
and most publishers charge a higher price for
back numbers over one year old.
We can supply only the following back numbers: Dec., 1930: Feb.. April. June, Sept.. Oct..
1931: July, Aug., Oct., 1932: Jan.. April. Oct..
Nov., Dec., 1933: Jan., Feb., Mar., April. May.
Aug., Sept., 1934: 1985
issues except January, February and March : 1936
issues :
1937
issues; 1938
issues to date.
If you do not specify copies, we will send assorted numbers to fill your order. Nate, we cannot
exchange the copies for ones that have been sent
to you.
Every copy of SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION

-All
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-All
-All

-All

-6J7

-6L7

3-

-6K7

I --6H6
1- -6C5
1

--6N6G

PAR -METAL
I panel 83h" x 17" rack type grey mounting

BLILEY
1

-465

kc. crystal type

CFI

TRIPLETT
1

-2" special

R meter,

ma.

1

MISCELLANEOUS

S2- S3 -SPST

toggle switches

BEGINNERS

FOR

1',tur other volumes In this urn -rent rali,, hsk s rieReaeh on a popular subject -are available. The titles are:
No. I -HOW TO BUILD 4 DOERLE SHORT -WAVE
SETS
No. 2 -HOW TO MAKE THE MOST POPULAR ALL WAVE I- AND 2TUBE RECEIVERS
No
ALTERNATING CURRENT FOR BEGINNERS

:10

Name
.

1

Detail of "coil drawer."

Other Titles In This Series!

MAIL COUPON TODAY!!
r

2

Hugo Gernsback. the Internationally famous radio pioneer,
author and editor, whore magazines, SHORT 11'Al'E &
TELEVISION and RADIO-CRAFT are read by milliotns,
scores another triumph with this new took. Any beginner
who reads it still
get a thorough ground work In radio
theory. clearly explained In simple language, and through
the use of many illustrations. Analogies are used to make
the mysteries of radio as clear an
2 +22 ts 4 ". It also
contalns diagrams and Instructions for building simple
radio sets, suitable for the novice. If you want to know
hns' transmitters and receivers work. how radio waves
traverse spare. and dozens of other Interesting falls about
this most nowiern means of comm.Ivatimr. thi. Is the
hog for Toul

Stunts for parties, praeth.r;
and other amusements whist.
net
are explained in this
maul:. s Ulr. 11 -I'll.
how to make a newspaper talk -how to produce silent
music for dances -how to make cólble music hoot to
make a "silent radio' mot. usable by tie deafenedhow to crake toys which dance to radio most, -sixteen
clever and amusing stunts In all. .1nY of use can lie
done be the tlrovire. and most of them require no a more
evutptnent than can be found In the tort age home. Endless hours of added entertainment +will be .
if vac
follow tit ._ n,.

Lt

dlagrama are
of the

',k.

pee..:.

RAYTHEON (Tubes)

r

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION
6.38
Hudson Street, New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: t enclose herewith 70e, for which you
.ne to send ore six bark number copies of SHORT
99.101

as

follows

Name

Please say you

it

in

SHORT WAVE

&

only

FA.<sI

-

First prize

$5.00
Second prize
$3.00
Third prize
$2.00
Vow may write as many pieces of flop and tot
as ninny firms aR you desire. Manufacturen
il!
gladly supply you with catalogs or folders deeerib
Ing their products in order to guide you in writ In.;
ropy. Illustrations in the ROCGII are desirable
The names of the winners will be published in
SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION in the nest issue
after the prizes hase been won.

All contests close on the lit of each month for
the Issue of the 2nd following month.
The Judges will be Emil Grossman and Gm
Editors of this magazine and their opinions will
be final.
Checks will be promptly mailed to all prize
inners by

EMIL GROSSMAN. Director of Advertising

SHORT WAVE
99

Er

TELEVISION

Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.

Here's Your Button
illustration shows the
beautiful design of the
Official Short Wave League
button. which is available
The

to everyone who becomes
a member of the League.
The button measures
inch in diameter and is
inlaid in enamel -3 colors
-red, white and blue. The
requirements for joining the League are explained
in a booklet, copies of which will be mailed upon
request.

LEAGUE, 99 -101 Hudson St., New York.

Core
saw

not

Many men who showed ability to write FORCE
F I'L copy were promoted to the position of SALE-.
M.iNAOER or highly paid EXErt'TIVE.
To encourage our readers to enter the routes[.
w e otter the following prizes:
For best worded piece of advertising copy sub
muted, together with layout:

Please note that you can order your button at
once-Short Wave League supplies it at cost, the
price, including the mailing, being 35 cents. A
solid gold button is furnished for 82.00 prepaid.
Address all communications to SHORT WAVE

tddress
Cira'

Nl it ing ADVERTISING is
NATING but PROFITABLE.

70¢

ontatns information which you should hare. Here
is a chance to yet those copies.
As only a small supply of hack numbers on
hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they
have been sold.
We accept U. S. stamps. U. S. coin. or money
order. Rush your order today.

WAVE & TELEVISION

Enter this Interesting Contest!
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Push- Button Control for Transmitter

p1pLEr

NEW

(Continued front page 103)

ILLUMINATED
Front and top views
of cathode ray oscillograph as built up for
"rack" mounting by
Mr. McEntee. It is
very compact and
forms a useful and
handy adjunct to any
complete Ham trans-

THERMO - AMMETERS
TO

ANTENNA

c

Model 446 wan Front
N e w
Illumination.
square modtorn -roch
fig
mg extra long
scale. Available also
meters. milliam.
meters,
't,tll11e1 era,
outer,,

r

m"rvoltmeters, etc.,

A.C. and O.C.

mitter.

screen -grid gets its
voltage from a different source than
originally.
The socket marked
"POWER" corresponds to that at the
extreme lower right
in the March issue.
All 7 prongs are
now used, however.

primary keying is now employed. \\ ith the
use of this type of keying the final amplifier power supply does no work until the key
is depressed, even though the "HV" switch
has been closed. The keying relay (5) is
operated on low voltage, about 6.5 V. to
be exact, so that contact with the key or its
leads will cause no inconvenience.
Remote Control Unit

The remote control box has three
switches and lights which, in effect. duplicate those on the control panel, although
the "LV" switch is connected slightly differently. The outlet for the key obviates
the necessity for another control lead to
the transmitter.. jack on the back of the
control panel enables the operator to plug
a key in if desired.
The only relay remaining on the control
panel, No. 4, is an overload relay. It may
be set to open at any desired current by
means of the 100 ohm control connected
across its coil. This relay is sensitive only
to overload in the high voltage power supply, although when it opens both high and
low voltage power supplies are rendered
inoperative.
The overload relay was originally made
for use on a fractional horsepower motor,
which of course draws rather high current. The winding was removed, and the
spool rewound with all the No. 34
enamelled wire it would hold. This winding in connection with the 100 ohm rheostat
gives a range of operation from about 15
ma. upward. This relay naturally remains
open, once it has operated, and must be
manually reset, the lever at the lower center of the panel performing this service.
Overload relays may be bought ready -made
if so desired.
It will be seen from reference to the
circuits published in the March issue, that
considerable rewiring of the power- supply
chassis cable is required to enable complete
control of all functions from the expanded
control panel described herein. No changes
are required in the cable from power supply to exciter unit, but a few changes must
be made in the high voltage to the final
amplifier chassis. These are shown in the
small detail drawing (Fig. 3) accompanying this article. It will be seen that the
for

June,

1938

That marked "CT"
goes to the center
tap of the high voltage transformer (T5). "CND" is ground
and "7.5 V Tr." goes to one side of the
primary of the filament transformer (T3)
for the RK20A. This change puts the 50
ohm rheostat in series with T3's primary.
It should be mentioned that sockets are
used on all chassis all connecting cables
having plugs on both ends.
The same switches and pilot lights
(110 V. type) as shown in the March article are used, although the wiring must
be completely revamped. The changes will
be more readily understood if the circuits
from both articles are compared.
The 50 ohm, 50 watt rheostat is in
series with the lead to the transformer
which lights the RK2OA. This transformer, as mentioned in the last article,
has 3 windings which when connected in
series total 10 volts. The rheostat then
allows the voltage to the RK2OA to be set
at exactly 7.5 V., no matter what the line
voltage may be. Measurement should be
made at the socket with an external meter.
Then the A.C. voltmeter on the power
panel can be set at the proper value to
give 7.5 V. at the tube socket. This latter
meter will probably read around 9 V., due
to the potential drop in the cable leads.

Model

PRICES GREATLY REDUCED

t

Name
Address

6

Changing from Phone to C.W. Tubes
The only other control on the panel is

for change from phone to C.W. Only two
contact pairs are required, one for shorting
the keying relay and the other which turns
on the modulator power transformer. Thus
as soon as this switch is turned to the
phone side the modulator filaments are
lighted. The center -tap of the power supply
runs through contacts on relay No. 3 so
that no high voltage flows in the modulator
until this relay operates. As soon as the
modulator power transformer is energized,
a relay (6) in the modulator operates and
removes a short on the modulation transformer secondary and a series resistor. This
resistor is used to drop the plate voltage of
the RK2OA to 1,000 volts for phone use,
from the higher value of 1250 V. used on
C.W. The resistor should be adjusted so
that at rated current the voltage to the
RK2OA is 1,000 V. The relay always oper(Contilfcd on page 120)
Please say you saw it in SHORT WAVE

&

TELEVISION
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Write for Catalog.
The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
266 Harmon Dr., Bluffton, Ohio
Please send nie more information on Model
Tao; 1 am also interested In

r

State

City

FLASH!

JUST OFF THE PRESS!
SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOG
containing

CIRCUIT

DIAGRAMS,

and complete information on over
25 different types of short wave receivers and transmitters from $2.50
and up.
This catalog is chock full of schematic and picture diagrams, hook ups
and short wave information. A book
in itself. Well worth the dime, which
will be refunded with your first
order.

OSCAR B. KUSTERMAN
68 Barclay Street,

New York City

Taking the
Country by Storm

-

RADIO -CRAFT
RADIO -CRAFT
all

set

is devoted to
phases of radio -servicing.
elect rank...
oast turd Inn.

forindle. et e. Brings c yst short -cuts
nn of difficult problems. Features

that lead
such de-

rtmenls as- Latest In Radio-New TubeaInternatlonal Radio Review-Data Sheets -TeleI.lslai- OMorat Ing Notes -plus many additional
departments. Edited by HUGO GERNSBACK.
Over 175 Illustrations In Each Issue!
FREE copy of the 1936
SPECIAL OFFER
RADIO (REFERENCE ANN(': L-a valuable 64page book --ec it h Seven Months Subscription to
RADIO. (TA FT for 81.00.
¡

RADIO -CRAFT
997 HUDSON ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Push- Button Control for Transmitter
ates as soon as the switch un the control
panel is turned to the "phone" side.
The power- supply on the modulator as
originally shown had no connection cable
and socket. With thy new control panel a
5 prong plug and socket connection is used,
with the 110 V. A.C. leads connected to the
socket terminals are usually employed for
heater connections. The other two leads
shown on this socket simply are connected
in parallel with the modulator high voltage
switch so that the modulator may be relay controlled by relay No. 3 as described.
In this connection it should be noted that
the screen -grid of the RK2OA is fed its
300 V. through a 30,000 ohm resistor from
the H.V. lead. Connections are shown on
the drawing. This makes it possible to use
a simple modulation circuit to get 100%
modulation. The variable taps on the
modulation transformer are connected for
3800 ohm plate to plate primary and 8200
ohm secondary load.
This completes the discussion of the
control system except for the remote switch
box. This simply has three D.P.S.T.
switches, three pilot bulbs and a key jack.
While the pilot lamps in the control panel
are of 110 V. type, those in the control unit
are of 6.3 V. size and are supplied by the
small transformer in the control suit. A

(
onlioned Iron rage 119)
heavy weight should be put in the control
lox to keep it from sliding on the table.

Remarks Concerning Relays

The relays on the control unit are mount ed on 1,/,.;" thick sponge rubber to quiet
them, and the keying relay is surrounded
by a box lined with the same material.
Also mounted on the relay panel are all
sockets for cables to all the other units. A
double (dock holds two line fuses.
All the relays are used as received 'except No. 3 which must be slightly altered.
As seen on the diagram. one side of this
relay has three contacts. one of which
moves with the armature, and two that are
fixed. The extra contact can be removed
from one of the other relays as all the
contacts are not needed. If a relay eas
readily available with ingle- throw, triple throw, it would do as well, but such a unit
must usually be specially ordered. while
those used here are all standard types. Still
another set of contacts might be put on
this sane relay to cut out the receiver
when transmitting.
The thermal unit is made from two
thermal strips which are obtainable from
scientific supply companies. They are
mounted on a block of bakclite separated
by about ag ". One strip has a thin laver of

asbestos or mica e, et evhich is wound resistance wire taken from a 110 V. type
cigar lighter. ;\n adjusting screw against
the other strip enables change in the delay
period which should be no less than 30
seconds.
Oscilloscope

The oscilloscope is of a simple type, and
produces the trapezoid type of figure when
used to measure modulation. A small oneturn loop at the ground end of the plate
tank coil enables R.F. to he transferred to
one set of plates in the oscilloscope, while
audio is taken from the output transformer
through a high voltage condenser. The A.F.
voltage is controlled by the potentiometer on
the oscilloscope panel, while the R.F. amplitude is varied by moving the pickup coil
in relation to the final plate tank.
The oscilloscope chassis is inverted and
the parts mounted inside for compactness.
The tube itself is shielded in a steel tube
2y(3" inside diameter as protection from
stray fields. Its socket is mounted inside the
tubing by means of two angle brackets.
Room has been left in the chassis and
space and controls provided on the panel
for a built -in satetootlu sweep circuit, which
may te added at any time. This type of
weep is not as convenient, however, as
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ANSW EIIS

HERE is a brand new book-with an unusually interesting content. The text-prepared by
the Editorial Staff of SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION, contains a variety of material which only experts could select and incorporate in such an excellent volume.
"SHORT WAVE RADIO QUIZ BOOK AND KINKS" cannot be bought
is sent to you
absolutely FREE with your subscription to SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION at the
Special Rate of Seven Months for One Dollar. (Old subscribers may get this book by
extending their subscription.)
The hook contains 64 pages with a heavy flexible colored cover. It measures 5 %x8'4
inches, and includes hundreds of photographs and diagrams. The contents are outlined

50

-it

INDI,. WAVI

KINNl

SI HUDSON

NEW YORK. N.
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below.

Questions and Answers Covering S -W TransS -W Receiver.
mitters.
How to Connect an R.F. Stage Ahead of Your
Questions and Answers Covering S-W ReceivPresent Receiver.
ers.
Dozens of Novel New Hook-Ups for the S -\C
Ultra- Short -Wave Transmitters and Receivers.
Experimenter.
S -W "Kinks " -Short -cuts and Practical WrinClear diagrams showing how to connect the
kles, Coil Winding Data.
latest type tubes in place of your old tubes.
How to Add an Audio Amplifier to a Small
so as to obtain greater DX.
HOW TO "HOOK UP"S-W Converters
Power supplies
Beat Oscillators
Pre- selectors
Noise Silencers
Modulators
Antenna+
5-meter receiver
SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION
99 Hudson Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Other FREE Book..
ABC OF TELEVISION
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to use the audio supply of the transmitter
for this purpose.

A 2,000 V. D.C. meter was shown on
the diagram of the power supply unit (2nd
article; see March issue). This unit was
made from an ordinary 15 ma. meter in
series with fixed resistors, the latter not
being shown on the diagram. There are

five 25,000 ols(, one 15,000 ohm, and one
10,000 ohm units, all in series. The first
six are of the fixed type, while the last
is variable and serves to set the meter
accurately. All are of the 10 watt wire wound type, and are mounted on a small

bakelite panel near the meter.
This completes the description of a transmitter well worth owning and using. Operation is smooth and rapid and it is certainly
convenient to have all controls on the front
panel. The remote control unit makes operating a pleasure and is well worth the extra
expense and time needed for construction.
List of Parts -Relay Control Panel

-DPDT 110 V. A.C. relays
2-SPST 6 V. A.C. relays

(1500 type coil)

-5" x

19" steel panel with rack section to match

4-DPST

-SPST

2 -jacks

rectifier
oscilloscope tube

-2002

1

U.T.C.

-PA 913 power transformer
-PA 48 C choke
-FT4 filament transformer

1

1
1

CORNELL- DUBILIER
2
mf. 1000 V. condensers
4-.25 mf. 600 V. tubular condensers
1 -.Ol mf. 2500 V. mica condenser
1 --2 mf. 2000 V. condenser
2 -.1 mf. 600 V. tubular paper condensers

-2

Just

off the press comes BUD'S new
60 page Station Log and Data Book

-just

the thing for your records! In
addition to 30 pages of log, this book
contains:

I.R.C.

-500

1

ohm DHA resistor

resistor
1- 30.000 ohmW.HAA
resistor
-1 meg. 2
resistors

D Signals

International Presses
Signal Reporting

1

2--1 meg. 14 W.
1- -3 meg. 1 W. resistor
2--.5 meg. variable resistors
meg. variable resistor
1
l --2000 ohm HOA resistor

System
Inductance

-2

Calcula.
tions with chart

L 'C Requirements

with chart

A Resistor and
Condenser C o l o r

R M

Code

-Pilot

lamps (6.3 V.)
1- Overload relay (see text)
--100 ohm rheostat
1- Double fuse block
I - -DPST rotary switch
Knobs, hardware. etc.

Ohm's
Power

-Name

Conversion Tables

Metric and Common Fractions
Hints on Working Sheet Metal
Antennae Calculations and Charts
Frequency Conversion Calculations
valuable information

VISION.

plates

The HK -54
-N -10

neutralizing coud.
Isolantite sockets
Isolantite sockets
Isolantite socket
1 -5 -prong
2-2.1 mh RF choke receiving type CHX
RF
choke transmitting type CH -500
mh
1 -2.1
7--4-prong coil forms

-8 -prong
5-4 -prong

2-coil shields type

CS

CORNELL -DUBILIER (Condensers)
4-.01 tubular conds. 400 volt
.0001mf. mica couds. 1000 V.
-mf. mica conds. 1000 V.
1- .001
.001mf, mica cond. 5000 V.
mf. electrolytic conds. 500 V.
2
mf. oil cond. 2000 V. for 1250 V. power
1

24-8
-2

supply

2-400 ohm 10 Watt
1 -1000 ohm 25 Watt
ohm 10 Watt
1- 20,000ohm
25 Watt
1 -5000

ohm 35 Watt voltage divider
ohm 100 Watt bleeder

(P -5051)

-filter
-filter

choke (C- 1402)
choke (C -14121
1
V. fil. trans. for HK -54 (P -5000)
for 866's (P -3025)
1 -2.5 V. fil. trans.

-5

PAR -METAL (Panel and Chassis)
1 --834
x 19 panel
1
x 17 x 13 chassis

-2
1-- 2x8x17

cha-.,is

center column.

1-HK-54

2- -866's

2 -6L6's
1

-83

COTO -COIL

-80
-40
- -20
-10

met. coil (CL80BTVL)
met. coil (C1- 40BTVL)
met- coil (C1.20BTVL)
1
met. coil (CI- IOBTVL)
1 -jack base for above (C1.6BTLM)
1
1
1

for June,
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No. 20 DC
20 DCC
No. 20 DCC

Westinghouse
Power Generator

tuns No.
-r

BUFFER -DOUBLER
Band
B0-40 m. 18 t. --s No. 20 DCC
m.
7 turns No. 20 DCC
2010m.
4 turns No. 20 DCC
Coils sound on Hammarlund SWF coil forms.
P/1" die. spaced to length of 11/2" Iorg.

Manurattuned for U. S. Signal Corps

200

Watt.

110 V. AC

FINAL STAGE

New Log Book
BUD RADIO, INC., has published an
"Amateur Station Log and Data Book"
with 30 pages of log. The book also contains such data as Signal Reporting Systems, Information as to Keeping of a Station Log, Coil Winding Data, Inductance
Calculations and Examples, Metric Equivalents, Winding Turns per Linear inch,
Useful Antenna Data. Prequency -Wavelength Conversion, Drill Chart, and international Q- Signals.
This article has been prepared from data supo
Rod
,.'t,
plied by

TRIPLETT (Meters)
square meter
1 --0-250 ma.
TUBES *See note above,

25 turns

Final coils 4" lorg -23/" dia.

STANCOR (Transformers)
voltage plate -filament trans. 400 V.
1 --low
(P -4081)
1 -high voltage plate-filament transformer 1250 V.
1

m

80-34 tans No. 14 DCC
40-22 turns No. 14 DCC
20-10 turns No. 14 DCC
10--6 torrs No. 14 DCC

210,000 ohm 10 Watt
1- 100,000 ohm 10 Watt

1

Bend
PO m.

'

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Band

I.R.C. (Resistors)

1- 20,000
1- 50,000

BUD RADIO, INC.

Coil Data

OSCILLATOR
40

other

-it

200 Watt Xmitter

2

sad

costs only a dime!
Best of all
Every ham needs this book.
Get your copy at your jobbers stow,
or send 10c in coin or stamps direct
to

(Continued from pige 108)
1

Law

Calculations
Winding Turn Chart

'Most radio mail order houses cas supply these
items if properly identified as to title of article and
issue (month and year) of SHORT WAVE & Tei.E-

toggle switch

6 -{yack type insulators
6

-5T4

1

1

with cover
1- Bakelite 7"boxx 14"
x 3" deep
1- Chassis toggle switches
1

TUBES

4

BUD
1

bakelite sockets

-5
-prong plugs
-5' hakehte socket

1

MISCELLANEOUS PARTS*
rheostat
1 -50 ohm 50 W.
2-- Thermal strips

GUARDIAN
3

-Octal

2
2

When to Listen In
(Continued from paye 87 )
of which will be announced in the broadcasts.
We offer our congratulations to little
NRH and Señor Marin for their successful efforts in the field of short -wave broadcasting.
Please say you saw it in SHORT WAVE

&
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A. C. ELECTRICAL POWER

from a Windmill. front available Waterpower. from your
Automobile. from your Motorcycle. from your Bleyele, Foot pedals or'Nanderank if or transportable Radio Transmitters,
Strong Floodlights, Advertising Signs) do you want to
operate AC Radio srto front 32 V. DC farm light systems; operate two generators in series to get 200 V.
Ai'; obtain too phase and three phase AC, etc.. etc.

There Are Over 25 Applications
Some of which arc:

A.C. Dynamo lighting froin eight to ten 20 watt 110
Volt lamps. Short %Vase Transmitter supplying 115 Volts

AC for operating "Ilan." transmitter. Operating 110 V.
AC 60 Cycle Radio Remiser in D(' districts. Motor Gen eratm. l'ublle Address Systems. Electric Sirens on motor
boats. y:o bar. etc. Camp lighting. Short Ware artificial
es
apparatus. Television. Felton Water. heel for
other purposes. Airplane: for lighting strong
105111 Ins, in
searthltable o electric signs. Laboratory work, etc.. etc.
y to r iÿ R. P. needed to ran generator.
BLUE -PRINT 22 z 28 in. and Four -Pane
8'ií it 12 in. INSTRUCTION SHEETS
FREE with Generator.
Generator, os described. Including four re
placement carbon brushes. Blue-ur inn and

'(

$90

instructions

balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight IB lbs.
(Replacement carbon brushes bought Separate 51.50 per
an of four. Net of instructions bought separate $1.00.1
Send 82.00

deposit,

uIOAEY -BACK GUARANTEE

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY
580 West Washington Blvd.

Dept. SW 636

Ch

inns. Ill.
I
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....THESE

OUTSTANDING SHORT WAVE BOOKS

Now Available

ARE

AT YOUR DEALER!

YOU buy parts, tubes, kits, accessories from your local radio dealer-that's what countless thousands
of short-wave fans do. Now through a nation-wide distribution service our numerous books are avail-

able at your favorite radio dealer -right where you buy other radio equipment. It's more convenient,
saves time and you can inspect the books before you buy. Ask your dealer to show you all the books
advertised on this page-they're always in stock.
101

SHORT WAVE
HOOK -UPS

HOW TO GET
BEST SHORT WAVE

Compiled by the Editors of
SHORT WAVE and

RECEPTION

Are

is a worthwhile book that every
short x e listener, every short x
fan, and every short rave amateur
has wanted for a long tinte. It gives
you the 101 best short war hook -up,

75

50c

HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATOR
By Lieut. lyron F. Eddy, otiose experience in
the amateur field has made him pre eminent io

This Is uw best and most up-to-date book .a
the subject. It is edited and prepared by the
editors of SHORT WAVE and TELEVISION
and contains a wealth of material on the
building and operation. not only of typical
short oave receivers, but short wave converters

title Ilse.
If you Intend to become a licensed code operator, if you wish to take up phone work eventually -thie is the book you must get.
150 Illustrations

as well

75

Illustrations
Pages

50c

-

:I

-s._---.

7. Pages

TEN MOST POPULAR
SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS

HOW TO MAKE AND WORK THEM
The editors of SHORT NAVE and
TELEVISION have selected ten outstanding short wave receivers and
these are described to the new oL
unte. Each receiver is fully illustrated with a complete layout. pictorlal representation. photographs Os
the set complete, hook-up and all
Vogt Ins dle sperificat ion.,
75 Illustrations
40 Pages

Tom-p.m.

'gar

NORTw4VE

RECEPTION

50c

Pages

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

150

GET

The author. a professional radio
listener and radio fan for many years.
g feet you his long experience in radio
reception and all that goes with It
40 Illustrations

which have appeared heretofore.

100 Illustrations
75 Pages

Now
ro

M. HARVEY OERNSBACIC tells
you everything you have ever wanted
to know about short wave reception.

TELEVISION

RS

MAKE
WORK THEM

ZS

THE SHORT WAVE
BEGINNER'S BOOK
Here is a honk that solves your short
oave problems- leading you in easy
stages from the alinplest fundamentals to the present stage of the art ai
'1
Is known today. It is the only
low- priced reference hook on short
at s for the beginner.
75 Illustrations
25C
40 Pages

25c

LOOK FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER

For convenience the publishers list below dealers in all parts
the world where our
books are available. On your next shopping trip be certain to of
examine these volumes.
You're sure to want them for your technical library.
Van Sickle Radioo..

Walther Bros.. Montgomery

Sam'

ARIZONA

Cigar Store. Phoenix

Electric
Rado
Radio

Dewolfe

CALIFORNIA

SupyCompi
Company,

TelevisionSuppy

Lo a Angeles

Co.. Los AnExchan ge, Inc., Los An-

geles
geles
Western Auto Supply. Los

Vrsmok
romann'Bote
o .

l

es

Western Radio & Elec. Co..
n Diego
Offenbach
Co..
Book Co.. an Francisscroo
Zack Radio Supply Co., San Francisco
Radio Specialties Co.. San Jose
COLORADO

Auto

Co.. Denver
up

Interstate'Radin Supply. Dearer
CONNECTICUT

The Edward P. Judd Co.. New Haven
DELAWARE

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc.,
m melon

W11.

FLORIDA
Radio Accessories Co.. Orlando
GEORGIA

Wholesale
Atlanta

Radio

.

mice

Co.,

Inc..

ILLINOIS
Allied Radio Corporation. Chicago
Walter C. Braun. Inc.. Chicago
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.. Chicago
A. C. McClurg & Co. Chicago
Midwest Radio Mart, Chicago
Newark Electric Co.. Chicago
Max Stein
o Chicago
aeag0
Chicago
sr
v, ,rr,. dRaoSoni Co...
Chi.

Ìa'.nrr C.
.e

doc,

OHIO

tdranapwhs

OREGON

Rad, Service
n.,
Whñsale
taoDeSuTremontÉlc.
Springfield

ply
l

,

Rehr G.M.B.H. SW'1S. Berlin NW No.
INDIA
Empire Book Mart, Bombay

College Book Exchange. Toledo

S

Co.. Boston

Boston

J. E. Gill Co.. Portland
BOa-

son

Stat. Co.. St. Paul
Burstelo.Applettoe. Co.. (Kansas City
Labs_
WRadio
Antic Radio'Co 1tySt. Louis
Van Sickle Radio Co., St Louis
&

American Book eStore, Mexico, D. F.

WISCONSIN

Inc..

Fort Orange Radio Dirt. Co., Albany
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.,
Bronx
Wholesale Radio Service Co.. Inc.,
Jamaica, L. 1.
American News Co.. New York City
Baker & Taylor Co., New York City
Bien, the Radio Stan, New York City
David Bogen & Co.. New York City
Federated Purchaser, Inc., New York
City
Harrison Radio Co., New York City
Radin Circular Co.. New York City
G. F. Ste,hert & Co.. New York City
The Steiger Co., New York City
Son Radin Co., New York City
Thor Radio Corp..
New York City
Try -Mo Radio Co.. New York City
Van Riemsdyck Book Stores, New York
Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc.. New
York City
H. W. Wilson Co., New York City
Radio Parts & Equipment Co., Rochester
M. Schwartz & Son. Schenectady

Emil Arens, Brusseels
CANADA
T. Eaton & Co.. Winnipeg, Man.
Electrical .Supplies. Ltd., Winnipeg.
Man.

Wholesale Radio
Man.
Canadian Electrical
Toronto, Olt.
Radio Trade Supply
Canadian Electrical
Montreal. P. Q.

Supply. Winnhwc
Supply Co.. Ltd..
Co., Ltd.. Toronto.
Supply Co.. Ltd.,

FR 1peeATown

Technical B000k Co..
Central News Agency. Johannesburg
International House. Johannesburg
Sout h
Radio Publications.

INA

NEW

Afa

Johannesburg

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY
THESE BOOKS, ORDER DIRECT FROM US.
FILL OUT COUPON BELOW. SHIPMENT
WILL BE MADE IMMEDIATELY.

POPULAR

StrtNOPokTiy
ewYrCt.

Hudson Street.

SW 6

I enclose herewith my remit.
fGentlemen:
tance for .. ..
for which please send

me the following

(woks:

Agencia Soave, Seo ZPaulo
China

News CC111Shanchai
hai
UB A
Diamond News CCo., tfarana

International Booksellers. Ltd., Shang-

¡{1

r Name

l Address

ENGLAND

Gor' itsgc's Amer. News Agency, Loa.
dn
FRANCE

Toute La Radio. Paris

Publishers

Pease say you saw it

TH

Radio Parts Co.. Milwaukee
Radio Revista. Buenos Aires
AUSTRALIA
McGill's Authorized Agency, Melbourne

T

Central De Publicaciones, S. A.. bieg.
Jaques Salvo, Mexico. D. F.
NEW
J ohns. Ltd..
es
Ltd., Dunedin
Te Aro Book Repot. Ltd., Wellington

le
Supply
SCattie
µedelCCo.. I
Seattle
Radio Co., Spokane

MINNESOTA

Radio \ par
Co.. Newark
tadioA Radio Co., Newark
Wholesale Radio Service Co..
Newark

PENNSYLVANIA

Radio Electric Service Co., Philadelphia
Cameradio Co.. Pittsburgh
WASHINGTON

Rissi Brothers.. Detroit

POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION
122

I

CHUS

St. Paul Book

Angealees

Passadena

MA
&

in SHORT

ICRY
I

State

,Send remittance in form of check or money
order.
letter contains cash
unused
O. S. postage stamps. register it./ r

If

99 HUDSON STREET
WAVE d TELEVISION

www.americanradiohistory.com

J

NEW YORK, N. Y.
SHORT

WAVE

&

TELEVISION

World Short Wave Stations
(Continued from paye
Mc.
6.083

6.081

YVIRD

6.080

W9XAA

6.079

DJM

NAIROBI, KENYA, AFRICA. 49.31
m., Addr. Cable and Wireless,
Ltd. Mon., Fri. 5.30 -6 am., 11.15
am. -2.15 pm., also Tues. and
Thurs. 8.15-9.15 am.; Sat. 11.15
am. -3.15 pm.; Sun. 10.45 em:
145 pm.
MARACAIBO, VEN., 49.32 m. 6-11
pm.
CHICAGO, ILL., 49.34 m., Addr.
Chicago Fed. of Labor. Relays
WCFL irregular.
m.,
49.34
BERLIN, GERMANY,
Addr., Broadcasting House. Ir-

egaler.

6.077

OAX4Z

6.075

VP3MR

6.073

HJ3ABF

6.070

CFRX

LIMA, PERU, 49.35 m. Radio National 7.11 pm.
GEORGETOWN, BRI. GUIANA,
49.35 m. Sun. 7.45.10.15 am.;
Daily 4.45.8.45 pm.
BOGOTA, COL., 49.41 m. 7.11.15
pm,
TORONTO, CAN., 49.42 m. Relays
Sun.
7.30
am.-I2 m.,
CFRB

6.069

VANCOUVER,

VE9CS

m. Sun.

-

6.065

SBO

6.060

-

em.

I

B.

11.30

49.42 m., Addr. (See 9.53 mc.)
12.30.12.45, 3.30.4.30, 10-11 em.,
Sun 2.30-4.30 em.
MOTALA, SWEDEN, 49.46 m. Relays Stockholm 1.30 -5 pm.

6,057

ZHJ

.6.064

49.5 m.,

12.30- 12.45. 3.30.4.30,

10-

em.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 49.5 m.,
Adda Crosley Radio Corp. Re-

HJ6ABA

6.050

HPSF

6.045

XETW

WLW 5.45 am.-7 pm., 10
pm..2 em.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 49.5 m. Relays WCAU 7.10 pm.
PENANG, FED. MALAY STATES,
49.51 m. 6.40.8.40 a:n., except
Sun., also Sat. II pm. -I em.
PEREIRA, COL., 4932 m. 9.30 am:
12 n., 6.30.10 pm.
COLON, PAN., 49.59 m., Addr.

Carlton Hotel. Irregular.
TAMPICO MEXICO, 49.6 m.
regular -11 pm.
6.042 HJIABG BARRANQUILLA, COL., 49.65 m.,

I

i

Addr. Emisora Atlantico.

6.040

WIXB

6.040

WIXAL

6.040

YDA

6.033

HPSB

I

I

am.-

II pm.; Sun. II arn.-8 pm.
MIAMI BEACH, RA., 49.65 m.
Off the air temporarily.
BOSTON, MASS., 4965 m., Addr.
University Club. Exc. Sat. 6.7.45
pm.
49.65
TANDJONGPRIOK, JAVA
m., Addr. N.I.R.O.M., Batavia,
10.30 pm.-2 am.; Sat. 7.30 pm:
2 am.
PANAMA CITY, PAN. 49.75 m.,
Addr. P. 0. Box 910. 12 n. -I pm.,
7.10.30 pm.
CALGARY, ALTA, CAN., 49.75 m,
Thur. 9 em..I am.; Sun. 12 n.

6.030

VE9CA

6.030

01R21

PRAGUE,

XEUW

pm. Mon., Tues., Thur., Fri.
VERA CRUZ, MEX., 49.82 m., Addr.

12

6.023

DJC

6.017

HI3U

6.015

PRAB

6.010

OL92A

6.010

6.010

COCO
VK9MI

m.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Av.

Ir.deperdencia

98.

8

pm:

GERMANY, 49.83 m.,
BERLIN,
Addr. (See 6.079 mc.) 10.40 am:
4.30 pm.
SANTIAGO DE LOS CABALLEROS
D. R., 49.85 m. 7.30-9 am., 12 n:
2 pm., 5 -7 pm 8 -9.30 pm.; Sun.
12.302, 5 -6 pm.
PERNAMBUCO, BRAZIL, 49.84 m.,
Radio Club of Pernambuco, 6 -9
pm.
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
49.92 m., Addr. (See OLR, 11.84
mc.) 4.40 -5 pm. Mon., Tue.,
Thur., Fri.
HAVANA CUBA, 49.92 m., Addr.
P. O. Box 98. Daily 7.55 am:
12 m., Sun. until II pm.

KANIMBLA, 49.92 m. (Travels
between Australia and New Zea7.30 am.

CJCX

for June,

6.005

VE9DN

6.004

RV59

6.002

CXA2

MONTEVIDEO, URUGUAY, 49.98 m.

Addr. Rio Negro

SYDNEY. NOVA SCOTIA, 49.92 m.
Relays CJCB 7 am: I pm., 4-8 pm.

1938

Relays

1631.

Radio Prieto, Bueros Aires.
am. -11.30 pm.
SALISBURY, RHODESIA, S. AFRICA,
50 m. (See 6.147 mc., ZEB.) Also
Sun. 3.30 -5 am.
MEXICO CITY, MEX., 50 m.,
Addr, P. 0. Boa 79.44. 8 em. -I
am.
LS2,
11.30

6.000

ZEA

6.000

%EST

End
5.977

CS2WD

5.975

OAX4P

of

Broadcast Band

LISBON,

PORTUGAL,

m.,

50.15

Addr. Rua Capelo 5. 3.304 pm.
HUANCAYO, PERU, 50.16 m. Le
Voz del Centro del Peru. 8 pm.
on.

5.968

HVJ

5.940

TG2X

VATICAN CITY, 50.27 m. 2.2.15 pm.
daily; Sun. 5 -5.30 em.
GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 50.47
m. 44, 9.11 pm.; Sun. 2.5 am.
CURACAO, DUTCH W. INDIES,
50.47 m., Mon., Wed., Fri. 6.36.

5.940

5.935

PJCI

YVIRL

8.36 pm., Sun. 10.36 am.-12.36 pm.
m..
50.52
MARACAIBO, VEN.
Addr, Radio Popular, Jose A.
Higuera M, P. O. Box 247. Ce
I A3
am. -1.43 pm., 5.3pm.; Sun. 9.13 am. -3.13 r.
VALENCIA, VEN., 50-71 m.
MAFEKING,
BRI.
BECHUANALAND S. AFRICA, 50.84 m. Addr.
The Govt. Engineer, P. O. Box
106. 6 -7 am.
-2.30 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 50.85 m.
6 -10 pm.
BARQUISIMETO, VEN., 50.86 m.,

ULTRA-COMPACT.

SUITABLE FOR EVERY
SERVICE NEED
('ornell- Duhilier type RR dry electrolytic.

¡illustration actual size) are the last word
in efficient compact filter capacitors. Hermetically sealed in aluminum containers.
these condensers are completely protected
against heat and humidity. Size is fully

that of corresponding types.
Available in single sections only, in capacities 4, 8, 12. 16, 20 and 40 mfd., 150 Volt.
D.C. and up to 8 mfd., 450 Volts D.C.
1:5

Ask your local distributor to show you a
handy carton of ten "HEAVERS" NOW AT
EXCEPTIONALLY ATTRACTIVE PRICES

Complete

5.913

YV4RP

5.900

ZNB

5.900

TILS

5.898

YV3RA

details in

ISSA. Write
Blvd.,

TODAY

So. Plainfield,

catalog flyer No.
1027 Hamilton
N. J.
fo:

Cable Address "CORDU"

CORNELL - DUBILIER

I

O,

ELECTRIC CORPORATION
South

Plainlield,

Naw

1

Addr,
pm.,

5.892

La
6 -10

Lara,

Voz de

12

PYRO

n.

pm.

HAITI, 50.89
PORT -AU- PRINCE,
m.. Addr. P. O. Box A103. 74.45

HH25

PANTAGRAPaI

pm.
J

5.885

H 198

5.875

HRN

5.855

1111J

I

TAIHOKU FORMOSA, 50.9 ns
Works Tokio 540 am. irregular.
SANTIAGO, D. R., 50.95 m. Irregular 6 -11 pm.
TEGUCIGALPA. HONDURAS, 51.06
m. 1.15.2.16, 8.30 -10 pm.; Sun
3.30 -5.30, 8.30-9.30 pm.
SAN PEDRO DE MACORIS, D. R.,

C

5.890

51.25 m.,

Addr.

Bon 204.

12

n.-

pm., 6.30 -9 pm.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 51.26 m
Addr. A.T.&T. Co. Works Bermuda nights.
m.,
MARACAIBO, VEN., 51.3
2

5.853

WOB

5.845

YVIRB

Addr. Apartado
am.,
9.45

5.830

TDD

5.825 TIGPH

5.813

TIGPH2

11.15

214.

em. 12.15

pm.; Sun.

11.45

8.45.9.45

pm., 4.45.
am. -12.45

pm.
MANCHUKUO. 51.46
SHINKYO
m. Works Tokio 5 -10 am., irreg.
SAN JOSE COSTA RICA, 51.5 m.,
Addr. Alma Tice, Apartado 800.
11
em..1 pm., 6 -10 pm. Relays
TIX 9 -10 pm.
SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA, 51.59
m., Addr. Senor Gonzalo Pinto,

$2.75
Shipping

u-

riphi,

3

lbs.

THIS

electrical outfit is especially designed for
burning designs permanently on materials

such as Leather, Wood. Cork, Bakelite. etc.

Plug the Pyre- electric pencil in any 110 volt
AC or DC outlet and it is ready to be used. Plug
and cord furnished.
CARACAS, VEN., 51.72 m., Addr.
Radio Caracas. Sun. 8.30 am.- By the use of the Pantagraph included in the
10.30 pm. Daily 7-8 am., 10.30 outfit, any design may be reproduced either in
am. -1.45 pm., 3.45.9.30 pm.
original, reduced or enlarged form.
NAZAKI, JAPAN, 51.81 m. Works Outfit consists of: one Pyro- electric Pencil; one
JIC and TDD irregular.
Pantagraph; three hardwood plaques; one bottle
MANAGUA, NICARAGUA, 52.11 of Varnish; one Brush; one tracing tip and tourm. B -9.30 pm.
page instruction sheet.
VENEZUELA, Size of box: 12% x 81A inches.
SAN
CRISTOBAL,
52/3 m., Addr. La Voz de
Tachira. 11.30 em. 12 n., 5.30 -9 Outfit will be forwarded by Express Collect if
not sufficient postage included with your order.
pm., Sun. till 10 pm.
H.

5.800

YVSRC

5.790

JVU

5.758

YNOP

5.740

YV2RA

5.740

TGS

5.735

HCIPM

S. S.

land). Sun., Wed., Thurs. 6.556.010

CFCX

mc.) Daily exc. Sun. 10 am.-4
pm., Sat. till 4.45 pm.; Sun. B
am. -12 n., 12.15-3.15 pm.
COLON, PAN., 49.96 m., Addr.
Box 33. 7.9 am., 11.30 am. -I pm.,
6.11 pm.
MONTREAL CAN. 49.96 m., Ca,
Marconi Co. Relays CFCF 6.45
am.-12 m.; Sun. 8 am. -10.15 pm.
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUE., CAN.,
49.96 m., Addr. Ca-adian Marconi Co.
MOSCOW, U.S.S.R., 49.97 m. Irregular. 34 pm.

49.75 m. (See 11.875 mc.) 4.40.5

12.30 am.

6.020

6.005

ROBERTS HEIGHTS S. AFRICA,
49.94 m., Addr, (See ZRK, 9.606

TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR.

lays

W3XAU

HPSK

C., CAN., 49.42
pm.-

1.45.9 pm., 10.30
Tues. 6.7.30 pm.,

TANANARIVE, MADAGASCAR,

WBXAL

6.060

6.005

pm. -I.30 am. Daily 6.7.30 pm.

11

6.060

Call
6.007 ZRH

ar-.. -12 m.

10

6.070

92

Mc.

Call
VQ7L0

GUATEMALA CITY, GUAT., 52.23
m. Irregular.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 52.28 m. Irregular 10 pm. -12 m.
(Continued on pope 124)
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WELLWORTII TRADING CO.
558 W.

Washington Blvd.

Dept. SWT -638

Chicago, III.
2 3

COMMERCIAL NOTICES 1
WORD
10A
Under this heading only advertisements of a commercial nature are accepted. Remittance of 10c
per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the 10th of the month
for the second following month's issue.
AGENTS WANTED
PROFIT SELLING

50U%

GOLD

Leaf Letters for Store Windows. Free
Samples. Metallic Co.. 446 North Clark,

Cicago.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
500,000 USED CORRESPONDENCE
Courses and Educational Books. Sold.
Rented.
Exchanged.
All subjects.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for
used courses. Complete details and
bargain catalog free. Send name
Nelson
Comparu'.
3279
Manhattan

Building. Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS

INCII

TR. 0 -125 VT. A.C.
Voltmeter. 0 -10 A.C. Ammeter. $2.75
each, Weston D.C. 0 -7 and 0 -140 Volt2%"
meter,
with 9 pt. D.P. Switch
$2.75. Nat'l.
MB27 -4 Stg. T.R.F.
chassis and Thord. 45 P.P. Park.
$7.50. 10" MUTER DYN. HPKR. 73.00
Victor 72' HI -Fi Orthophonie Horn.
kW. and Acoustic Pick -ups, 710.00.
plus express. $100.00 RCA battery
354

Superhet-$25.00.
Harry
Ackeraon,
Ramsey. N. J.
WE ORIGINALLY HAD FIVE
thousand Stoppanl Compasses for which
the C.S. Government paid over $30.00
each. We sold all but a very few. We
rannot obtain more to sell at three times
our present price. Send in your order
before they are all sold at $4.50 each.
postage paid. Gold Shield Product.,
330 Greenwich St., New York City.

SPECIAL OFFER: 150 NEAT. .ATtractive two color short wave listener's, amateurs, OSIa. $1.00. 300 -$1.75. Samples (Stamps). W- B- l.-S -N,
1827

('one.

Toledo. Ohio.

SW1. CARDS. NEAT. ATtractive. reasonably priced. samples
free. Miller, Printer, Ambler, l'a.
QSL,

PATENT ATTORNEYS
SONO POEMS WANTED
INVENTOILS, ALL PATENT AND
trademark cases submitted given perWANTED
ORIGINAL POEMS,
sonal attention by members of the firm.
Immediate consideratimi.
Form 'Evidence of Conception' ato songs for
Instructions free. Lancaster, Aliaine Send poems to Columbian Music Pub& Rommel, 436 Bowen Building, Warh- lishers, Ltd., Dept. K19, Toronto.
Ington,

D.

Can.

C.

QSL-CARDS-SWL
TELEVISION
IMO NEAT S Vl. CARDS IIUNTED
with your name and address sent postpaid for $1. Bunch of samples and
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT SINCE.
EST (hart for five cents in stamps.
'sVIBEF, 16 Stockbridge Ave., Lowell, 1927. Arthur fohl. 2123 Ilul,bard,
Mas.
Detroit. Mich.

!OR SALE

3

NON COMMERCIAL)

SALE:

SHORT
GROSS
WAVE three tube metal cabinet hatter, receiver peerless cabinet speaker ready to operate; also Crosley metal
cabinet four tube broadcast receiver
lees tubes and batteries; also about
twenty five other valuable items all
at a bargain. Semi for nanplete list.
Carl Jensen, 211 East 200 St., New

York. N.Y.

AMPLIFIER,

Mike,

6

TUBES,

CASE,

cable, rebuilt for ACmonths. $40.00 or swap
for good AC -IS; receiver, NCSOX or
have your Dermoutz. 13v Wr
62nd, New York
50 feet

DC. Used

2

FOR SALE:
string musical
chronometer or
save receiver
Atlantic Ave..

GUITAR, CAMERAS,
1937 MIDWEST EIGHTEEN TUILE
instruments, watches, Super Hel. Complete with tubes and

trade for 5 tube short speaker. No cabinet. Guaranteed perGerhold. 113 -IS
condition thruont.
Used
six
Richmond 11111. N.Y. fect
months. Phone jack. DX -223 countries.
TRII'LETT 1210,\ TUBE TESTER First $15 takes. Bill Ebeltoft. Frazee,
$1450; Toise RF -2 line filter $1.50; Minnesot a.
Asiatic S -8 pick-up $3..,0 Meissner
FOR SALE)
St'1REHE .A AA1
phonograph oscillator
very
$5.00;
slightly used; all A -I. J. F. Close, Diagnumeter, excellent condition, two
184 Ohio Ave., Wadsworth. O.
W'eaton meters, A.C. Oscillator, tube
SELL CHEAP: MODERN RADIO checker and set analyzer. Weighs 26
course.
three tube
llegre electric lbs. Coot $160 sell for $25. J. Dover. Write fart .Ialalls. Rehpein, binsky, 9404 Astoria Blvd.. Jack..,
rel

Heights, Queens, N.V.C.

TE119.° E

.çNIA...G -=

FREE!

.

HAVE

used

4

-210

condition.

labo
TUBES
Rant transmitting

numbers
magazine.. Including old tpe ItQST
-exchange for what have Mou. W. S.
Crooks. WgIRG, Box 15, Siow, Ohio.
SWAP USF.I) W.E.242A
AND
W.E.242B perfect condition: photo
electric cell, new; National S.W'.3
with National power supply and Smm
art photos Inrotion picture) for what
have you? David Jnhnoff, W2HAP,
1132 Forest Avenue, Far Rockaway,

HAVE HUNDREDS OF U.S. AND
foreign commemorative stamps to exchange for art photos, 8mm movies
and radio parts. R.M. McDonald, 271
Pearl Street. Cambridge. Mass.
HAVE $32.50 MAJESTIC B POW er supply. Operates on 110 A.C.. providing up to 200 D.C. Also hundreds
Of radio parte, cabinet.. 'etc. Want
small transceiver or what have you?
Wallace Freenman, Box 466, Barre,

WANTED:

2

TUBE TRANSCEIVER

WILL TRADE OLD ISSUES OF

Radio

copies

News

from

In

Jan.

good condition- 45
1934 to December

all ware signal generator or
tube teeter. R. A. Martin. Jr.. 1402
1937, for

-

Chestnut Ht., Lampasas. Texas.

TRADE-STOP WATCH: HAND
WILL TRADE MAGNETIC
Mike. with 4' cord; 8" Keuffel & Fe- pick -up. electric turntable and 1 /100

Slide Rule. All Items excellent
condition. Want small SW receiver,
radio books or what have you. W. H.
Coburn. Box 685. Keystone, W. Va.
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE
RWL cards with any SW7. in U.H.
or foreign countries. All cards rever

A.C. motor for or on low power 40 or 80 meter emitter. or what
h.p.

have you? Ralph Hitsman,
Boston St.. Galion. Ohio.

600

S.

WANTED -PIED BATTERY 01'crated code machine, with or with-

out tapes. Muet be cheap, or at least
ceived will be answered with my card. not beyond repair. Send particulars
Charles Wall. 921 Lake Blvd., Al- to Thomas D. Grant, Lumby, B. C.,
bert Lea. Minn.
Canada.
SWAP-REMINGTON MODEL 33 WILL TRADE GOOD 5 TI'Ite;
22 caliber rifle-- excellent -250 car- A.C. -D.C. Kadette res.. range 1520
tridge.. Ire skates size 1154. No. 3A to 17.5 meas. phone jacks and speakpocket kodak like new. K. B. Dienst er, for good. accurate all -wave osell9 power field glasses. What hoe you? lator. complete. Jack Doherty, 1828 W.
W. Macllurray. 98 Hart St., Brook- 11. Des Moines. la.

lyn. N.Y.

TRADE. 150 WATT. 110 VOLT
w'OI'LD LIKE TO SWAP SWI. Poweraek auto generator complete,
with any other SW1. All mail slightly used, also about 30 radio

Cards

will

be answered promptly.
George
Chatfield. Box 93. Wolcott. N.Y.
SWAP
WILL
22 CAI.. ItEMINGMaes.
ton 16 shot autoloading automatic
WILL S'iVAF M.11.1.. CARDS rifle, In good condition (peep sights).
with any S117. in foreign countries for good Bennington or Underwood
and will answer all correspondence.
standard typewriter. If Interested. cor(URA)) George M. Fleming. 301 respond with Bradford Jamerson. 2205
South Cherry Street. Cameron, MisHoward St.. Ht. Louis. Missouri.
souri, U.S.A.
SHORT WAVE LISTENERS IN
AM INTERESTED IN JOINING U.S.A. and especially foreign counAmerican and foreign radio clubs, tries. Would Tike to exchange SWI.
would like to join at least one In every cards and /or correspond with you.
continent. Would Ilke to get your 100% answer guaranteed. Joe R. CaSWL and OHL rani also. Bob Kelly, hall, Box No. 35, Georgetown. Ohio.
Box 95. Minim. N. Y.
M. S. A.
WILT.
TRADE
3INIRAW -HILL.
HAVE 14 INCH SPEAKER. ATradio book. good condition. Bark water Kent 5 tube battery radio. less
copies of Boy's Life. American Boy speaker. batteries. Majestic 5 tube.
and Modern Meehan': magazines. For- 4700 ohms speaker. other parts. Swap
eign stamps for one tube battery for 110 volt SW receiver. Herb Kurradio. Address Marion Deakin, Arch- noweki. 418 Fifth SL. Green Bay.
er City, Texas.
Wis.

124

5.145

Please say you saw

tubes; prefer late model auto radio.
What have your Demo Crumples,
2.111 Santee Ave., Columbia, S.)'.
HAVE TWO "WILEY POST'
stratosphere flight rovers; one set German Olympic sumps amxed to official
sheet Olympic stationery, caneeled by
P.O. In Berlin. Want: photographic
equipment. M. Stark. Box 962. l'atro,
California.
WANTED GOOD PRESEI.F.CTOR

or Sky Muddy. Have ty'pew'riter. complete ivory Shah .lanes set. coat $35,
also Erector set with reversible motor.
All letters answered. Daniel Platek,
225 Division Ave.. Brooklyn. N.Y.
TRADE 50 BACK ISSUES OF
S.W.r., other magazines. American
and foreign stamps. radio parts. DX4
slightly Used. Want American stamps
or radio Mnlpment. Fred Humphrey,
Mohonk Ave.. New Peitz. N.Y.

(Continued on following page)
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Call
OKIMPT PRAGUE,
58.31

m.,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA,

Addr,

(See OLR

I1.84

mc.) 5.15.5.30 pm. Wed. s Sat.
BANDOENG. JAVA, 58.31 m. 5.30
11
am.
LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J., 59.03 m.
Addr. A.T. &T.Co. Works England
late at night irregularly.
HAMILTON BERMUDA 59.65 M.
Works N.Y.C. irregularly at night.
REYKJAVIK,
ICELAND, 60 M.
Works Europe night time irreg.
RUGBY, ENG., 60.3 m. Works ships

5.145

PMY

5.077

WCN

5.025

ZFA

5.000

TR

4.975

GBC

4.900

HJ3ABH

.

^eq u la rlr.

4.880

HJ4ABP

4.842

HJ3ABD

4.820

GOW

4.807

HJIABB

4.780

HJIABB

4.772

HJIABJ

4.752

WOO

BOGOTA, COL, 61.19 m.,
dr.
Apartado 565. 12 n:2 pm., 11
pm.; Sun. 12 n:2 pm., 4-II
m.
MEDELLIN, COL., 61,44 m.
pm.
BOGOTA, COL.. 61.95 m., Addr La
Nueva Granada, Box 509. 12
2 pm., 7-11 pm., Sun. 5.9 pm.
RUGBY
ENG., 62.24 m. Works
N.Y.C. night time irregularly.
BARRANQUILLA, COL. 62.39 r
La Vox de Barranquilla, Adl rl
P. O. Box 715. 11.30 am. to
pm., 4.30.6 pm.
BARRANQUILLA, COL., 62.72
Addr. D O. Box 715. 11.30 a
pm., 4.30.10 pm.
SANTA MARTA, COL. 62.85
11.30 am. -2 pm., 5.30 -10.30 p
except Wed.
OCEAN GATE, N. J., 63.1 m
Addr. A. T. & T. Co. Works chi

II

1

,

irregularly.

COL

4.740

HJbABC

IBAGUE,

4.272

WOO

OCEAN

4.250

RVIS

4.107

HCJB

KHABAROVSK SIBERIA, U.S.S.R.,
70.42 m. 1.10 am.
QUITO, ECUADOR, 72.99 m. 7.8.30
am., 11.45 am.-2.30 pm., except
Monday. Sunday 12 roon1.30
pm., 5.30 -10 pm.

63.25 m. 7

pm.1

m..

GATE, N. J., 70.22 m
Addr. A.T. &T. Co. Works ship

irregularly.

Pitcairn Island

,

2% -4000 meters ready to go on air
or good superhet shortwave receiver.
Have complete R.T.I.
court. and
Frank Holten cornet. It. J. Racine,
Box 274. Danielson, Conn.

Stations

First Ham to Talk with

NO ADVERTISEMENT TO EXCEED 35 WORDS. INCLUDING NAME AND ADDRESS
Space in this ae órtment is not sold. It is intended solely
led from
any ).sued All dealings
Car the benefit of our readers.
who wish
buy or
MUST be above board. Remember you
e u ing the
exchange radios. parts, phonographs. cameras.to bicycles.
mall In all these transactions and therefore you are bound
Asporting goods. books,
etc.
gasine.,
by the U. N. Postal Laws. Describe anything you offer
s we receive no money for these announcements. we call.
accurately and without exaggeration. Treat your fellow
not accept responsibility for any statements made wbycthe
men thleoway you wish to
treated.
to ,eke tnl. aeuse these columns freely. Only one advertisement can be
pal-myna interesting end helpful too
reader*.
Copy should reach us not plater than the 10th of the month for the second following month's issu..

I WANT TO TRADE AN FIt7X
complete with power supply, tubes
and xtal for a good camera, enlarger
or fine pair of binoculars. N. R. Thornton, Somerville. Ohio.

Mc.

A. C.

n

S -W

(Continued from page

WORD

Under this heading we accept advertisements only when goods are offered for sale without profit.
Remittance of 3c per word should accompany all orders. Copy should reach us not later than the
10th of the month for the second following month's issue.
FOR

World

TELEVISION

(Continued from page 79)
own call "W8C NA." The voice exclaimed, "Yost are to be congratulated. You
are Nfe first person in the world to talk by
radio with Pitcairn Island."
Early Saturday morning March 5, 1938
at 1:30, the Binghamtonian and his guest
held the invisible link with Pitcairn Island
6000 miles away and talked with the two
Americans who had been sent there to set
up this station.
The two Americans Lew Bellam and
Lindley Granville of Providence. R. I.. began the 6000 mile trip several weeks ago.
No word had been heard from them until
Mr. Bellam contacted the Binghamton operator. Mr. Bellam said, "We arrived in a
zc'indstor,,t Tuesday. A New Zealand ship
brought us within two miles of the island,
from there the natives piloted us through
treacherous rocks, and hoisted us and our
4 tons of equipment up a sheer cliff to the
island."
Mr. Wolfinger was asked by Mr. Bellam
to relay a message to his mother in Providence. R. I. He did so immediately. He
picked up the phone on his table and got
Mrs. Bellam on the wire. Mrs. Bellam refused to believe that her son was actually
talking with America until Mr. Wolfinger
held the telephone receiver against the loud
speaker and let her hear her son's voice
telling her that he was safe and well.
The conversation started at 1:30 a.m.
Saturday lasting until nearly 4:00 a.m. at
this time the band began to fade.
Mr. Phennicie is also a "ham," W9ODQ
Waterloo, Iowa.
Mr. Wolfinger has had many experiences
with short wave but this Pitcairn Island
incident tops them all. -V. W. Brezee.
SHORT

WAVE

&

TELEVISION

Let's Listen In with
Joe Miller
(Continued from page 83)
MANCHUKUO

JDY, now on 9.94 mc., QSLs our SWBC report at last, though ignoring our 3
commercial 'phone reports. The QSL, as
can be seen, is well worth getting, and a
letter is also enclosed giving following
data: Schedule daily 7 -8 a.m., power 10
kw., broadcasts commencing July 16, 1937.
JDY carries the programs of JQAK, the
BCB station in Dairen. Letter is signed
by Isao Sugiyama, director. QRA from
letter: Dairen Broadcasting Station JDY,
Shotokugai 3. Dairen, Kwantung, Manchukuo. JDY QSLs all reports in about
3

months.
NEW CALEDONIA

"Radio Noumea," 6.12 mc., a- new DX
catch to go after, is located in the South
Pacific Ocean, and may be heard if one
really tries hard for it. Operated by the
French government, in New Caledonia,
owned by France. QRA is: Radio Noumea,
44 Rue de L'Alma, New Caledonia, Pacific
Islands. This station signs on and off with
the Marseillaise. Schedule is Tuesdays and
Saturdays, 3 to 4:30 a.m.
VATICAN CITY

HVJ, 15.12 mc., counted as a separate
country apart from Italy, is being heard

with a fine signal, and has a. schedule of
10:30 -10:45 a.m., but occasionally reported
to 11 a.m. HVJ now has a new Xmtr, and
should be easily heard by all. QRA:
Stazione Radio HVJ, Citta del Vaticano,
Vatican City, Italy. A beautiful postal card
size view of some Vatican City scenery is
the QSL card that verifies ones report.
ASIATIC REVIEW

VVS, 12.87 mc., Mingaladon, Burma,

heard last at 6:35 a.m.
JVE. 15.66 mc., Nazaki, Japan, heard
at 7:15 a.m., fine signal.
RVI5, 4.27 mc., Khabarovsk. Siberia.
reported by Harry Honda, W6, with a
good signal, 8 -9 a.m., West Coast.
INDIA

VUD2, 9.59 mc., New Delhi, India, is
still well heard and reported by many.
Chris D. Jaffe, Va., reports hearing Bombay, 9.565 mc., at 9:30 p.m. Any other reports on this one?
From Masud Akhtar of New Delhi,
comes following data
VUB, Bombay, operates on 9.55 mc.,
from 1 -3:30 a.m. and on 3.305 mc. from
7 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m.
VUD2, New Delhi, operates on 9.59
me. from 8:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m.. and 1:303:30 a.m. And on 4.905 mc. from 7:30 a.m. :

12:30 p.m.
Revised schedule of VUC, Calcutta. as
follows: 6.109 mc., weekdays, 2:06 -4:36
a.m., and 7:06 a.m :12:06 p.m. Sats., 10:06
p.m. -2:06 a.m., on Suns., 7:06 a.m. -12:36
p.m. Bombay and Delhi have 10 kw., while
Calcutta still uses the old low- powered
Xmtr. A new station for Calcutta is now
under construction. Thank you, Mr.

Akhtar!
Martin Garvey, W2, already has received
a veri in the form of a letter, from VUD2.
The QRA is correct as given in last issue,
All -India Radio, New Delhi, India.
YBB, 7.87 mc., Palembang, Sumatra,
has been verified by Roger Legge, W2, and

(Contiued

for June,

1938

on page 126)

BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
WILL TRADE 16 BACK ISSUES
WILL TRADE PRECISION ML'I.timeter series 830. It Is new. For SW- of SWC and SW&T; also other mass.,
receiver with coils. !limit be for for an Xtal on any amateur band.
A.C. Howard Goodside, 2510 Lin- Chas. Ammerman, 355 Ridge St.,
Honesdale. Pa.
coln St.. Saginaw S.S., Mich.
TRADE: KIT OF TRANSFORMWILL SWAP 8 ISSUES OF MOD four channel mixern Mechanlx and Intentions. in good ERS and T pads forsix
P.A. trumpets,
condition for 6A6 rube. QTH: Var er. pickup. meters. mike.
Went ribcarbon
button
two
Jonesboro,
Box
167,
ren Arnett. R1
bon mike or what have you. C. CranIndiana.
Iowa.
}airfield,
dall,
TRADE 1938 HOWARD RADIO
WILL SWAP PAN -AMERICAN
Exide storage battery. radio tubes.
talne tromsignal generator. all new. interested silver plated, gold bellcondition.
with
in television equipment, phew salt- bone. perfect playing
service
ter, crystal amplifier. and technical case; for radio equipment.
books. Clyde D. Kiebach, 1429 Moss, manuals. or AA'. short wave receiv%%rite. Roy B. Faulk, 210 Oak
Reading. Penna.
Croule). La.
WANTED-8 " -l0" ASTATIC tOR St.,WANTED
TO BUY AN 1NSTItU'CPlezot HI- impedance crystal phonographic pickup In good condition. Buy tograptb Telepiex code machine or a
or swap for excellent Gordon magnetic Candler System. Robert Stellmaker,
pickup with tine colunie control. S. B. Makin. Minnesota,
Concourse.
2230
Gr.
Zuckerman,
WILL SWAP 28" BIKE. RCA CAR
Bronx. New York City.
radio for short wave apparatus. camOFQSLA-ND
or role help- J. B. Clooney, Jr.,
era
SAMPLES
WANTED:
SW'L cards front any printing; nant 310 Columbia St.. Houston, Texas.
to get different prices on ards. LuTRADE ItCA VICTOR MODEL
ther Sclmake. 1608 t'ampbell Ave.. R93 -A record player. Weaver model
Des Plaines. III.
329 -$3 rifle telescope for 16-20 Ga.
SWAP.
CLASS "B" TRANS - double barrel shotgun or radio. John
fonnera '46 or '59 to 5.000 or 10.000 Itaierwick, Box 67. Simsbury. Conn.
ohm load. High quality Dli carton
WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE
microphone. Want III Mottle about 40 public address apparatus, sound mowatts. candid camera. Arnold Scimwemtion
picture apparatus and recording
in. 421 -7th St.. Clarkston. Wash.
apparatus. Must be of nationally
Munroe,
Danny
WOULD LIKE TO BUY A known makes.
I
large number of radio magazines of WIND. Gary. Ind.
various kinds to use as a reference
I SET AL'WILL
EXCHANGE
library with an index in a small filing del's Electric Library new condition
Howard value 511.00 for a well filled stamp
cards.)
(3"15'
cabinet.
Chandler. R.R.1. Ravenna. O.
album. 11. Ilawarth, 1144 Decatur St.,
WILL SWAP GOOD UKULELE. Brooklyn. N.Y.
folding camera. set of Hammarlund
38 -15,
WINCHESTER
II A V E
Ix prong plug in coils for a used Knight transceiver, original 30 trans 807. double button mike. 160 meter ceiver, UN -er receiver, many radio
Arthur
crystal. or what have you
and large stamp collection. Want
Lantz. 609 Monona Street, Boone, Parts
cheap rate machine. 8 or I6mm movie
lowa.
camera and projector. W. F. Russell.
WILL SWAP. EAR PHONES. Ashland. Maine.
small camera. radios and parts. .4111
\%LISTON
MODEL 251
SWAP
gauge shot gun. Alit Interested iii voltmeter (0 -15 -150 volts) in gis"
2 or
motorcycle. rifle larger than
two Western Electric 211E
and
case
hat have your Will exchange tunes Dtsed t, Need a goal inultllestliana. Lawrence Miller. Ilealy. Kansas. er. Ropert Lepde. 3026 S. St. Louts
WILL SWAP EMERSON DYNA- Ave., Chicago. Ill.
motor output 180 volts at 40 Ma. from
TRADE: $60 WORTH OF RADIO.
6 volt battery at 2.6 amp. Never used. science magi., $100 worth "hot" phonWill swap for S.W. radio parts or ograph records. Six tube 1936 auto rawhat have you. Jos. Haequin, P.O. dio. Want good receiver. transmuter,
Box 116. Glllesple. Ill.
and /or test equipment. T. E. McConEXCHANGE: CANDLER 11IG11 nell. 2715 Lincoln Way. Ames. Iowa.
Speed Cale Course, complete 3,5 hand
HERE'S YOU'It CHANCE. WILL
press, ship's wheel electric clocks. trade 160 different radio magasines,
Conn E fiat alto sax and case. Per - Radio News, Craft. etc., for Weston
MasMention,
fect condition. W1117.3.
or Jewell meters. etc. Write H. Nelsachusetts.
son. 60 West 75 Street. New York
HAVE ONE ANI) TWO TUBE City.
radios. crystal sets. Want radio parts.
PLATED
CIIItOM11'11
HAVE
Send list. Johan Haynes. Doe Run. "Bug" practically new. What am I
Missouri.
offered in exchange. All letters anIL\VE CItYSTAI, dtAl)lOS. ONE swered. Clyde A. Dalton. Del. QM.
and two tube radina to trade fa Corp, Mitchel Field. N.Y.
and
developing
picture
cameras.
ALL
SWL'a FROM
WANTED
printing outfit. hectograph, binocu- short wave listeners In the United
lars. high prover microscope. Brush States. All mall
knowledged. Lewis
crystal headphones. or w last hare you t Neuman, Box 8303, Pittsburgh (18).
William Sheba. l'emee City. Nebras- I'a.
ka.
TRADE H. N. WHITE SLIDE
WILL TRADE A FINE 31A1100- trombone.
Virtuoso tromrole bone course.costcost$85,
any steel guitar and case for
560. Also numerous
machine with full line of tapes. Sat- instruction books, music. etc. Desire
Must
return
on
both
ends.
or
isfaction
short wave set. equipment. etc. Best
be In goal condition. K. Stammers. offer takes all. Lewis S. Parker. MidPort Burwell. Ont.. Canada.
dle Riser. Md.
TRADE: 20 HAND WED ORE RAWANT BROWNING "35'. SKY
dio crystals; 5 oz. unmtd unused test- Buddy. etc., have All -Star. Jr.. comvar.
con
ed galena. pure; 3 midget
565
plete
densera: 300 V voltmeter; 2 uness speak116:12x81
etal cabinet
used skind. buttons; protected short er good condition. Will settle differL. B. Johnson,
3

e.

-

-

wave coil Invention.
Inox 818. Spokane. Wash.

WANT SHORT WAVE RECEIVER
in exchange for Koleter amplifier and
power pack. pair puahpun transformers Pilot. Also code practice records.
All letters answered. Wm. E. Mt-widNe]. Jr., 546 So. Broad St., Elizabeth.
J.
It ANTED-ALL \111.I 'SMES RID ers Manuals, state price. condition.
Swap rifles. telescope. text -brooks.
S.R.I. Natrometer. male records, photo electric. cell. new %Eve.,D. Jewell
John M.
volt
0 -10
A.C. meter.
Thompson. 529 N. Main St.. Canan.

daigua. N.V.
MM
HA \'F. GOOD USED 10
movie projector and used electric train:
also radio parts for trade. What have
off'
you
what
n.
Washington.
Wood,
oaal, Route I. 'Vase
WILL TRADE-ONE 30 POWER
telescope. slightly worn. Alto hunch
of 01.1 phonograph records. Will send
title list on request. %Want set of
is 'K -4 nr SW'K -6 coils. Al. Cornherds. 4505 S. Seeley Ave.. Chicago,
1

t,

llinols.

WANTED TO BUT: I OR 2 TUBE
short mate receiver in fair condition
and reasonable cost. Victor De1110, Jr.,
422 High St., Monongahela. Penna.
STONE
HAVE
PREHISTORIC
Age relics from the ruins of Arizona
to trade for S.W. 2 tube electric receiver or what have you. Photo if interested. 0eh. W. Parsons, 302 S.
Granite St.. Prescott, Arizona.

,

ence if any. Elwood Brooks, 16311 E.
36. Cleveland. O.
WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE

HAVE 5 TUBE EILEN RADIO
complete with coils. Good condition.
Will trade for battery set. Duane
Sheller. liDI. Ashland. Ohio.
WANTED USED DOERLE D38 OR
Super -Clipper 7 tubes offers must be
reasonable. Carl IL Jensen, 211 East
200 St., Bronx, N.Y.
MANY
ABOUT 250 STAMPS.
countries, junior collections; trading
also a few radio. etc.. magazineswould like in trade an H. G. l'Isin's
Air Scout, Jr., receiver, or what have
you? Geo. Beath, Leamington, Ontario.

WILL TRADE A Wl'RLITZER
violin. Stradivarius copy. In good
condition for trumpet or clarinetor what hate you? Write-C. O. Nunnery. 557 Willowbrook Ave.. Rock
HIII. S. C.

TRADE FOR WHAT HAVE YOU
model 241A tester in tine
condition. F. \'ieweger, 1411 S. 17th
St.. Manitowoc. Wis.
SHORT WAVE LISTENERS IN
all countries. Would like to exchange
S%VL cards with anyone. Will answer
all SW I. cards. QRA- !toward A.
Schultz. 3519 East 104 Street. Cleveland, Ohio. U.S.A.
FOR TRADE RADIO PARTS ALL
kinds meters and mikes. will trade
for cameras. public address system.
What have you? Would like to trade
SWL cards. Lewis Johns, Lake St.,
Nirholasvllle, KY.
SHORT WAVE LISTENERS IN
48 states and all foreign countries.
I QSL 100 %. Want to swap Garda?
QRA: Vincent C. Stasen, 5347 Priscilla St.. Phila.. Pa.. U.S.A.
BUNDLE UP YOUR OLD OR
new postcard views and send to ma.
For each one I'll forward one piece
old Mexican money. (Not spendable
now.) No two cards alike please.
Harold Manias. Coloradio. Texas.
BASES
WILL TRADE TUBE
4- 5- 6 -7s -8 prong. can be used for
plug -in coil forms and many other
things, for radio parts. Any offer aecepted. l'anl Bahr. Marion. Ind.
I .HAVE AN 1NSTRUI'iOORAPH
Junior Code Teaching set, five tapes.
AI condil ion. to trade for used
5x7" or 8'xlp' view camera or photographic apparatus. What have you?
Hoyt Itelarhling. 818 North Alamo,
San Antonio. Texas.
SWAP: NEW PIULCO ALL WAVE
Antenna, list 55.00. for small short
wave receiver worth lame. Give details. Eugene Johnson. 698 Edmund
St., St. Paul. Minnesota.
WANTED 10 AND 12 INCH REtontines, all kinds. will pay cash or
swap, send want list with hit of
for
shipping
'ill
records,
pay
charges. Alfred B. Shenton. Box 248.
ast Liverpool, Ohio.
FIRST
SIIAVERS:
ELEÀTItIC
person sending
merchandise will receive prepaid either a new Schick or a new Packard
electric sharer. Address: J. S. Jackson. Jr.. 11113, Box 76, Bowling
Green. Kentucky.
SW'-3
W A N T E D-NATIONAL
complete power supply and coils. tubes.
Have Ifalllevaftere Sky Ruddy used
two months. C. Whiter. 34 John
St rect. Ilion. N.Y.
WANT -HIGII QUALITY TELErople sight and click mounts, also
30 -06 tool. Swap 1933 McMurdo super
receiver. also CV.' and Pone transmitter and parts. George
121
ltoxoltl WisPhilippen Street,

-Readrite

ill

consin.

WILL

SWAP, ONE

T)RIPLETT

era
amIl
0

clariAI A Amplifiertlnew. f
net almost new, Popular Mechanics
Magazines. Want Rider Manuals or
what have you? Raymond \Ceneman,
Cot ton. 'owl, Idaho.
delphia. l'a.
WILL TRADE}- SCALECRAIT
VIEWS,
SWI-'s.
WE
SWAP
SW L's.
0 gauge and
correspondence. You send your card- Hudson type locomotivepassenger
freight
we'll send ours. All nail answered 4worth
Lein, cama
ylodel
0
for
200,
"SheeT.
Cockcroft.
by return. B. W.
or a good medical microscope.
hy". Falkland Drive, Onchan, Isle
Max Havelurk, 939 Rockaway Ave.,
of Stan. British Isles.
Brooklyn. N.Y.
HAVE 12.5 FICTION MAGAZINE%
WANTED: METERS AND TEST
(Western. Detective. etc.) to swap.
microWant typewriter. short wave receiver. equipment, service or manuals.
trade for. Send
buy
radio magazines and books. radio phones. Will
complete description, price and what
¢ QRA: Harold Howard, you might
at I offered
Walnut SL Ironton, Ohio.
116
R.F.D. No. 4. Wapakoneta. Ohio.
OR
IP501A
WANTED-USED
WANTED FBXA OR SIMILAR
type receiver. Would like to
receiver; have gnol tenor banjo with similar
must
Both
SW3.
hand
second
have
sound hoard: 1936 iteadrite signal
cheap. D. F. Stell, 508 Buchanan
generator; 1250 CT 500 mil transform- be
Rd.. Durham. N. C.
er. Will buy or trade. Ray LaForce.
Warren. Ohio.
WILL SWAP IOWF.R TRANS with 110-120 V. poi. 700V.
WILL TRADE ('AMEBA. TENNIS former
ma. C.T., 5 V.2A., 2.5\'. 3.75A, and
70
racket and U.S. and foreign stamps. 8.3V.
secondaries for any radio
Other articles ton numerous to men- parts. 9A,
Ralph Freyberger. Fleetwood.
tion. Want any kind of radin parte.
o.
1,
Penna.
Send for list of swaps. George 1'.
(lose. Jny, 111.
TO TRADE, COMPLETE SET OF
Electrical Guide and other
WILL TRADE AN "EILEN 3B" Hawkins
on electricity and radio for
books
goad
in
receiver,
battery
three tube
other hooks, radio
camera,
candid
2 -tube "?Merle" such
condition, for
parts or what have you? Rob Rice,
as 1935 "Prof Doerle" or 12,500 mile Flandreaq.
Dak.
Alexander
receivers.
battery
"Merle"
(Continued on jape 126)
Pudatepny, 217 Pine St.. Phyla., l'a.
somme radio parts such
5 meter trans.. etc., for
camera. Send for list of
as Evans. 5226 Chester

Please say you sew it in SHORT WAVE

as receiver,.
a 4.5 or 6.3
parta. ThomAve., Phila-

8 watt

~

&
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BARTER and EXCHANGE FREE ADS (continued)
WILL TRADE:

3d WATT TRANS with tenser supply,
for late NRI radio
course complete
ith alt lest books
and experimental equipment. James
H. White. e,o Simpson & White,

mitter
but

complete

crystal

less

Coleman, Texas.

WANTED: NEW Olt USED Ith:meehanims

cording
such

Will

"ITestti

a

cash.

pay

for home tue.
"1 ;niversal ", etc.

trend

all partleulara

to R. F. Schell, 515 Grand St.. Troy,
Ness York.

vta'AP -39
ISSUES NATIONAL,
EDITION itA- Geographic Magazine. gusod rondithm,
Engineering books by 'renuan, from Jan. 1930 to May 1938 exeept Oct.
Nilson and Hornung. Moyer and Wus -. 1936. July 1934, for good 2 or 3 tube
l ;hlrardi. Eseritt. !looney, or five meter receiver anti 5 meter transtee).

WANTED: LATE

I10

fair enMition

others. Slust be In
reasonable.

test

.Misa

Burks.

E.

and

Route

5.

Tulsa, Okla.
WANTED: ONE FILTER CHOKE.
15 henries. 250 ma. power transformer.
600 volts each side c.t. and 7.5 and 5
volt windings A reliable 10 nieter
crystal. Robert Alexander, 5 Arnold
Si., Richmond Hill, ont., Can.
WILL 111'Y 2 NATIONAL Seo -KC,
air -taud if. transformers, a Na-

tional 500-ke, B.O. assembly,
National II. dial, and universal p.D. output transforma: tNatne price. Ray Mc
Inlosh, 87 E. Wyoming Ave.. Melrose. Mass.

HAVE JEWELL

METER RAT -

2

tery tube type tester. Triplett No.
1150 Oscillator In good alien , meters.
speakers. P.P.
trans., many other
Items from radio junk box. What have
You. J. R. Reed, 2178 W. 3 Ave., Durango, (blo.
HAVE PIANOLIN
(COMBINED
violin and guitar) with music
and Instructions and over 800 different
stamps. Will trade for radio parts.
courses, books or magazines. Maurice
Fouler. Itlalraburg, Iowa.

WANTED-SHORT

WAVE

BE-

getver, no Junk. Must be complete
and compact. Also oscillator for code
practice. All letters answered. Leo

Blattner, Jr.. 1105 Juniata St., N.S.,
Pittsburgh- l'a.
TRADE:
COMPLETE
MOTIOGRAPIl 35 M.M. prolecte , 15.000 volt
transformer and large veriely of

stamps. Went
good communication
receiver, transceivers, transmitter able
to work phone. Stanley Royek. 715
Windsor 'Far.. Schenectady. N. T.
TRADE: NEW C.W. TRINSMITter and power supply. KJ(Ei polyphase slidelectricle, K&E: Slanhelm elide
pants pressers. Want
l'eak Pre-selector and Argus camera.
Fred A. Cook. Dutch Neck, N. J.

mitter.

IL

Frank A. Scolaro.

6049

Huxley Ave.. Itronx, N.T.
HAVE BRONZE RIOLDS: 4%sI
parts;
Plate camera;
radio and mechanical maR zlnes.
S.W. radio parts, typewriters, motor',
lathe. It. Tracy. 611 So. 5th Ave.,
Mount Vernon, New York.
75

WATT TRANSMITTER

t'O}I-

plete power supplies, tubes, culls. 47
crystal, 4d buffer -2 15s in final. 6
meters. Have speech equipment to
modulate It. Swap for P.A. system. 30
watts. L B. Holtz, 553 Carrot St.,
Apt. 2, Akron, Ohio.

WHAT IEAVE YOU TO OFFER
for eight general coverage calls (2
sels, tuning from 16 -200 meters, and
eight bandspread coils for the amateur bands. Made by Meissner, all
hase lise prongs. O. Black, 12 lambert
ltd.. Belmont. Maas.
WANTED,
CS ED
CANDLER
code course
Sean
cheap for cash.

O'Neill.

Worcester College, Oxford University, Oxford, England.
SWL'a WISHING TO EXI'LtNGE
cards please mall yours and get mine
in return. Wm. Basins, 7007 S. Maple mol. Chicago, Illinois. U.S.A.
HRS 3163,

TRADE: VAN HORN-FLEWELling ¡Using No. 506 Weston M.A.)
and Sterling No. R -514 tube checkers;
Grebe U.C.. 3 tube, ( -It -18 Special
S.W. Receiver. Wanted) Typewriter
or girl's bicycle. L. G. Saunders,
Bowling Green, Ohlo.
WANTED: 8 VOLT SHORT SUAVE.
equipment for use In ear. State lowest price or what you will trade for.
louts B. Booth, 6 Longworth Ave.,
Sllddletown. Conn.
WANT: TO BUY OR (RENT FOR
time Candler Junior (ourse,
8short
1lÌ pay cash. Write: Louts Krunberg,
1905 Elgin, Houston, Taxas.

tt'.INT TO BIT FOR CASH:
issues of hiders Slanuela and
mint C.S. stem's. Send condition of
article and price you want. Itebhetn.
Larsen, W is.
SWAP, EG EItT VISUAL ItEOONUsed

Oseilloseope,

ance

contains

sweep

circuit. amplifier. detector. and oscillator loo kc. to 25 niegatyeles. Coat
Vor V.T.
6150, excellent rrodiilnu.
Voltmeter. Grid Dlp Oscillator, etc.
George Rohr. 07 Thorne St.. Jersey
('toy. N. J.

TRADE NATIONAL FII-7A Tïl'E
receiver cnupletr, ss ant hiders six.

Solar condenser
and
eight.
checker oeillograph. Weston 20,000
ohms
analyser, write
for
let ails.
WBJAJ, W. L. Cornelius, Maquoketa, Iowa.
seven

WILL TRADE. 21 ISSUES OF
S.W.C. mug. for used chemical apparatus. What have you got. OMt
l'leaae write to J. Grady, 165 Park
Row Ave, North. Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada.

"DAMS," SWLs. WOULD LIKE
receive letters from
'Imams" or
ett'l:s in Asia. Arriva. .Smith America, or Europe. Please Uri.. was.
to

All letters answered. QR.I -Honmey
Miller, 434 Elm Street, Newport.

WANTED- K.WIs"r'M TWO-TI IRE

compact radio.
Lass 6F7'
12A7 Bakelite cabinet. Need not he
In operating condition. State paire.

ACDC

All

quotations answered, Raymond
Campbell. 311 East 2nd St.. Monticello, lows.

SWAP:

A

i'IIROMIUSI FINISHED

flat rlarmet eu excellent condition
with case for a two tube R.F. Pre elector in god coditlotl. Write.
Franklin MrCutrhen, 260 Julian Ave_
H

E. St.

Lords.

SWAP
Radio

III.

FOR

G00I) S.W.

SET)

31
Issues
Radio
News C35 to 371,
auto dynamir.
Cooke Electrical Engineering course,
microphone- etc. What ant I offered in
swap! Hobert Winslow, Box 172, W y-

equipment.

,:

koff, Minn.

TRADE. MODEL 930 COLUMBIA
Kolater smOlifler and pickup, for

transmitter and microphone or other
short wave equipment. Write Charles
Eleetmberqq
832 Concord
St.. N.B.,
Pittsburgh, l'a.

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR RADIO BOOKS
herewith present a selected collection of recent important radio
hooks. We have selected these volumes because they represent the foremost radio books of their kind in print today.
We publish no catalog. Order direct from this page. Prompt shipments
will be made to you. Remit by money order or certified check. Register an

letters containing cash.

F

$3.69
COM-

$2.98

lilo.

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE

gssk

Ills..

510

FUNDAMENTALS

$4.90

127 musa
ELEMENTS OF RADIO
MUNICATION. 288 pages,

241

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK. 448
'$1.97
126 illus.
MODERN RADIO
SYEENTT
over

nA

illus.

100

MALS.

1+95

FO UNDATIONS OF RADIO

Ume.'

145

PHOTOCELLS AND

PLICATION. 332
180 Illus.
ELECTRONICS. 134

45

urne.

WAVE

SHORT
BOOK.
Illus.

128

$2.47
THEIR APpages. 52.88
Pages

RADIO

Pages,

150

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO

478
306

pages.

illus.
EXPERIMENTAL
MODERN
1300 pages.

RADIO
over 700

lilas.
FIELD
SERVICE
ANSWER BOOK.

438 pages

Both

Books

DRAKE'S

;1.95
HAND

$1.00
$3.46

RADIO.

illus. Prepaid

168

Illus.

1178

OF
RADIO
$3.46
Illustrated. Prepaid
ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRES.
SURES
AND
FREQUENCIES,
248
. 111
dCL8
0s7
illus. Prepaid
RADIO
CONSTRUCTION
AND
REPAIRING. 444
,
$2.50
illustrated
THEORY OF VACUUM
TUBE
CIRCUITS. 228
226 53.00
.
illus.
PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, 988
Profusely illus. ....57.35
RADIO
ENGINEERING:
$5. 50
813 pages. 475 Illus. ..
EXPERIMENTAL
RADIO
EN
OINEERING. 346
,
250 illus.
RADIO OPERATING QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS. 427
$2.50
pages. 106 illus,
OFFICIAL
RADIO
SERVICE
HANDIBOOK, over 1,000 pagos.
over 1.000 Illus.
$3.92
Prepaid
426 pages.

$2e69
SERVICING.

$4.00

DATA

AND

$2.50
$6.00

CYCLOPEDIA

OF

5

45

srTTae

;3.46

OFFICIAL SHORTWAVE RADIO
MANUAL. 240 pages, many Illustra-

tions. Vol.
V2
Vol.
(1935)
I

$

(1934)

00

!r 50

Prepaid

OFFICIAL
RADIO
SERVICE
MANUAL. Volume 4. 2,000 illus.,

$3.43

over 400 pages

Prepaid

5.
6.

pages. over 2.500 IIIee.

Prepaid

VACUUM TUBES
THE SUPERHETERODYNE
BOOK
HOW TO BECOME A SERV
ICE MAN

BRINGING ELECTRIC
UP TO DATE
SW ERS

9.
10.

AUTOMOBILE
SERVICING

RADIO

SETS

AN
AND

HOME RECORDING AND ALL

ABOUT IT
PUBLIC ADDRESS INSTAL
LATION AND SERVICE
13. ABC OF AIR CONDITIONING
14. POCKET RADIO GUIDE
15. ABC OF REFRIGERATION
16. PRACTICAL RADIO CIRCUITS
17. SERVICING WITH SET AN
ALYZERS
18. POINTTO -POINT
RESISTANCE ANALYSIS
19. PRACTICAL
RADIO KINKS
AND SHORT CUTS
PRICE PREPAID
50c
EACH BOOK
12.

HOW TO ORDER

No C.O.D. orders. Our prices ar
net, as shown. some of the books

t

U.S. only).
prepaid
Those that are fñ t thu's listed
postnipped
llect if sufficient
qé
not sent. Ada 7%
of
for postage.

SERVICE

over

written

8. RADIO QUESTIONS AND

repaid

OFFICIAL
RADIO
MANUAL. Volume 6,

authors.
u

2. MODERN
3.

OFFICIAL
RADIO
SERVICE
MANUAL. Volume 5, over 3.000
illus.. over 1,000 pages. S6.86

RADIO PUBLICATIONS,
126

byelko
b0 wÌ
well-known
n

Number.

i

ol.

RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. 1050

pages,

.4, -,date
Here are
ka
n
radio and
oI msowng,Morten
In every aon... ALL HOOKS tIN1.
FORM -they contain 64 pages. SO to
1

RADIO
ENGINEERING
HAND BOOK
SSO
latest
,
PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

1.200

$6.86

(ContrnuuiI jroln page 125)
QRA for this DX catch is: Chief Engineer
of the 4th Telegraph and Telephone District, Palembang, Sumatra, Neth. E. Indies.
DENMARK

OZF, at Copenhagen, is now reported
on 15.165 mc., by Edward Petersen, W2.
Reported on Sunday, may be operating
daily at this time. QRA: Stats Radiofonen,
Heibergsgade, Copenhagen, Denmark.
HAM STARDUST

S

The Amateur Contest certainly started
the Amateur DX season for '38 with one
big bang! Stations from every corner of
the world were logged, and the impetus of
the Contest has impelled many a CW ham
to give 'phone more of his attention, as
tine conditions through most Of the contest
made long distance QSOs a not too rare
occurrence on 10 and 20 meter 'phone.
We have often tuned over the 20 meter
band on week -ends, during the afternoon,
and turned off our receiver with the expression, "Whew! What a mess!"
Right how. best reception from Europe
is between 12:30-3 a.m., When these stations are heard with remarkable strength
and but little QRM, with the VKs joining
the parade as early as 1 a.m., continuing
usually to 8 a.m. or so, without a break.
Africa is also heard on 20 throughout the
afternoons, and at same times as Europeans in early a.m.'s, of course. Europeans
are heard every afternoon till around 7
p.m. and Asiatics being heard at 1 a.m.;
3:30 -4:30 a.m., and 7 -8 a.m. Js and KAs
are heard at 3:30 -4:30 a.m. and an occasional J 'phone at 1 a.m. or so.
ASIA

15 HANDY
POCKET-SIZE
RADIO BOOKS

We

Let's Listen In with
Joe Miller

The following are reported from the
Orient: XZ2DY, 14120; XZ2DX, 14040;
XZ2EZ, 14350, in Burma; XU8RB, 14080,
China; FIBAC, 14035, 14265, lately on
14265, French Indo- China; VU2LL, 14340,
India; J2MI, 14080, 14300; J2NF, 14295;
J2NG, 14300; J7CR, 14290; PCB, 14310,
Japan.
KAIHS, 14270; KA1BH, 14130;
KA1MB, 14040; KA7EF, 14180; KAIAF,
14150; KAIMMG, 14310; KA1ZL, 14255;
KA1ME, 14265, in the Philippines. Also
KA2OV, 14270.
HS1BJ, 14070, Siam; VS6AG, 14084,
Hongkong; PGIGL, 14260; PK2WL,
14080; PK1PK, 14030; PKIVX, 14070;
PKIGB, 14320; PK1RL, 14030; PKIZZ,
14280; PK2JX, 14320; PK1DB, 14300;
PK4DG, 14340; PK4AU, 14380; PK4JD,
14100, all in Java, with PK4s in Sumatra,
reported.
AFRICA

Reported from Morocco: CN8AU,
14130; CN8AR, 14275; CN8NIV, 14100;
CN8AV, 14085: CN8AJ, 14100; CN8MB,
14145; CN8AM, 14090.
From So. Africa: ZSIB, 14080; ZS2AF,
14255; ZS2AH, 14400; ZS2AL, 14110;
ZS1BL, 14350; ZS6CZ, 14350; ZS6CT,
14280; ZS6AJ, 14050; ZS3F, 14040, 14070.
From Egypt: SUIRD, 14070, 14100,
14340; SU1A \f, 14270; SU1KG, 14090;
SUIRK, 14330; SU1CH, 14390.
Algeria : FA8CC, 14120, 3 a.m.; FA3HC,
14280, 2 a.m. ; FA8BG, 14300.
Kenya: VQ4KTB, 14145.
EUROPE

97
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DX from Europe liad its greatest season
ever, with many FB DX hams heard from
SHORT

WAVE

&

TELEVISION

nearly every country. Heard were:
Roumania: YR5AA, 14070, 14260;
YR5KW, 14120; YR5CF, 14010, 14400.
Sweden: SM5SD, 14270; SM6WL,
14320; SM7YA, 14080; SM7UC, 14340.
Denmark : OZ3U, 14340; OZ5BW,
14400; OZ9Q, 14100; OZ9R, 14130; OZ5G,

MANY NEW BOOKS HAVE BEEN ADDED TO
MOST COMPLETE LOW -PRICED TECHNICAL LIBRARY

RADIO'S

-a

most
THE RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES (each volume fifty cents)
complete and authentic set of Volumes-treats individually, important
book
been
and
air
conditioning.
Each
has
radio,
refrigeration
divisions of
designed to give you the opportunity to learn one or more branches of the
the
books
are
-known
Each
well
to everyone.
fields mentioned. The authors of
is an expert -an authority on the subject each is thoroughly familiar with
the field which he represents.

14300.

Italy: I1KN, 14360; 11IT,

14350.

Switzerland:

14000, 14040,

ALL BOOKS ARE UNIFORM -The volumes in the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES
measure 6 a 9 inches. Each book contains on an average of 50 to 120 illustrations. The

HB9J,

HB9BR, 14030;

14350, 14110; HB9CL, 14025.

books are printed on an excellent grade of paper which makes the type easy reading.

Here Are the Titles - - -

Norway: LAIF, 14260; LA3B, 14080;
LASH, 14100; LA8C, 14125; LA1G, 14150.
From Lithuania: LYIJ, 14390; LYIHB,

No. 2. MODERN VACUUM TUBES

14075.

No.3.THE

Poland: SP1CC, 14340; SP1DC, 14360;
SP2HH, 14025.
Esthonia: ES5D, 14300.
Greece: SVIKE, 14000, 14300.
Albania: ZA1CC, a new 'phone has been
reported in American fone band, early
a.m., working a G.
PITCAIRN ISLAND

VR6AY, 14346, formerly VR6A, operated by Andrew Young, a direct descendant
of the world famous mutineers who settled

12. PUBLICADDRESS
INSTALLATION AND
SERVICE
No. 13. ABC OF A R

SUPER-

HETERODYNE BOOK
No. 6. BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS UPTO -DATE

RADIO

A ND

No.

2

3

6

9

10

12

13

14

16

15

17

18

elate

.3ohn SI

ia..n

books are sent postage prepaid

MATHEMATICS

At

CONTENTS OF BOOK
I. ARITHMETIC: Addition, Multiplication, Division. Il. Factoring and Cancellation. Fractions,
Decimals. Percentages. Ratio, and Proportions.
Ill. The Metric System. IV. How to Measure

ßeltpue

Surfaces and Capacity (Geometry). V. POWERS:
Involution -ROOTS: Evolution. VI. Mathematics
for the Manual and Technical Craftsman. Thermometer Conversions. Graphs or Curve-Plotting.
Logarithme, Use of the Slide-Rule. VII. Special
Mathematics for the Radio TechniPRICE
Man. VIII. Commercial Calculations.
Shortcut Arithmetic. Interest, Discounts. IX. Weights and Measures,
POSTPAID
Useful Tables.

Müller

ur{susof 11.. .4.14/u.e*.
a{t.ornety. o.8n.d

Pw
w.

ETC.
Circuit data
0

Galore!

"How to Do 'Em" Data 50c
S -W

Dataprint giving Constructional

for Small, Medium and
Large size App. (All 3)....50,

data

on this lonely isle many years ago, is being
heard with a very strong signal during

for 10 meter reception informs us that
8MA was on 20 fone at the time, and that
we heard his 10 meter harmonic! He's
never been on 10!
From Asia: J2MI, 28.16 mc., J2KN.
28.32; J2NF, 28.29 mc. Japan, VU2CQ.
28.4, India.
New Zealand: ZL4AO, 28.; ZL3DJ,

early morning hours and occasionally reported as early as 8:30 p.m. Usually,
VR6AY can be heard with best strength
from 1:30 a.m. on.
Reports to VR6AY should be accompanied with reply coupons, and addressed
to: Mr. Andrew Young, Station VR6AY,
Pitcairn Island, South Pacific Ocean.
Regarding the "Special" from FR8VX.
it was not heard on Sat. or Sun., but on
Monda3. larch 21, FR8VX was logged
by Romney Miller, \V2.
The HS1BJ "Special" (lid not come
through, much to our disappointment.
However, it is very well heard on the
West Coast, so if we really want to hear
it, we'll have to move out \Vest, hi!
IO METERS

Keep watch on 10 every morning and
early afternoon, as you never can tell!
From Africa is reported: ZEIJR, 28.2,
Southern Rhodesia; ZS6T, 28.2; ZS6AJ,
28.0; ZS6DW, 28.35; ZS6AJ, 28. mc., So.
Africa.
A recent QSL from CN8MA, Morocco,
1938

Washington Blvd.

Induction PIPE A
ORE LOCATOR

Chicago. Illinois

558 W.

Construction Data

28.2 mc.

SP2HH, 28.05 mc., Poland. OK1FF.
28.05 mc., Czecllo- Slovakia. IIKN, I11 T.
both 28. mc., Italy. ES5D, 28.1 mc., Esthonia. YR5AA, 28.0, Roumania.
Also reported: SUICH, 28.8 mc., Egypt.
and VK2GU, 28.16, Australia, also VK2IQ.
28.17; VK3YP, 28.19; VK2UC, 28.3 mc.
The Europeans and Africans are heard
between 8 a.m. -5 p.m., peak around noon.
VU2CQ in India has also been heard at
11 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Australians and Japs are heard between
4 -7 p.m. on East Coast.
We wish to express our sincere gratitude
to all those who reported their DX to us,
and ask that all reports be mailed to reach
us by the first of each month at 2559 E.
28th St., Brooklyn, New York.
(Continued on page 128)
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DIATHERMY

(Artificial Fever)

Division SWT 638

handsome certificate is presnfed FREE to all
members of Me SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. The full
sise is 71/2" s 91/2". (See page II6)

50e

ELECTRIC LODGE &
PARTY TRICKS. Fun

Ì f (:FIMIFI\X

This

June,

Low Price 3 for $1

JOc

f/tA,,r.1.a?.(

for

few

BUILD YOUR OWN -SAVE MONEY I
RADIO CONTROL FOR
MODEL BOATS, PLANES,

For the Technician and Craftsman

OA a 6).>,.,t..e d)ÏÌ.egt.e.g rub tin
RL.wTpel C:ty.`ll.ar^,1atg...t tR. aI.L,.eeJ

4

21

TA PR/NTS
ELEMENTARY ICIOnly
33%c each

$hortPaur1raui'
`2Datle

20

Address

All

tt,e Short

New York, N. Y.

99T Hudson Street,

6-38

City

.

No. 21. BREAKING INTO
RADIO SERVICING

I hoar circled below the number. of books In the RADIO- CRAFT LIBRARY SERIES which you are to send me.
I hare included my remittance in full. at the price of 50e each. (Stamps. checks or money orders accepted).

Name

a

No. 20. THE CATHODERAY OSCILLOSCOPE

OF RENo. 15. ABC
FRIGERATION
No. 16. PRACTICAL RADIO CIRCUITS

IT

ST

RADIO

POCKET

14.

ANALYZERS

-TO-

GUIDE

SERV

SET

No. 18. POINT
POINT RESISTANCE
ANALYSIS

CONDITIONING

ICING
No. 10. HOME RECORDING AND ALL ABOUT

RADIO PUBLICATIONS

WITH

I

No.9. AUTOMOBILE

17.SERVICING

No.

No.

SOC

RECORD PROGRAMS
on Steel Wire!

Telegraphone
Voice or Code

Data.

for
50e

TESLA COIL DATA:

d data for
print -drawings k a Tesla...
50c
building 30 -Inch
Exciter -1 K.W. 20.000 Vt. Tra,g«
3_ SpI'k. Tesla Coil. Works on Font
3^ sp'k. Oudin Coll. Works on 110
20 "Tricks" -with Testas & dSsinCle

Data

Exciter
How

Coll.......... SOc

k. Tesla

Trend.

y

K.W.
15.000 Volt
Sp'k. Oudln. Vibrator

'tip rate

dual. 'from t'.só

More DATAPRINTS You Need!

Water Turbins
Water Wheels

100 :Mechanical Movement.
) tutor Circuits 120)
Telephone Hookups 120)

Welding Trf,

2

Any

5

Induction Balance
Telautograph
Einthoven String Galva-

nometer
Magnets and SolenoidsGet our list
Wheatstone Bridge
to 12
induction Coils
inch SNk data
Electric Pipe Thawer
50e
K.W. 110 V. Prim. 18 V. See
prints 51.50 or 10 for $2.00

Polarized Relay, T'Itrasensitive
Ring 4 hells on 2 wires
"n Simple Bell honk -ups
Electric Chime Binger fits
any clock

"Rewinding" Armatures

-1

The DATAPRINT Co.
Lock Box 322

RAMSEY, N. I.

127

Let's Listen In with
Joe Miller
(Continued from page 127)
Those who contributed this month arc:
Ashley Walcott, Chris D. Jaffe, Murray
Buitekaut, Martin Garvey, Roy Myers,
Warren Mayes, Mel Edwards, Cyrus Will,
-Larry- Kentzel, Ralph Gozen, Roger Legge,
Harry Honda, Romney Miller, Walter B.
Roetter. Roht. Truhlar, Bert Wolfe, J. O.
Faris, Jr.. Leo Herz, Eli Powers, Pedro
Rodriguez, David Styles, Max Fisher,
Theodore Bottema, G. C. Gallagher, Jim
Lonyon. Gail Beyer, Joe Hellmann.
1

Tiny, but ..

1
.1.

7

In capacities of 4, 8, 12, 16. 24, 30 and
mfd. Working voltages of 150, 250.
350 and 450 D.C. working.
40

Insulating jacket edges spun over can
ends. Leads can't short on can. Red and
black end disks indicate polarity.

Ask Your Jobber

coat-

-

to show you

these Dandees. Ask him for literature
or write us direct.

Radio in Japan
SHIGERU OKAMOTO

(Continued front page 69)
nlunication between islands. Experiments
with ultra -short wave two -way police radio
have been conducted also, although there
are not many radio-equipped police cars in
Japan. The commercial aviation companies
of Japan maintain two -way radio phone
communications from planes to ground by
short -waves as is the case in this country.
While wire facsimile has been in use for
several years for transmitting news photos
to various cities of the Empire, tests of
radio facsimile were made to the United
States last spring and this trans -Pacific
service will probably be put into regular
operation in a few years. Tests to several
European countries also were made. No
work has been done in the field of a home
facsimile service for the general public.
such as that now being evolved in the
United States.
The most popular type of radio in Japan
is the T.R.F. receiver with a regenerative
detector. Superheterodynes have never become very popular because the extreme
selectivity of the superheterodyne is unnecessary where there are not a great many
broadcast stations. Each of the principal
cities of Japan has one or two broadcast
stations. Four- or five -tube receivers for
A.C. operation are most generally used.
Alternating current electric lines are used
exclusively in Japan, so there are no A.C. D.C. receivers. Japanese receiving tubes
are of the American type rather than the
European type, but they are manufactured
in Japan. The average four- or five -tube
table model radio costs about $12 to $15.
Very little set building is done by Japanese
radio fans any more. although a few years
ago most receivers were home -made.

6,1, restorative

VACATION
SALT AWAY next winter's
strength; spend this vacation in the salt
air and salt water
on the sun -swept
beach in front of
your comfortable
hotel room at the
Hotel
Knickerbocker
Live affordably
and conveniently

the famous

boardwalk. Rest.
ful beds, zestful

meals-

Hotel

C. MANAGER

KNICKERBOCKER
European and American Plan

All private baths with hot and
cold ses water. Bathing from
hotel. Convenient to all piers
theatres and amusements.

i

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
You need our 1938 Catalog
RACKS

describes our complete

line of

PANELS

CABINETS

Write for your Free Copy Today.

PAR -METAL PRODUCTS CORP.
3529 41st
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Bliley Electric Co... .. ......
Brush Development Co., The
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Henry Radio Shop
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Instructograph Company
international Resistance Company

France and U. S. Combat
$ -W Propagasters
(Continued fr,nr real,. 781
and the western part of South America. This
station broadcasts programs in Spanish.
As a result of this change, South America
is insured of superior reception of programs
from this country. Strenuous efforts will
be made to cultivate the good will of our
southern neighbors via these broadcasts.
it was emphasized that these allocations
were conditional and the government might
at some future time go into the field of
short wave broadcasting to South America
through a government -operated Pan American station. However, if W2XAD and
\\r1XAI. provide adequate service for South
America, they will probably be granted unlimited use of these frequencies.
Please say you saw it in SHORT WAVE
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SRO
Designed with cost secondary to
performance, with the one idea
of obtaining the maximum of
effectiveness in difficult communications work, the HRO Receiver has won a unique reputation for outstanding capability.

NC -IOIX
Somewhat lower in price than
the HRO, and equipped with
the added convenience of knob controlled coil shifting, receivers
of the NC -100 series have a
consistently high performance
that make them favorites in

amateur stations throughout
the world.

NC SIX
Offering the maximum of performance possible at a low price
the NC -80 series are true Communication Receivers, capable,
long- lived, and efficient. They
provide extremely good performance- per -dollar value.

ONE TEN
A special purpose receiver, the
1 -10 Receiver covers the range

from one to eleven meters, and
is intended solely for work at
ultra -high frequencies. It fills
the need of the experimenter for
an adequate receiver to cover
this wide and increasingly valuable field.

A

FINE

PURPOSE
RECEIVER FOR EVERY
COMPANY, INC., MALDEN. MASS.
NATIONAL
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Hallicrafters
Receivers

. .

ONLY AN ORGANIZATION

with the 'facilities.
experience and resources of the Hallicrafters
could build a practical communications receiver
to sell at this low price.
The 1938 SKY BUDDY covers everything on
the air from 18.5 MC to 545 KC, including the
20. 40. 80 and 160 meter amateur bands, regular
broadcast, police, aviation. foreign short wave.
and government services. It's an amateur's and
short wave listener's receiver in every respect
an AC set of conventional power transformer
construction, and built of highest quality material and parts throughout. Sensitivity and
selectivity are comparable only to receivers selling at many times its modest price. Any amateur or critical short wave listener will he delighted at its fine performance
has all the
painstaking. careful engineering of the better
Hallicrafters receivers. See the New 1938 SKY
BUDDY at your Hallicrafters dealer today.

-

-it

ds

plete

AT NO TIME PREY
Listener with a tim

communications receiver
CHAMPION is an 6 -Tube. A
re.
Selection, complete coverage from 44 MC (6.8 meters) to
the top of the broadcast hand. Built -in Speaker, every
essential control for amateur receptions and a Hand
Spread better than A.R.R.L. Handbook recommendations.
In Sensitivity, Selectivity and all around performance, the
SKY CHAMPION equals and beltera receivers selling at
double its price. It's a true Hallicrafters receiver- incorporating only the finest of parts, and the
most careful and painstaking engineering
and workmanship.
See the New Sky Champion at your Hallicrafters dealer today, or write for complete information.

Coverage
8.5 MC to 545 KC
Built -In Speaker
Separate Band

Tubes

r

and Tabea)

29 5 0

Al

and

8

et Price

Dial
Easily
batte

SKY CH-AMPION

Separate Band

Spread Dial
Complete Coverage 44 MC to 545
KC

Built -In Speaker
Individual Coils
for each band

For AC and Bat-

Every essential
control for efficient amateur reception

tery Operation
4 Bands

Amateur's Net Price
Including Speaker and
Tubes

4950
ALL HALLICR

ERS AVAILABLE ON LIBERAL

PAYMENTS

Indiana Avenue,
Chicago, U. S. A.
Cable Address:
"Hallicraft" Chicago
2601

WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
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